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Abstract 
A circus, perceived as a fleeting performative event by its audience, presents a 
life of continuingly restored movement and work to the people that produce the 
performance. This is the starting point for the stable mobility concept presented in this 
research. The circus represents a situation of continuing and stable physical movement 
in which the production of movement continually creates a recognizable, yet flexible, 
situation. This thesis demonstrates the value of stable mobility for understanding 
experiences and productions of cultural geographical phenomena that are flexible, 
continually restored, and reworked to be stable, yet also specific, at each restoration. 
The thesis argues that stable mobility becomes apparent through mobile research 
perspectives. A mobile perspective is viewing the lived relationships and processes of 
mobility from the place of mobility and finding ways to recover the practices and 
experiences of being mobile. This is done, not by adding physical movement, but by 
considering the context of movement. 
The research presents ideas ofperformance and memory as the ways in which a 
circus manages to reproduce and transform its culture of mobility by calling on past 
formulations of circus mobility in ways specific to each performance. Significantly, the 
thesis presents a figuring of mobility, understood as constantly renewed relationships 
between people, materials, and memory made flexible through improvisational 
performances, as necessary to the maintenance and preservation of circus life. 
Through a five month ethnography conducted on the roads, and in the tent, of 
Kelly Miller Circus' 2008 season, this research discovered how, through continually 
restorcd and flexible performances of memory, this performative culture of movement 
maintains and preserves its mobility by continually becoming temporarily immobile. In 
order to reflect the varied aspects of stable mobility at work in Kelly Miller Circus, each 
ethnographic description and analytical engagement is written in a different 
pcrformativc style. 
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Introduction: A circus view of mobility 
This is Kelly Miller 
Circus. It is created in much the 
months out of the year. To cac Ii 
of these towns, East Tawakoni 
(fig. 1.1), Avella (fig. 1.2), and Fir, Ur C11 -1 Vý I k( 
Lima (fig. 1.3), Kelly Miller 
Circus is experienced as a 
singular event. A group of 
people, animals, and trucks have 
taken over a bit of their town and 
will perform for one night only. 
They will (to the seemingly 
16, 
'Aril 
impossible. set-Lip, pcrl'orni, pack 
up, and be gone by morning. 
" 4- 
Tomorrow the only trace of their 
WE ft W 
presence here is a poster on a 
pole and the memories and 
photographs of the audience. 
The iown socs ihom ; i,. ý flot-tino 
exciting, perhaps slightly 
Z. frightening and slightly Figutu i-i. Lima, NY. 
disruptive. 
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The view from Kelly Miller Circus is different. To the circus each of these 
towns is experienced as just another day. It is slightly different from the one before, but 
more alike than not. They are in the town for one night only as usual. Once again they 
will arrive and begin their day. They will set up, perform, pack up and leave. 
Tomorrow they will do it again somewhere else, but not necessarily somewhere new. 
They are living, working, slightly exhausted, slightly bored. 
From the stationary perspective of the town the circus is an event experienced 
with no knowledge of what came before their town and what will come after. They will 
remember the tent and the animals. The sights and smells will linger in memory as 'the 
circus. ' From the mobile perspective of Kelly Miller Circus each town is approached 
with the knowledge of what happened there last season, what happened yesterday, what 
must happen today and what all those experiences mean for tomorrow. If these towns 
linger in memory they will be memories of audience numbers, town amenities like a 
clean laundry, or cnvironmental conditions of mud or rain. 
The shift in perspective changes the story of the processes of mobility in the 
circus from disruption to maintenance, from excitement and romance of the travelling 
performer to the daily life and work of the travelling performer. The town experience of 
the circus, described above, mirrors particular approaches to mobile cultures and 
processes that are concerned with managing the disruption caused by their movement 
through stationary societies. The circus experience of their own mobility process, also 
described above, rcflccts a growing interest in the maintenance of mobility processes. 
The circus perspective also presents another way to approach mobility by viewing it 
through the processes of performance and memory. This thesis will describe and 
discuss the ways in which the living memory of the circus shapes its present and future 
2 
performances, both in the ring' and on the road. By viewing the continual reproduction 
of a daily routine and rhythm of mobility that is consistent as well as flexible, this thesis 
will demonstrate not only how Kelly Miller Circus maintains its particular form of 
mobility but also how it assures its continuation into the future. 
The difference in experience is the inspiration for the concept of stable mobility 
which is the centre point of this thesis. This term, stable mobility, refers to three 
intertwining situations at work in Kelly Miller Circus. The first is a situation of 
continuing movement. The second is an understanding that the production of 
movement continually creates a recognizable situation. The third is understanding that 
stable and recognizable do not mean fixity or continual fluidity, but instead flexibility. 
Using the case of an American circus, this thesis shows the place of Kelly 
Miller Circus in a constant state of moving from town to town. It also shows that the 
processes and activities necessary to move the circus from town to town are also 
necessary in the maintenance of the recognizable place of Kelly Miller to the people of 
Kelly Miller. That last point is key. To the stationary observer, one circus is pretty 
much like the next. One performance of Kelly Miller Circus is almost indistinguishable 
from the next day's performance. However, to the mobile observer within the circus the 
general patterns and experiences of each day on Kelly Miller Circus are mundane, yet at 
the same time specific to each day. The details of the patterns and daily experience are 
subtly, but significantly, different because they take place on a different stage each day 
as the circus moves from town to town. 
This concept of stable mobility is, I believe, most apparent when a mobile 
perspective is taken in research. In this thesis, a mobile perspective refers to the kinds 
of questions asked and the methods utilized to answer those questions. Mobility 
research tends to assume a stationary perspective when viewing movement. By that I 
Throughout the thesis tenns specific to circus culture are indicated by bold text at their first use in the text. Please refer to 
Appendix 1, Glossary, for definitions. 
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mean mobility research tends to approach a movement, or network, or potential 
movement from, or in relation to, an immobile or stationary perspective. This tends to 
produce rather one-dimensional accounts of mobility processes that speak to the 
disruption, transformation, or mundaneness of mobility processes to stationary subjects 
or locations. When I discuss approaching mobility research through a mobile 
perspective, I am advocating for research questions and methods that attend to the 
context of movement. It is about approaching mobility while it is in progress. 
However, it is not just about adding physical movement to traditional forms of research. 
Mobility research is moving beyond documenting pure movement to understanding 
mobility as complex processes of lived relations (Adey 2010). A mobile perspective is 
about viewing the lived relationships and processes of mobility from the place of 
mobility. It is about considering the concerns and practices and meanings of mobility 
for the people that are moving. It is about finding a way to recover the practices and 
experiences of being mobile that speak to the ways in which mobility processes are 
produced again and again. As I discovered in the course of this thesis, by taking the 
mobile perspective of the circus, it is not always the physical movement that allows for, 
and maintains, the reproduction of mobility processes. 
Kelly Miller Circus is a mobile place without location. The show has lived, 
worked, and travelled in relatively the same way since 1936. It is connected to a 
tradition of performance and way of life dating back to 1825. It is not necessarily a new 
form of mobile life transformed by increasing processes and technologies of 
globalization (CresswcII 2010). The materials of increasing connection and mobility 
are present. Most houses have a satellite dish, laptop with mobile internet, navigation 
systems and multiple mobile phones. However, these items do not necessarily enhance 
the mobility of the circus (Poolcy et al. 2006) and in many situations do not work due to 
the particular processes of mobility at work in the American circus. This research, 
4 
grounded in the mobile place of Kelly Miller Circus, illustrates that it is the lived 
relationships between the people, materials, and memories of the show that keep it 
moving down the road, sometimes regardless of its modem materials. Kelly Miller 
Circus is a performative and mobile lifestyle and livelihood that is frequently described 
as a dying traditional lifestyle of entertainment (Carmeli 2001; Hammarstrom 2008; 
Templeton 1955; Truzzi 1968). However, throughout this thesis, I show that the 
lifestyle and livelihood of Kelly Miller is one that is constantly renewing and restoring 
itself through its daily performances and movement. It is not in the scope of this 
research to speculate generally about the fate of the American circus community, but it 
is within the interests of the thesis to investigate the processes that allow for and ensure 
that Kelly Miller Circus continues to perform and move. Through a five month 
ethnography conducted on the roads and lots of Kelly Miller Circus' 2008 season, I 
discovered bow, through continually restored and flexible performances of memory, 
this 'traditional' performative culture of movement maintains and preserves its mobility 
by continually becoming temporarily immobile. Surprisingly, the importance of the 
ability to become repeatedly immobile was presented by forcing a mobile perspective 
theoretically and methodologically. 
The co-prcscnce of tradition and modem technology in Kelly Miller Circus 
present an interesting case for studying how processes of mobility are conducted in light 
of the recent 'new' interest in all things mobile and a 'new' interest in the maintenance 
of mobility systems (Adey and Bissell 2010). The stable mobility concept relates, in 
some ways, to Urry's new mobilities paradigm in that I am arguing for movement to be 
seen through movement which can present new ways to understand mobility as well as 
an interest in the materials of mobility. However, I do not link myself to Urry's call for 
a 'movcment-drivcn' social science which seemingly rethinks the nature of the social 
world (Urry 2007, p7,43). Stable mobility also speaks to Cresswell's call for 
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investigations into the politics of mobility which, among other things, views mobility as 
not just pure motion, but also as a way of being in the world that is practiced, 
experienced, embodied, and represented in a variety of very specific ways (Cresswell 
2010). Stable mobility approaches mobility in Kelly Miller Circus as processes of 
performance and memory which arc continually restored and renewed through 
consistent, yet flexible, patterns and routines. 
This thesis presents processes of performance and memory as the force behind 
circus movement. It also presents these processes, and not increasing mobile 
technology, as the way in which the circus manages to produce, reproduce, and 
transform its processes of mobility by calling on past formulations of circus mobility in 
ways specific to each performance (Cresswell 2010, p20). By addressing mobility 
through the case of a circus, the concept of stable mobility incorporates theories of 
performance and memory that highlight processes of flexibility and negotiations in the 
notion of stable and recognizable (Normark 2006). The processes of performance and 
memory at work in the maintenance of Kelly Miller's mobility create a context in which 
to understand how processes of mobility are maintained and stabilized through 
constantly renewed relationships between people, materials, and memory. 
The questions addressed by this thesis centre on fleshing out the concept of 
stable mobility in the case of an American circus as well as the significance of this 
concept to mobility research and Cultural Geography. In the course of this thesis, I will 
demonstrate the value of the concept of stable mobility for understanding: 
-the stable work that maintains mobility processes. 
-the processes of mobilization that maintain stability. 
-the significance of 'flexibility' in the maintenance of a stable and mobile 
situation. 
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To answer these questions, I self-consciously forced a mobile perspective in order to 
observe the mobility processes of an American circus that maintain the place, 
performances, and memories of Kelly Miller Circus. Exploring how performance and 
memory create and affect mobility processes turn the emphasis of this thesis toward the 
culture of mobility instead of the mere mechanics of mobility. This culture of mobility, 
observed and experienced through an ethnographic method, reveals a relationship 
between the place of Kelly Miller Circus and the towns through which it moves that is 
dependent upon the flexibility of Kelly Miller and the disruptions to their performances 
created by the town in the form of the lot provided. Viewing circus mobility through a 
mobile perspective shows each stationary town to be a disruptive element to the 
processes of mobility of the circus. However, as this thesis will demonstrate, the 
disruptions caused by each town are also shown to be tools for the maintenance of those 
processes. Performances of mobility are continually restored and renewed, and even 
transformed, through continual acts of improvisation by the people, materials, and 
memory of Kelly Miller Circus in the seasonal performance of getting down the road. 
Chapter I presents the concepts and theories utilized in the understanding of 
stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. Here mobility is approached as meaningfully 
restored and lived relationships between people, materials, and memory. In Kelly 
Miller Circus, and the American circus community in general, performance and 
memory play a large role in determining the lived relations of a working circus. This 
chapter presents Schechner's theory of performance as restored behaviour as a way to 
understand how the processes of mobility are repeated day after day, season after 
season. This theory of performance offers an understanding of performance that is 
flexible in its restoration despite always being recognizable as an 'original' referenced 
in the current restoration of behaviour. This chapter also discusses a concept of 
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memory that is forgetful, and creative, in the restoration of daily life and performance, 
through the use of traces (Pearson and Shanks 2001). Together, the discussions of 
performance and memory present improvisation as a necessary act of maintenance 
which provides flexibility while stabilizing the processes of mobility in Kelly Miller 
Circus. 
Chapter 2 presents the methodological aspect of the thesis which centres around 
a five month ethnography with Kelly Miller Circus in 2008. This chapter discusses how 
an ethnographic method was best suited to the project primarily due to its ability to 
engage directly with the life of mobility present in the circus but also due to the 
tendency for an ethnographic method to reflect characteristics of the stable mobility 
concept such as an expectation of disruption and flexibility. The chapter then describes 
the field experience and the four distinct rcworkings of research practice during the five 
months, each rcflccting a change in practical circumstances of the field but also creating 
a new opportunities for the research and data collected based on my continually 
changing role within the social fabric of the show. The importance and significance of 
engaging in a mobile method when investigating processes of mobility is discussed in 
its potential to present unexpected or unusual processes of mobility, in this case 
processes of becoming immobile and improvisation, which may also prove significant 
beyond mobility research. Finally, the chapter describes the narrative analysis inspired 
by the fieldwork and how it resulted in three analytical chapters written in three distinct 
styles. 
Chapter 3 presents a brief historical account of the American circus tradition 
which includes brief discussions of three particular historical locations in the United 
States that arc relevant context to American circus history and this thesis in particular. 
The chapter then presents a brief history of Kelly Miller Circus and a general 
description of its seasonal and daily operation. This chapter illustrates, in a general 
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way, how the processes of mobility at work in Kelly Miller Circus are part of a larger, 
historical, bundle of performative and mobile processes. This presents the processes of 
mobility as specific to Kelly Miller Circus but also having the potential to allow the past 
to inform the present, and future, processes of the show (Cresswell 2010). The ability 
of the past to break into, and inform, the present illustrates the role of memory in the 
preservation and maintenance of mobility processes and performances in Kelly Miller 
Circus. This is a theme continually addressed throughout the following chapters. 
Chapter 4 is the first of three analytical engagements with the concept of stable 
mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. It is presented as ajournal of movement organized 
temporally over one day's routine of mobility practice but spread over nine locations 
from the 2008 season. The journal documents the continually restored and renewed 
processes of mobility through descriptions and discussions of the lived relationships 
between the people and materials of Kelly Miller in their daily performances of 
mobility. In discussing the stable work that maintains the show's mobility, this chapter 
ccntres on the daily drive between towns and how it is rendered almost invisible in 
memory, despite the overwhelming presence of vehicles and mobile materials. Through 
these discussions the chapter illustrates how the people and materials of Kelly Miller 
Circus maintain their continual movement by actively 'forgetting' the drive through 
performances of demobilzation and restoring the drive through performances of 
mobilization. The presentational style along with the chapter's concluding statements 
illustrates how the subtle differences of each day arc forgotten and restored in the 
performative ritual of 'Just One Day. ' Highlighting the perfonnative concept of ritual 
in conjunction with the theory of performance as restored behaviour presents another 
way to view the way in which mobility processes are produced and maintained. 
While Chapter 4 ccntres on the act of driving, Chapter 5 revolves around the 
acts in the tent and is presented as a script of movement performances for the stage of 
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Kelly Miller Circus in which each character describes and explains their movements on 
the lot. In order to illustrate the importance of processes of mobilization to the 
perceived and recognized stability of the show, this chapter illustrates 
how the 
performances within the ritual of movement are cued by stages created through the 
performances of demobilization. It looks at how particular performances in the ritual of 
movement, introduced in Chapter 4, are specific to, and affected by, the stage on which 
they are performed. In order to highlight the importance of the performances of 
demobilization and mobilization to the stability of Kelly Miller's stage, this chapter 
illustrates, through its discussion and presentational style, how performances are 
affected and restored when Kelly Miller Circus stops moving (Cresswell 20 10, p26). 
The chapter concludes by discussing the significance of understanding mobilization 
processes as necessary to the creation of a stable stage on which Kelly Miller Circus can 
perform not only its acts but also its ritual of movement. This chapter also introduces a 
discussion about the necessity of disruption to the maintenance of mobility processes 
and a related stability of situation. This discussion is continued in greater detail in 
Chapter 6. 
Chapter 6 explores how Kelly Miller Circus maintains flexibility in its mobility 
performances and how that flexibility ensures a continuance of the recognizable and 
stable processes of the show. The chapter discusses Kelly Miller's self-imposed 
6rcsponsibility to play' and its role in maintaining the practice of improvisation. In a 
traditional presentation style, the chapter outlines four categories of improvisation 
utilized on the lot to maintain the processes of mobility as well as a stable and 
recognizable place of Kelly Miller Circus. The improvisations that occur on a show, 
and individual, level are discussed as 'acts of maintenance. ' The chapter discusses an 
improvised memory at work in the previous chapters and in the production of acts of 
maintenance to demonstrate how memory works to produce and maintain stable 
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mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. Finally, the chapter concludes by discussing the 
significance of continually utilizing improvisation, to deal with the continual subtle 
disruptions caused by the stationary locations of town and lot, to common 
representations of circus life and mobile lifestyles in general. It suggests that the use of 
a mobile perspective highlighted the way in which regular disruptions created through 
the constant change of lot and weather conditions are moments of refocusing and 
maintenance to the mobility processes of Kelly Miller Circus which create a stable and 
recognizable place of Kelly Miller Circus on the move. This observation, of the 
necessity of disruption to the stability and maintenance of mobile situations, presents 
another way to address and understand the relationships between mobile and stationary 
places. 
The thesis concludes by discussing the significant conceptual and empirical 
findings of the work which resulted from forcing a mobile perspective conceptually, 
empirically, and methodologically. The contributions of this research to understandings 
of the circus and mobile methods are linked to the processes of performance and 
memory utilized in the understanding of how mobility is maintained within the show 
but also how the continual presence of physical movement also maintains the processes 
of performance and memory. Within these discussions the particular importance of, and 
dependence on, a constant flow of subtle disruption is discussed in relation to common 
representations of mobility meaning. In the case of Kelly Miller Circus the subtle 
disruptions caused by the stationary towns through which it moves presents mobility as 
necessary for creating a recognizably stable situation for the people of Kelly Miller 
Circus. This is a relationship between mobile cultures and disruption that is not 
frequently found in mobility research or circus studies and shows the significance of a 
mobile perspective to developing theorizations of mobility in Cultural Geography more 
generally. Throughout the concluding discussion I reflect on the inspirations and 
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roadblocks to the research provided by a mobile methodology centred. on the practice of 
'getting down the road. ' 
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Chapter I 
Approaching Stable Mobility: Studying mobility and the American circus 
"The movement is nothing, it is what you have to do. " 
Vladimir Smirnoff, Interview, Circus World Museum, August 17,2004 
Vladimir Smimoff s observation sparked my interest in the question of mobility, 
in many ways. He seems to say that in circus life, a life seemingly defined by 
movement from place to place, movement itself is irrelevant. I wondered how this was 
possible. Later, I would frame this conceptually as a question of, what I call, stable 
mobility. This was a 'lightbulb' moment for my mobility research. To me, the 
continual movement was important and interesting because, from my stationary point of 
view, the continual movement and related activities seemed different and interesting. 
This assumption about mobility was based on the context of movement which seems to 
mirror mobility literature. It is easy to claim that everything is on the move and that 
modem life is characterized by an increased mobility of materials and people (Sheller 
and Urry 2006) if mobility is viewed from a stationary point. I wondered how mobility 
would appear if viewed from a mobile point. I thought perhaps the daily movement and 
related activities of the American circus could be understood as unremarkable, as 
'nothing, ' if investigated while moving. I questioned what it meant for mobility 
research when the daily movement of circus life and related activities of setting up and 
packing down could be so easily forgotten. It occurred to me that along with 
investigating the performances and practices of mobility (Cresswell and Dixon 2002) 
perhaps the memory, or forgetting, of mobility may also be helpful in understanding 
how constant daily movement becomes 'nothing. ' 
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The place of an American circus presented a suitable case for mobility research 
for another particular reason. While being a place that is continually on the move, 
it is 
also a place considered to be on the 'fringe' of American society (Feiler 1995). This 
relegation to 'the fringe' seems to also relegate it to a place of disruption or 
transgression, which is present in circus literature (Bouissac 1976; Carmeli 1988; Little 
1995), but also mirroring a common perception of the disruptive or transgressive 
natures of mobile communities (Cresswell 1996,200 1 c; Hetherington 2000; Sibley 
1995). While the circus is considered the 'fringe' of American society and a common 
mctaphor for disruption and chaos, the circus is also labelled an important part of 
American identity. "The circus occupies a warm spot in the heart of America. It is a 
favoured institution, a part of the national lore, a part of our patriotism" (Fox and 
Parkinson 1969, plO). The issue of national identity is beyond the scope of this project, 
however the incorporation of a seemingly disruptive and chaotic community into the 
collective identity of a nation is an interesting use of mobility to offer a stability in 
identity. In this thesis I argue that the context of movement in research plays a role in 
how mobility processes are approached and utilized. 
"A circus isjust a title and ring curb. " 
Scott O'Donnell, Interview, Circus World Museum, September 2,2004 
It seems there is something missing in mobility research, a mobile perspective. 
It seems an odd statement, yet somehow a mobile take on mobility is frequently absent 
(Symcs 2007, p447). Scott O'Donnell defines the circus by its name and its 
performance stage. Everything else can, and does, change from day to day, season to 
season, yet is always recognized as a circus. The circus is a place of constant change, 
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yet it is always recognized as a circus. The work done to maintain the title and ring 
curb must be stable as well as mobile thus producing a stable mobility. 
Following the 'light bulb' moment about the importance of movement context, 
my interest in mobility memory, and the lack of a mobile perspective in mobility 
research, this thesis demonstrates the value of the concept of stable mobility for 
understanding: 
-the stable work that maintains mobility processes. 
-the processes of mobilization that maintain stability. 
-the significance of 'flexibility' in the maintenance of a stable and mobile 
situation. 
This chapter outlines the literatures that shape the concept of stable mobility and 
its application to understanding the mobility processes at work in the place of Kelly 
Miller Circus. I begin by addressing gaps in mobility and geographic literatures' use 
and understandings of stability, maintenance, and mobile perspectives which, I argue, 
may be due to the rejection of the postmodem nomad metaphor. I discuss the potential 
of the idea of a nomadic lifestyle, not metaphor, to foster a mobile perspective when 
conducting mobility research. Following this, I highlight where mobility and general 
social science literature provide support for the concept of stable mobility and the 
restoration of the mobile perspective and lifestyle of a nomadic subject. In the case of 
Kelly Miller Circus, a society comparable to a nomadic lifestyle, particular elements of 
nomadic research are shown to offer an understanding of stability of place through 
mobility. I go on to develop the concept of stable mobility as it works in an American 
circus through the performance theory of 'restored behaviour' (Pearson and Shanks 
2001; Schechner 1985) and memory theory which highlights the role of forgetfulness 
is 
(Nom 1989; Roach 1996a). I argue that these literatures can work to 'correct' blind 
spots in mobility literature to a mobile perspective in research as well as contributing to 
discussions of the experience of everyday mobilities. I also discuss the treatment of 
American circus in academic and non-academic literature as it is connected to this 
project. Finally, I outline the significance of the concept of stable mobility and this 
project set in the American circus to mobility research and cultural geography. 
Mobility research, a muddyfield 
I would state at the beginning that mobility research is far-reaching within the 
social sciences broadly and Geography specifically from migration studies (Silvcy 
2004), to law (Blomley 1994; Cresswell 2006b), transport (Auge 1995; Merriman 
2007), materialities (Law 2007; Sheller and Urry 2006), globalization (Cunningham and 
Heyman 2004; Vcrstracte 2002), and culture and identity (Tolia-Kelly 2006). Many of 
these research strands are part of distinct research trajectories outside of the umbrella of 
mobility research (Merriman 2007, p5). The direction of mobility research in the social 
sciences and Geography has been outlined in two particular discussions; Cresswell's 
'mobility turn' (Crcsswell 2006a) and Urry's 'new mobilities paradigm' (Sheller and 
Urry 2006; Urry 2007). It follows that there are a variety of approaches and aims for 
mobility research. However, the increasing amount of social science and geographic 
research done under the banner of 'mobility' seems to follow on from Cresswell's 
trajectory of research and Urry's paradigm. These two discussions have slightly 
different motives. Brief descriptions of both motives illustrate a conunon concern for 
highlighting movement that is quite frequently hidden or ignored. Highlighting hidden 
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or taken-for-granted processes of mobility begins to present an understanding of how 
mobility can provide stability of situation. 
Cresswcll's description of the 'mobility turn' in social science research moves 
from a root-based understanding of place which sets mobility as disruptive and 
placeless, to a flow-based understanding of place which calls on the nomad as a 
metaphor for the modern/postmodem world in which mobility equals freedom and 
resistance, to a more nuanced look at mobility and the complex processes and power 
relations inherent in the production of mobility (Cresswell 2006a). The first stage is 
called a sedentarist metaphysics perspective (a term which he borrows from Liisa 
Malkki's 1992 anthropological work with refugees) in which culture and place are 
understood through a humanist perspective that the presence and cultivation of 
stationary roots and boundaries are necessary for the production of place, and so to be 
mobile is to have no roots and thus no place (Cresswell 2001c; Cresswell 2004; Malkki 
1992). The next turn is to a nomadic metaphysics in which the ability to move 
ceaselessly is perceived to mimic the modem world and create a type of freedom from, 
and resistance to, state power (Cresswell 1997). The final turn at present tries to attend 
to the inherent problems of the root and nomad metaphors by attending to context and 
discussing the inevitable difference and politics in the production and practice of 
mobility (Crcsswcll 2001b). 
In their attempt to extend and develop Cresswell's mobility turn Sheller and 
Urry set out to identify characteristics, properties, and implications of what they see as 
an emerging 'new mobilities' paradigm. In their eyes, "All the world seems to be on 
the move" (Shelter and Urry 2006). This statement sets out their approach which, at 
first, seemed to be concerned with large-scale international movement of people, 
materials, and information (Merriman 2007) with the resulting project about identifying 
'mobility-systems' and documenting where and how everything is moving and coming 
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into contact (Urry 2008). Later, Urry develops the paradigm further as an attempt to 
envision the world and elements of society through movement (Urry 2007). The 
emphasis in the 'new mobilities paradigm' tends to be on how mobile subjects maintain 
connection with stationary locations while moving from point to point in ever 
increasing and expanding movement (Urry 2000). The inclusion of the role of materials 
in the investigation of mobility begins to look at the means and infrastructure of 
mobility, which is admittedly missing in work stemming from Cresswell's call for a 
politics of mobility which looks to focus on the differences between mobilities rather 
than the essential qualities of movement (Cresswell 2001a, p9). 
In my project about stable mobility at work in Kelly Miller Circus both these 
approaches are helpful in understanding how mobility processes create a stability of 
situation. The final turn in Cresswell's trajectory speaks to attending to the difference 
inherent in each mobility experience, but an earlier turn is helpful as well. The nomad 
metaphor is highly problematic in the area of difference of experience but the ability to 
maintain movement despite state power and its intervention hints at stable and 
maintained mobility processes (Deleuze and Guattari 1986). Urry's paradigm is a bit 
too far reaching for my purposes here but the re-vision of societies through movement is 
extremely useful in the case of Kelly Miller Circus and provides a discussion that is 
aware of the stationary locations and materials at work in mobility processes. 
It strikes me that the connective thread through the trajectory of the mobility 
turn and the 'new mobilities paradigm, ' beyond the obvious interest in anything that 
moves, is the importance of the context of movement to claims about the nature of 
mobility (fig. 1.1). Cresswell is chiefly interested in the treatment of mobility as a 
disruption to some perceived or assumed norm (Cresswell 2001b, p16). Merriman 
highlights this understanding of mobility as a fairly common treatment. "Modem 
western societies appear to function and gain life through the movements of all kinds of 
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material and immaterial things, but they are punctuated by sedentary assumptions and 
belief ... mobilities which are 
deemed unnecessary, 
subversive or pointless are 
frequently criticized and 
controllcd by a rangc of 
authorities and commentators" 
(Crcsswcll 2001c; Mcrr'iman 
2007, p5-6; Sibley 1995). 
Investigations of the figure of 
the homeless (Cloke et al. 
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2003; Cresswell 2001c), migrant workers (Mitchell 2001), the human body (Cresswell 
2006c; Sheller 2004), transport systems (Merriman 2007), travellers (Vandcrbeck 
2005), and EU bordcrs and migrants in general (Silvey 2004; Verstractc 2001) highlight 
this tendency to privilege one movement over another. Increasing research on the 
everyday or more common privileged mobilities, such as businessmen, tourists, etc., 
present mobility processes as transformative of society and self (D'Andrca 2006; 
Graham and Thrift 2007; Urry 2007) as well as mundane, in the form of the daily 
commute and use of automobiles (Beckmann 2001; Featherstone 2004; Urry 2004 ). 2 
"Mobility is a kind of blank space that stands as an altemative to place, 
boundedness, foundations and stability" (Cresswell 2006a, p2). I initially approached 
the mobility of the circus with this assumption and was left frustrated when the mobile 
place did not seem to fit completely with the 'disruption' model from the perspective of 
the circus but instead presented hints of the mundane. This, I believe, reflects the 
starting point for most current mobility research which is an assumption that movement 
2 Refer to Appendix 2, Data Index, for Supplementary Sources consulted. 
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refers to the space in which the movement takes place and its 
effects on mobility processes. This muddy field in Greenville 
forced Kelly Miller to perform on concrete which changed the 
performances. 
is, in fact, an inevitable part of place, a fact of life, ubiquitous and vital (Adey 2010, 
pl, 4; Massey 1994). All the world is indeed on the move. Mobility is a fact of human 
life regardless of gender, economic status, nationality, etc. (Cresswell 2006b; Urry 
2000). However, in advocating for mobility to be seen as a process of stability through 
maintcnance I do not wish to discount the disruptive quality of mobility. As we see in 
Chapter 6, disruption is a useful tool for maintaining mobility processes. I want to 
highlight what I see as a blind spot in mobility literature: a blind spot that I believe 
stems from mobility researchers wanting to distance themselves from the nomadic 
metaphor which I believe results in a move away from the nomad's mobile perspective. 
It seems odd that a mobile perspective is rare in mobility research especially as 
it is continually noted that "one isn't mobile with oneself and others ... the world must be 
mobile too, " (Adey 2010, p4; Urry 2000,2007). However, like mobility itself, the ever 
present underbelly of daily life and a mundane reality so easy to be missed, the mobile 
perspective is also frequently missed. I believe this is due to an avoidance of the post- 
modern nomad metaphor. Let me be clear, I am not an advocate of the nomad metaphor 
and its attached assumptions and literatures of modernity, freedom, urban space, 
resisting the state and romanticising transgressive mobilities (Cresswell 1997; Merriman 
2007, p5). However, I believe a mobile perspective was also lost when the idea of the 
nomad was dismissed as problematic (Kaplan 1996). 1 agree that the metaphor erased 
varied difference in the production and practice of mobility, but the ideas of circular 
beings, routine, flow, and smooth space (Braidotti 1994; Deleuze and Guattari 1986) 
were perhaps beginning to understand maintained mobility processes as stabilizing 
situations of movement. The nomadic subject was dismissed before an idea of a mobile, 
lifestyle and living experience, as well as a mobile perspective, was developed. "The 
nomad is subject to the disciplinary discourse which attempts to 'place' the nomadic 
subject blind to the fact that there is no place but the place of movement' ' (Cresswell 
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1997, p362). Embracing the idea that there is 'no place but the place of movement' 
forces a mobile perspective and highlights mobility processes that are stable. This idea 
of mobile processes creating a stable and recognizable place is addressed in Chapter 4. 
However, in my research, the mobile perspective also highlighted that continual 
mobility processes create a stable place, are necessary for the stability of place, and that 
their absence creates a disruption in situation. This is explored in Chapter 5. 
To return to my sub title, 'mobility research, a muddy field, ' as can happen 
when the houses of the American circus stay in one place too long, mobility research is 
struggling to move. It is a problem of privileging a stationary point of view. It is 
viewing mobility from the point through which the object of study travels. When the 
mobility is viewed through a mobile perspective mobility is suddenly life and work and 
perhaps unremarkable and 'nothing' (recall the opening quote of this chapter). For 
example, Ben Fincham's work on bike messengers sheds light on the life/work balance 
and mundancity of a mobile community (Fincham 2008). In the case of Kelly Miller 
Circus, a mobile perspective allowed for an understanding of mobility processes that 
were both disruptive and mundane and perhaps even transforming. The concept of 
stable mobility is one that stems from the mobile perspective of an American circus 
presented to me in my childhood through my parents' stories of their experiences as 
circus clowns. I expand on this personal connection with the circus community and its 
effects to the project in Chapter 2.1 mention it here to highlight the role of experience 
and memory in the concept of stable mobility. The context of movement which 
informed stable mobility, Kelly Miller Circus, also informed the way in which mobility 
processes arc approached in this research. In the next section I highlight where mobility 
literature (and beyond) works to 'correct' the stationary blind spot of mobility research. 
The concept of stable mobility, in the case of Kelly Miller Circus, uses processes of 
performance and memory to explore how the mobility of the show is maintained from 
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day to day. The next section also points to how these processes are used elsewhere in 
mobility research. 
Getting down the road with Stable Mobility 
Stable mobility is a concept that embraces movement but also accounts for the 
inevitable disruption and, as we have seen, mundancity caused by a relatively constant 
state of movement. It is an understanding of movement as a continuing situation but 
also that the constant movement must be maintained in order to create stability within 
the situation. Stable mobility is not a situation of complete flux or stasis. It recognizes 
that flexibility in processes of mobility are necessary for the continuing condition of 
movement. Kelly Miller Circus is not only a culture of mobility, but also one of 
performance. The performance element of the place cannot be ignored while 
investigating its processes of mobility. Including performance in the investigation of 
mobility also presents a way to understand the constant renewal of mobility processes 
through memory work. 
Discussions of automobility speak to the stability in identity (Edensor 2004) and 
the self-reproducing nature of mobility processes (Urry 2004). A characteristic of the 
nomad mctaphor is the ability to improvise in the process of moving as seen in Deleuzc 
and Guattari's opportunistic nomadic space (Cresswell 1997, p364; Deleuze and 
Guattari 1986) and De Ccrteau's pedestrian tactics (De Certeau 1984). De Certeau's 
tactics also present a way to understand the transformation power of continuous 
processes of movcmcnt. As I discussed earlier and again in Chapter 6, a circus is a 
place of constant change and the ever present practice of improvisation is a way of 
dealing with the change while maintaining a recognizable place and routine. It also 
presents a way for the circus to minutely transform its processes to account for the 
diffcrcnt locations in which it pcrforms. 
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With claims that the world is becoming increasingly mobile the focus tends to be 
large scale international movements and faceless travellers (Binnie et al. 2007) that are 
somewhat reminiscent of the nomad metaphor with similar criticisms of mobility 
fetishism and erasing difference (Canzler et al. 2008; Merriman 2007). However, the 
ceaseless movement of the 'new mobilities paradigm' led to the investigation of the 
'immobilities and moorings' and Tuidities and stabilities' that produce such movement 
in an attempt to account for difference as well as document mobility systems and 
processes (Adey 2006; Canzler et al. 2008; Divall and Revill 2005; Hannarn et al. 2006; 
Kaufmann and Montulet 2008; Normark 2006; Revill 2007; Urry 2003). This work 
highlights the role of stationary points, like airports, auto services, and website portals, 
to the production and management of mobility networks and processes. Doreen 
Massey's 'global sense of place' recognized that mobility and fluidity are a key part in 
the production of a relatively stable sense of place (Massey 1994). 'Relatively' stable 
because while users might recognize the same place, each have a different sense of its 
character. In the search for the use of mobility to produce a sense of stability in a 
mobile place I found work on community and identity to be surprisingly useful for 
developing the concept of stable mobility. 3 
Work on musicians and music enthusiasts found that mobility in the form of 
tours and gatherings creates a stability of community through a shared experience and 
expectation of travel as well as creating a recognizable place that moves location 
(Becker 1963; Gardner 2004). In addition, O'Reilly and Crutcher show second-line 
parades in New Orleans to produce and reaffirm a stability of community identity 
(O'Reilly and Crutcher 2006). This particular piece takes it one step further by showing 
the parade itself to be a relatively stable entity while moving through the streets of the 
31 would note that Traveller/Gypsy research was consulted (Drakakis-Smith A 2007; Holloway SL 2005; Sigona N 2005; 
Vandcrbeck RM 2005) but I found it to be overwhelmingly about the perceptions and reactions to these mobile groups as 'other' 
with little attention to the attempt to create stability by the Traveller/Gypsy. Notable exemptions would be Hetherington K 2000 
and Shubin S 2010. 
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city. By moving with the parade O'Reilly and Crutcher reveal a place of movement in 
which the paraders exist in a relatively stable place (at least for the duration of the 
parade) and the spectators appear a faceless, moving blur. It may not be their primary 
intent but this piece is an example of how a mobile perspective can open up an 
understanding of movement creating stability even as it creates a disruption, in this case 
the closing of streets for a parade. This piece in particular also begins to address the 
stage on which mobility is performed and its effects on the processes of mobility 
(Edensor 2007). This is a relationship discussed in Chapter 5. 
Privileging movement can also uncover the potential mundaneness and even 
stillness of mobility (Binnie et al. 2007; Bissell 2009; Fincham. 2007; Symes 2007) 
which also, surprisingly, highlights the inevitable disruption that comes with movement 
but also how it is managed in order to maintain mobility systems . ..... mundaneity is 
always potentially otherwise, slipping out of kiltcr, disrupted and rent asunder through 
unforeseen occurrences and unfamiliar conjunctions ... the competence to fold the 
seemingly unusual back into the usual once again reveals how mobilities are formed in 
and through habit and unreflexive modes of performance ... an improvisatory disposition 
that forms the practical compctence to adapt to change" (Binnie ct al. 2007, p 167-168). 
The amount of routine and everyday work, frequently understood as mundane (Wolff 
1993, p23 1), that is required to maintain the mobile Traveller lifestyle was a surprise to 
Hetherington in his discussion of New Age Travellers (Hetherington 2000, p84). Much 
of this work was about maintaining and repairing the vehicles and materials of the 
lifestyle as well as the performances of identity. This highlights the creation of a stable 
stage for mobility that accounts for and utilizes disruption and transformation 
(Merriman ct al. 2008; Sheller 2007). These small improvisations in mobility 
performances create stability while restoring and renewing mobility performances. 
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As we see in Chapters 4,5, and 6, the element of renewal and restoration 
through improvisation is a key characteristic of the stable mobility concept. Along with 
understanding the practices and performances of mobility as stabilizing, stable mobility 
also attends to the disruption that frequently occurs with movement. The disruptions 
are managed through improvisation, or acts of maintenance, that are themselves 
maintained as a way to continue learning how to be mobile (Jones 2005). Improvisation 
in movement is a maintenance toot for the performances of mobility which produce 
stability in a variety of ways. 
Recalling memories of movement is a frequent topic of mobility research 
focused on tourism (Edcnsor 2007; Kirtsoglou and Theodossopoulos 2004; Nicholson 
2002; Quinn 2007) and migrant memories (Tolia-Kclly 2006; Wilding 2007). 
Occasionally it is also addressed as a tool for restoring mobility performances 
(Adamczyk 2002; Hoelscher 2003; Urry 2007, p266-270). In Chapter 6,1 examine how 
a lived memory and selective remembering restores the mobility performances of Kelly 
Miller Circus daily. Utilizing concepts of pcrformancc and memory in the investigation 
of the stable work that maintains mobility in a circus allows for an understanding of 
mobility as lived relations between people, materials, and memory that can be 
disruptive, mundane, and slightly transformativc. In the next section I flesh out the 
performance and memory theories that arc utilized in the production of stable mobility 
in KcIly Millcr Circus. 
Practicing Stable Mobility 
It is argued that a circus continual moves for a variety of reasons. Economics 
and avoiding problems with local authority are two theories put forward (Carmeli 1987; 
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Truzzi 1968). Another is that they are somehow obligated to just keep moving (Feiler 
1995; Fetterman 1972). For me, one inescapable reason for the constant movement is to 
find an audience for its performance. The movement from location to location is a 
performance of mobility as is the performance under the tent. Looking at 'staged' 
performances of mobility has a small presence in mobility research (Brayshay 2005; 
Cresswell 2006c; Gardner 2004). The element of performance in mobility becomes 
more significant when approaching mobility in a performance community. The 
particular performance theory I engage in this project is Schechner's theory of 
performance as restored behaviour or twice-behavcd behaviour (Schechner 1985). This 
particular approach to performance is reliant on the ability to recall behaviours in order 
to restore them. The memory aspect of stable mobility not only investigates how 
mobility is recalled and restored but also rcflccts the case of a circus, particularly in the 
form of storytelling which is a key means of training and transmitting memory in the 
American circus (Davis 2002; Feiler 1995; Fetterman 1972; Fox and Parkinson 1969; 
Frega 2001). 
1 discuss Schcchncr's theory of performance as restored behaviour and its 
relevance both in investigating the staged performance and everyday life of Kelly Miller 
Circus in more detail below. One particularly interesting aspect to emerged from my 
use of the idea of restored behaviour is how the theory evokes the ordinary and 
mundane qualities and practices of stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus and more 
generally. The ordinary and the mundane has, in fact, been a long-standing theme in 
social science research, and is a context from which Schechncr's work emerges. A key 
text in this literature is the work of Erving Goffman's The Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life (1959) and related work on symbolic intcractionism. Inaddition, the 
method and focus of my engagement with stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus (an in- 
depth participatory ethnography of a mobile workplace and their repeated routines) 
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draws parallels with Harold Garrinkel's ethnomethodology. Outlining this work allows 
me to focus on its contribution to Schechner's work, yet also illustrates how Schcchner's 
work on restorcd behaviour provides a more productive way of approaching stable 
mobility in the context of an American circus. 
Goffman worked on the small scale, concentrating on the most mundane and 
ordinary social contacts in everyday life. His goal was to highlight elementary 
processes underpinning social life and the maintenance of orderly interaction (Goffman 
2005; Manning 2008). Presentation ofSelf in Everyday Life offered a dramaturgical 
perspective and argued that all interactions could be understood as performances before 
an audience. Goffman viewed everyday mundane encounters and singular encounters 
as actors and audiences cued by repeated pre-established patterns of actions or particular 
stagcs(pl5). Through this perspective social order, or 'scripts' arise due to a working 
consensus between actors and audience. Goffinan makes the point that the use of terms 
like 'actors, ' 'audience, ' Iront, ' 'back, ' and 'mask' are merely metaphors for 
understanding how social interactions of all variety work to maintain and re-establish a 
recognizable order (p246). However, by applying a dramaturgical perspective to the 
mundane and ordinary everyday life, he suggests the possibility for investigating the 
processes through which the ordinary and mundane get performed. 
Goffman's work on social interactionism, specifically the idea of 'strips of 
experience, ' a raw batch of experience one wishes to use as a starting point in analysis, 
is frequently cited by Schcchncr as a starting point to his own theory of restored 
behaviour (Schechncr 1985,2003). While Goffman views this strip as a function of 
sociological analysis, Schcchncr goes further with his 'strip of behaviour' which is a 
mechanism for performance (Carlson 2004, p4647). Goffman is often used to discuss 
the performance quality of everyday life due to his use of performance terminology and 
metaphors to understand social order and interaction. For Goffman, the dramaturgical 
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terminology is an attempt to present everyday life in a way to be analysed not 
necessarily an argument for the inherent performativity of social interaction (Armstrong 
2003; Goffman 1959, p246; Manning 2008). A key factor for Goffman in the structure 
of social interaction is the maintenance of a single definition of situation or pre- 
established pattern of action which unfolds when 'played' by the same actors to the 
same audience on different occasions in the face of a multitude of potential disruptions 
(Goffman 1959, p246; 2005). This single definition, although not necessarily static, 
does not seem to offer much flexibility to interactions over time and repetition. 
The influence of Goffman on Schechncr's work continues with Goffman's 
'keying' and its connection to the idea of restored behaviour. For Goffinan, 'keying' 
emphasizes how interactions or 'strips of experience' transform through a 
rccontcxtualization into something with a different meaning, for example in a playful 
re-doing of a child's 'make-believe' (Carlson 2004, p46). 'Keying' refers to the 
transformation itself while 'restored behaviour' emphasizes the process of repetition and 
the awareness that some 'original' behaviour is slightly transformed at each restoration 
(Schechncr 1985). While Goffman's work is a direct influence on Schcchner and his 
theory of performance as restored behaviour, the building-up of social interaction and 
order through everyday, 'takcn-for-granted' patterns and routines is also the starting 
point for Harold Garfinkel's cthnomcthology. 
Garfinkel cites the work of Alfred Schutz and interpretive sociology (among 
others) as an influence for addressing the 'reflexive practices' in which a member of 
society makes familiar, commonplace activities of everyday life recognizable 'as 
familiar, commonplace activities' by being aware that on each occasion the set account 
of activities is used as recognized as 'another first time' (Garfinkel 1967, p9). For 
Schutz the meaning of social relationship events are meanings and determinations of 
events "that were intended on previous occasions and that may be again intended in 
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identical fashion as an indefinite number of future occasions" (Garfinkel 1967, p56). 
Where Goffman emphasizes the improvisatory nature of social interaction much less, 
Garfinkel goes straight to the question of how an individual knows how to 'make sense 
of and 'act on' daily situations in order to maintain or re-establish a recognizable social 
order when it is disrupted (Garfinkel 1967; Rawls 2008; Samra-Frcdcricks and 
Bargicla-Chiappini 2008). 
Garfinkel's cthnomethodology, a term which refers to the methods of the 
researched, not the researcher (Lauricr 2007), has the potential to illuminate how daily 
routines and patterns of continually movement and performance arc maintained. 
However, I find it lacking in the particular case of Kelly Miller Circus. The 'patterned 
and instructabic ways in which order properties of situated action are made public and 
mutually recognizable objects' by mcmbcrs based on the situation at hand is Garfinkel's 
main concern (Rawls 2008, p704). For Garfinkel, the 'how' of maintaining social order 
through disruption is through shared understandings of a moral order and a shared trust 
in mcmbcrs of that order (Garfinkel 1967; Samra-Fredericks, and Bargicla-Chiappini 
2008). Garfinkel's interest in embodied activity and the everyday practical co- 
production of member bchaviour through motivations of trust and moral order are 
applicable to Kelly Miller's continued maintenance of a mobile situation and, unlike 
Goffman, he emphasizes that interactions arc never exactly the same twice. 
Whcre I find Garfinkel lacking in the case of Kelly Miller is on the point of 
instruction. While sequential order and details are shown to hold and provide cues to 
instruct what should happen next (Rawls 2008, p706), the element of mcmory, 
individual, communal, or even improvised, which was shown to be a large part of the 
experience and maintenance of Kelly Miller's movement and pcrformancc through the 
course of the ethnography, is lost. Garfinkel's cthnomethodology and Goffinan's 
symbolic intcractionism both offer potential for the investigation of stable mobility but 
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in the case of Kelly Miller Circus neither approach seems suited to the experience of the 
ethnography. 
Where Schechncr's 'restored behaviour' theory differs from these similar 
investigations is the priority of performance. Where others use performance terms and 
metaphors to illustrate how social orders, patterns, and activities of everyday life can be 
analyzed, Schcchner approaches repeated patterns and social orders as mechanisms for 
creating performance. However, Schcchner's 'restored behaviour' argues that no 
restoration is ever identical, but always slightly, but significantly, changed by the act of 
restoration. This speaks to improvisations in the restoration process. This thesis will 
discuss, repeatedly, the important role improvisation plays in the maintenance and 
restoration of Kelly Miller's daily routines and performances. 
Each of the theorists discussed above acknowledge the presence of 
improvisation in the mundane everyday and maintenance of social order. Goffman's 
interest is in the maintenance of situation despite disruptions and recognizes that 
transformations of experience can occur through his concept of 'kcying. ' He also 
describcs how the orderly flow of normal interaction is disrupted by an incident, some 
breach of social or cultural norms, and sets into motion a 'corrective interchange' 
(Goffman 2005). Schutz argued that 'actors' of the social world navigate the world 
through the use of 'recipe knowledge' in which "clear and distinct experiences arc 
intermingled with vague conjectures; suppositions and prejudices cross with well- 
proven evidences ... arc strung together without a clear understanding of their real 
connections" in a pragmatic way (Carlson 2004, p44; Schutz 1967). This refers to 
patterns of social performances which are constantly constructed, negotiated, and 
reformed out of scraps of 'recipc knowledge' much like the idea of 'bricolagc' (Carlson 
2004). And finally, Garfinkel sought out instances of disruption which forced 
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individuals or social groups to employ methods mutual understood to regain a 
recognizable situation (Garfinkel 1967). 
While each of these theories acknowledge the presence of disruption and related 
improvisation in the creation of social order through repetitive action, I fmd 
Schechner's theory more applicable to the case of Kelly Miller Circus in a very 
particular way. No performance can ever be restored in exactly the same way as it was 
done before. However, the attempt to restore it as precisely as possible or just enough 
to reference an 'original' depends on the constant disruption and related improvisation 
within the restoration. The work of Schutz, Garfinkel, and Goffinan show that the 
routine, or everyday, when investigated closely, is not so routine but ordered due to the 
constant repetition. They arc also aware of the need for improvisation in the work of 
that repetition. However, they seem to argue that social order and everyday routines 
work to resist and minimize disruption (Laurier and Philo 2006). In this thesis I argue 
that it is the constant disruption that comes with each restoration due to the ever- 
changing circumstances that maintain recognizable patterns of performance of mobility. 
In the case of Kelly Miller Circus, the effects of continual disruption are 
minimized. However, the presence of continual disruption is not resisted, but folded 
into the individual and group memory in order to assist in the continual restoration of 
routine and perfon-nancc. The theory of restored behaviour presents not only a way to 
understand how a pattern of everyday activities builds up a recognizably stable situation 
over time, but also a way to understand how continual disruption can also work to 
stabilize a recognizable routine of everyday and staged performances. In addition, as I 
will discuss below, it also incorporates memory work into the restoration process. 
Addressing the mobility of an American circus through performance and 
memory reflects the case of the circus as well as extending the ways in which mobility 
is approached in the literature. I believe understanding the way performance and 
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memory work in a mobile place can help 'correct' the lack of mobile perspective in 
mobility research. The work of perfon-nance and memory in the continuation of a 
circus' daily movement also gets at the nuances of the stable mobility concept which 
distinguishes it as a different way to approach and understand mobility processes. In 
this section I discuss the particular performance and memory theories I engage in this 
project and their connection to the concept of stable mobility and the case of the 
Amcrican circus. 
Restored Behaviour 
Photo by Peter Erceg. 
The relatively stable and mobile work of the circus is maintaining a mobile 
pcrt'()rmance. Due to the nature of cirCLIS life and performance, which occur in varying 
outdoor locations, the daily movement and related activities of continual set up and 
4 
teardown must surely be integrated into the ring as well as the daily life of the circus . 
Just as 'mobility' and what it means remains unspecified and is used in many cases for 
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am aware that many performances travel frequently and the idea ofa nnobilc performance is not necessarily specific to the circus. 
However, the circus in which I set my study, Kelly Miller Circus, differs from other mobile performances in an important way. It is 
an almost completely sell'sufficient entity in that it carries with it, housing, power, food, performance space, office, mechanic, 
school, etc. on its daily travel. It relies on its host location for water and waste disposal although it can also supply these for itself if 
necessary (see Chapter 3 for a more thorough discussion ofthe characteristics and history of the circus in America and Kelly Miller 
Circus in particular). 
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many arguments (Cresswell 2006a, p2), 'performance' is essentially a contested concept 
which lends itself to numerous understandings and approaches (Carlson 2004, p4,80). 
In the social sciences in particular, performance is a confusing and contested concept 
(Gregson and Rose 2000). Geographers tend to approach performance through one of 
two theorists, the labour and social relations of Erving Goffman, or the linguistic and 
4natural' performances of Judith Butler's performativity (Butler 1995; Gregson and 
Rose 2000; Pratt 2000a). 5 Erving Goffman's approach seems to lend itself more readily 
than Butler to geographical research through his ideas of 'front' and 'back' interactions 
and 'settings' of social interaction (Goffman 1959). It is also useful to some mobility 
investigations for the watching of people's movements (Urry 2007, p4O) and the 
performance of service (Crang 1994). Despite the usefulness of Goffman for 
geographic approaches to performance, I found Schcchner's theory of performance as 
restored behaviour more illuminating for stable mobility (fig. 1.2,1.3). Briefly, restored 
behaviour is "living behaviour treated as a film director treats a strip of film. These 
strips of behaviour can be rearranged or reconstructed; they are independent of the 
causal systems that brought them into existence ... originating as a process, used 
in the 
process of rehearsal to make a new process, " (Schcchncr 1985, p35). A discussion of 
this theory highlights why I engage this theory in the project of stable mobility in a 
circus. 
Restored behaviour is a concept created and nourished through discussions with 
anthropologist Victor Turner and sociologist Erving Goffinan and draws on personal 
performance experience (Carlson 2004; Schcchner 2003). It is most commonly used in 
performance studies but its social science influences make it accessible to other 
disciplines of history and anthropology in the investigation of historical and cultural 
5 Both these approaches have been used in geography to investigate different cases of performance in: work (Crang P 1994; 
Gregson N and Rose G 2000; McDowell L and Court G 1994), political agendas (Gibson C 1998; Houston D and Pulido, L 2002; 
Revill G 2000), Identifies (Lewis C and Pile S 1996; Longhurst R 2000), and research, (Dewsbury J-D 2000; Nash C 2000; Tbrift N 
and Dewsbury J-D 2000) to list a few. 
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performances and ritual (Pearson and Shanks 2001; Roach 1996a). This is the first 
reason for my choice. It is an understanding of performance, created to understand 
performance, that is informed by a performance perspective in discussions with social 
sciences. It is surprising to me that it is not frequently used in geographic investigations 
of performance, a particular exception being Bosco's work on the memory and political 
performances of the Madrcs de Plaza de Mayo (Bosco 2004). Restored behaviour is an 
approach that incorporates life; the sights, smells, sounds, and emotions of everyday. It 
attends to the senses and participation of both researcher and researched and the 
production of the performance, an aspect frequently lost in performance work (Grcgson 
and Rose 2000, p447). 
My second reason for using restored behaviour is its applicability to 'everyday' 
performances as well. "The everydayness of everyday life is precisely its familiarity, its 
being built from known bits of behaviour rearranged and shaped in order to suit specific 
circumstances" (Schcchncr 2003, p23). Schechner's theory echoes the way mundane 
mobilities create familiarity through improvisation. My third reason stems from this 
idea of familiarity through repetition and change. An element of repetition is present in 
both Goffman's and Butler's approaches to performance and, indeed, in most 
approaches to perfon-nance. Performance is "... always involved with a sense of 
doubleness of the repetition of some pattern of action or mode of being in the world 
already in existence, " (Carlson 2004, p8O). Finally, I embraced the theory of restored 
behaviour because of its use of memory (of the mind or muscle) to restore 
performances. The process of restorations is extended to materials of memory through 
the work of Pearson and Shanks and their discussion of the links between performance 
and archaeology (Pearson and Shanks 2001; Pearson and Thomas 1994). Restored 
behaviour attends to the preparation of performance as well as the performance itself 
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which is something missing from research about circus performances, which I discuss 
later in the chapter. 
Restored behaviour provides a way to understand a continual situation of 
mobility that is mundane, but it also offers a way to understand the presence of 
disruption and transformation in mobility processes. No action, or set of actions, may 
be performed exactly the same way twice; they must be reinvented or recreated at each 
appearance (Schechner 2003). "To perform, in this sense, means to bring forth, to make 
manifest and to transmit. To perform also means ... to reinvent, " 
(Roach 1995, pxi). 
Restored behaviour is 'out there, ' distant from 'me, ' behaving as someone else, as I am 
told, or as I have learned (Schechner 1985, p36; 2003, p28). This is because behaviours 
can be stored, transmitted, manipulated, and transformed. As separate strips of 
behaviour they can be worked on and changed but will still be recognizable as a 
particular behaviour. Recognizable because there is an 'original, ' or authentic, 
behaviour honoured through restored behaviour although the original is usually lost or 
distorted through myth and tradition (p. 28). However, inevitably it is not the original 
behaviour recalled but the most recent through recollections of 'how did I used to do it, ' 
(Schcchncr 1985, p52). Restored behaviour is also symbolic and reflexive, its meanings 
enacted and decoded by those in the know (Schechncr 1985). In this way it is possible 
for the rcstored behaviour, in some cases, to meld its presumptive past and present 
cultural context and be recognized as 'tradition' (p. 65) which in turn might be 
understood as the original, or authcntic, performance. 
The act of recalling or restoring a behaviour understood to be traditional cues a 
discussion about memory and how it is passed and implemented in performance. In the 
next section I discuss how memory works in restored behaviour. I then discuss how 
restored behaviour and memory work to produce stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus 
and 'correct' the mobile perspective blind spot in mobility literature. 
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Remembering Perf6rmances 
" We are one of those. forgotten groups of society ... I 
don't mind beingforgotten by the 
government. The people that come haven 't. forgotten. There is a difference there. " 
Scott O'Donnell, Interview, Circus World Museum, September 3,2004 
Restored behaviours of mobility require the ability to restore or recall previous 
bchaviours. How these behaviours arc recalled and restored is crucial to how they are 
rcpcatcd. Evcryday mobility is informcd by mcmories of mobility pcrfon-nanccs and 
also depend upon artcfacts backgrounded into the skills of everyday mobility (cars, 
buses, maps, phones, signs, signals, ctc. ). In discussions of performance and memory, 
the materials of mobility offer information about how the performances are restored. In 
many cases, the artcfacts are all that remain of the behaviour. They arc traces of earlier 
pcrformanccs and the interprctation of thosc traccs dirccts the pcrfonnance (Pcarson and 
Shanks2001). 'Traces' can be anything from scars, to photos, a bit of costume, a hand 
drawn map, a script, a sound or smell, a shared anecdote or memory (fig. 1.4). In a 
sense, they arc repositories ol'pcrfon-nanccs waiting to be restored. These traces, the 
remnants of performances that 
came bctore, work to rccrcatc 
perl'on-nances in the present and 
may also be repositories of' 
memory. "Memory takes root in 
tile conactc, in spaces, gestures, 
images and oýjects" (Nora 1989, 
p9). The memories recalled 
through a trace in the work of 
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of spotting a truck that routinely gets stuck in a muddy field is 
preserved through this trace of the truck's tire. 
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performance are dependent upon the individual or group doing the restoration. "Thus 
the traces of the storyteller cling to the story the way the handprints of the potter cling to 
the clay vessel" (Benjamin 1992, p92). In this way, the behaviours are slightly 
transformed at each restoration which is also a disruption of the 'original' behaviour. 
The active production of memory through monuments, museums, etc. and the 
subjectivity of such memory production is a common theme in memory research in 
Geography. 6 The research I highlight here touches on the way memory, connected to 
traces, is implemented to restore a performance of some kind. These pieces use 
memory materials but also attend to the inevitable disruption which occurs when using 
memory to restore a performance. For example, DeLyser's work on the Ramona stories 
and related tourist landscape highlight the different ways the Ramona myth is restored 
depending on the materials consulted (DeLyser 2003,2004). DeSilvey directly 
addresses the inevitable questions of disruption that arise when using materials to 
restore a historical performance in her discussion of the bits and pieces of a homestead 
(DcSilvcy 2007). The use of materials to restore a personal performance of movement 
is touched on by Tolia-Kclly in her look at how migrants create an attachment to home 
through household items (Tolia-Kclly 2006). All these pieces touch on the flip side of 
memory that is forgetting and its effect on the restoration of a performance. When 
discussing memory one cannot ignore forgetting as it is not the other of memory, but an 
intcrlinkcd process of remembering (Lcgg 2007). 
Recall Scott O'Donnell's comment on being a forgotten group of society. He 
goes on to say that the people that come to the circus have not forgotten. He is aware 
that there is an clcmcnt of selective forgetting surrounding the circus community in 
America. On a daily basis, the circus is forgotten by the audience, but on 'circus day' 
the circus is rcmcmbcrcd and rcstorcd. This is a kind of 'prcscnt memory' in which 
6 Bosco FJ 2004; Connerton P 1989; DeLyscr D 2003; DcLyser D 2004; Dwyer 0J 2000; Fenster T 2004; Forest B, Johnson J and 
Till KE 2004; 1 loeischcr S 2003; 1 loelscher S and Aldennan D 112004; Le Goff J 1992; Marshall D 2004; Till KE 2005. 
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activities are remembered and enacted in the present and promptly forgotten, or better 
yet, filed away until needed again. However, Scott is not discussing his memory of the 
circus which, it could be assumed, is a much more present memory in that it is used 
daily. The temporary nature of circus memory of the audience presents the circus as 
fleeting and ephemeral (Davis 2002, p36). I am interested in how the memory of the 
circus about itself is engaged daily in the performances in and out of the ring. I believe 
that this working of memory presents a way to understand how stable mobility is 
produced in Kelly Miller Circus. 
"Memory is life ... it remains 
in permanent evolution, open to the dialectic of 
remembering and forgetting, unconscious of its successive deformations, vulnerable to 
manipulation and appropriation, susceptible to being long dormant and periodically 
revived, " (Nora 1989, p8). Accumulated memories are the basis for skills and modes of 
behaviour, and what we choose to remember and forget allows us to learn from past 
experiences (Bergson in Legg 2007, p458). An understanding of memory that is aware 
of the disruption and instruction that comes from the process of remembering and 
forgetting, or filtering, enhances Schechner's restored behaviour and leads to a 
discussion of the role of improvisation to the continuation of memory, and in turn, 
performances of mobility. 
Improvisation 
Viewing performance and memory through restoration and forgetting is to view 
them as continually moving forward and changing but also maintaining a recognizable 
situation. In order for memory to be lived and present in our lives, in order for it to be 
stable, it must be gone over and over through time (Nora 1989, p12). Recall that stable 
mobility is a continuing mobile situation inevitably changing in response to disruption, 
while maintaining the movement and a recognizable place of Kelly Miller Circus. 
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Roach's treatment of performance (leading on from Schechner) intertwined with 
memory speaks not only to maintenance in the moment but also to continuation. "Like 
performance, memory operates as both quotation and invention, an improvisation on 
borrowed themes, with claims on the future as well as the past' '(Roach 1996a, p33). 
In the renewal of performance through traces, a rupture or a sudden unexpected 
change in direction, emphasis, or rhythm may occur. These 'ruptures' serve as a 
refocusing for the performance (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p27). It is the evidence of a 
change. The performance cannot go on as before but it will continue and the rupture will 
be visible and apparent. The memory of the rupture colours the performance. As 
Chapters 4 and 6 discuss, the people of Kelly Miller are always aware of the weather 
and its cffccts on their ability to perform in the ring as well as to perform their daily 
drive. They routinely alter their daily performances to account for weather conditions. 
An unexpected thunderstorm presents a rupture to the performance in that a new altered 
routine will have to be created for this day and situation, but the performance of both 
the ring and the drive will go on. "The fissure between experience and recall is one that 
is filled with creativity, " (Huyssen in Legg 2007, p457). That creativity can also be 
understood as improvisation. Through traces and ruptures, the bodily habits and 
materials of life can be understood to hold memories. They are also open to evolution 
and manipulation in the project of maintaining performances (Legg 2007; Roach 1995). 
"Improvisation introduces a space for play within memory itself, " (Roach 1996b, p222). 
Maintaining a performance while allowing for manipulation and transformation reveals 
a continuation element to memory work while also preserving the past and present. 
Improvisation is rarely discussed directly in mobility research or Cultural 
Geography but the discussion of how performances change to fit circumstances is 
present in research dealing with performances of work (Crang 1994) and political 
protests (Bosco 2004; Houston and Pulido 2002). In his investigation of service work, 
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Crang notes how his 'script' of service would continually change depending on table 
and customers but would still be recognizable as the initial script with the same eventual 
outcome of a meal delivered, eaten, and paid for (Crang 1994). The script changed but 
the performance is recognized as a version of the performance that came before that also 
informed this particular restoration of service. Traces and memories set the stage for 
current and future performances which are similar but never quite the same. 
Vladimir's comment, at the start of the chapter, claims that the "movement is 
nothing. " This dismissal of a necessary behaviour, "it is what you have to do, " perhaps 
reveals the necessary forgetting that comes with each restoration of behaviour. It would 
seem that every performance is an act of memory which necessarily enacts forgetting 
(Roach 1996a). While it may not be remembered specifically, the trace of driving is 
visible in every performance as discussed in Chapter 4. If forgetting is a process of 
remembering, and so also a process of restoring behaviour, perhaps the circus 'forgets' 
in order to keep driving. But, as in Scott's comment above, it is not a complete erasure 
of memory but a filing away to be recalled when the need arrives. At which point the 
trace of driving will inform the performance of driving. 
In work on mobile research methods it is noted that there is a difficulty 
accessing discussion and memory of movement which leads to a stationary view of 
mobility processes. 7 Addressing mobility through memory in the form of traces of 
mobility performance can perhaps force attention to why it is that movement is 
forgotten and in this way 'get at' the movement despite forgetfulness and perhaps 
restore a mobile perspective to mobility research. In Chapters 4 and 5,1 discuss how 
the traces of mobility performances, as well as the performances themselves, create a 
stable and mobile place known as Kelly Miller Circus. Investigating mobility through 
memory allows for a deeper appreciation of the complex processes of movement and 
It was the topic of a conference I attending at Cardiff University on 12 June 2007, "Developing Mobile Methods. " 
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their ability to create a stable situation. Memory and performance can also present "an 
alternative fon-n of knowledge-bodily knowledge, habit, custom, " (Roach 1995) which 
speaks to way of understanding mobility as stable through the way mobility is learned 
and transmitted which is discussed in Chapter 2,5, and 6. Approaching processes of 
mobility through concepts of performance and memory can extend and challenge 
mobility research by highlighting a mobile perspective and embracing the idea of 
disruption, or rupture, as a maintenance tool for mobility processes (Frandberg and 
Vilhclmson 2010). Locating mobility research in the mobile performance community 
of a circus also contributes to cultural geographic investigations into mobile 
communities (D'Andrea 2006; Laurier et al. 2008). Approaching the performance 
community of the American circus through the concept of stable mobility also extends 
and challenges circus research and its approach to performance and memory in the 
community. 
Stable Mobility and the Circus 
The trend of circus literature mirrors a trend in performance studies in which 
"theorists tend to place more emphasis upon the audience or upon the community in 
which performance occurs, " (Carlson 2004, p35). Academic engagements with the 
circus are overwhelmingly concerned with its performances and its meaning for the 
audiences. 8 There are discussions and descriptions of performing and the work that 
goes into creating a performance in more popular forms of literature (Feiler 1995) and 
increasingly in online diaries by circus performers, 9 but in academia they are more of a 
methodological note, (Carmeli 1991 a). One notable exception is a piece by Ron Beadle 
1 Bouissac P 1976; Bouissac P 1981; Bouissac P 1990; Burke 112006; Carlyon D 2002; Carincli YS 1987; Cameli YS 1991b, 
Carnieli YS 2001; Carincli YS 2003; Davis JM 2002; Holland W 1999; little K 1995; Mosier JL 1999; Stoddart H 2000. 9 Refer to Appendix 2 for specific online diaries consulted during this project. 
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and David Konyot looking at the decision making process of a ringmaster in and out of 
the ring (Beadle and Konyot 2006). The majority of academic research on the circus is 
set in European circuses which have similar, yet distinctly different, modes of 
presentation and travel (Stoddart 2000) which inevitably shape the ways in which the 
two traditions are approached in research. The distinct tradition and history of 
American circus and Kelly Miller Circus are discussed bricfly in Chapter 3. 
Approaching the circus through 
mobihlý pcrl'ormanccs dircas the research 
bcyond the pcrfonnancc in the ring and the 
experience of the audience. But the 
performances in the ring arc not ignored as 
they are the driving forcc oftlic mobility 
performances (fig. 1.5). Stablc mobilitv's 
use of rcstorcd I)CIMNAMir rccovcr, 
pcrfon-nance but also ensures that the work, 
of the performance is not lost. The 
preparations to move and perform are 
considered as much a part ofthe performance of mobility as the drive and ring 
performances themselves. Restored behaviour introduces the work of memory to 
performances through the use of traces which are susceptible to interpretation and re- 
living (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p6). The traces of behaviour in the circus are 
particularly vulnerable to interpretation as there is no text attached to these 
pcrfon-nances as there normally is with theatrical performances. These performances 
are 'passed down' through physical training and storytelling (Davis 2002; Fox and 
Parkinson 1969; Frega 200 1 ). The same can also be said of the everyday performances 
of mobility. There is no text to teach one how to perform and live in the circus (Feller 
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performers of the mobile nature of circus 
performance. 
1995). It is something transmitted through practice and belief without the help of 
writing (Roach 1996b, p221). This mode of behaviour restoration through memory 
reflects a lived memory full of forgetfulness and selective recall. 
Many works concerning the American circus begin with the statement that a 
definitive history of this event or person or particular circus is not available and what is 
available is clouded in myth. 10 This fluidity of memory is criticized (Carlyon 2001; 
ONan 2000; Stoddart 2000) and celcbrated (Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 1969; 
Frega 200 1). However the fluidity of memory, the nonchalant attitude toward archiving 
that memory (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3), and the almost blatant disregard at 
attempts to disprove memory by the people living and working in the circus, illustrates 
that "collective memory is a narrative that excludes rival interpretations and is haunted 
by the potential to remember differently or to rcfase to forget, " (Legg 2007, p459). 
Through processes of performance and memory the circus tcachcs itself how to move 
and how to maintain tbcir movcmcnt from town to town through improvisation, or acts 
of maintenance. This treatment of the circus extends circus research beyond the 
performance in the ring and in doing so extends the understanding of circus beyond its 
metaphor of chaos and freedom. Similarly, the case of the circus extends mobility 
research through its use of performance and memory to understand differing modes of 
mobility production. 
Approaching Stable Mobility 
In this chapter I highlighted the importance of the context of movement to 
mobility studies. Notjust in the choosing of mobile subjects to study but also how 
10 Carlyon D 2001; Dahlingcr F and Thayer S 1998; Davis JM 2002; Feiler B 1995; Fenner MS and Fcnncr W eds 1970; Frcga D 
2001; ONan S 2000; Stoddart 112000; Wilkins C 1998. 
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those subjects are approached in the execution of mobility research. I argued that the 
gaps in mobility literature around ideas of stability, maintenance, and a mobile 
perspective are 'blind spots' perhaps connected to an attempt to create distance from 
nomadic metaphors and theories that have proved problematic. However, I also pointed 
to where mobility research, and social science literature more broadly, is attending to 
elements of stability within mobility, the maintenance of mobility creating a 
recognizable place of mobility, and the enacting of mobile perspectives which can 
highlight the mundancity and inevitable disruptions of mobile situations, through 
discussions of the use of stationary points, mundane routines, and materials of mobility 
systems. 
I argued for the consideration of the mobile subject and movement context when 
approaching mobility research. Investigating the production of mobility in Kelly Miller 
Circus through performance and memory reveals new ways to understand the 
production of mobility which can 'correct' the blind spot of a stationary perspective 
which tends to present mobility processes as either disruptive, transformative, or 
mundane. The performance theory of restored behaviour reveals the constant reworking 
of mobility behaviour that attends to the inevitable disruptions of movement while also 
maintaining that movement. This understanding of performance introduces memory as 
a tool in the production of mobility which utilizes improvisation to deal with the 
disruption of movement while also providing lessons on how to maintain movement. In 
this way, the concept of stable mobility, through the context of an American circus, 
presents an approach to mobility that embraces and utilizes disruption, transformation, 
and mundancness to understand how mobility processes are maintained while also 
maintaining a mobile place. Stable mobility contributes to the current trend of attending 
to difference in the production and experiences of mobility (Cresswell 2001b) and re- 
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viewing society through mobility (Urry 2008) without necessarily taking on the 
assumptions of either approach. 
The concept of stable mobility, inspired by the circus, argues for a view of 
mobility that recognizes the necessity of mobile performances in the production of 
mobility as well as the necessity of disruption in order to maintain the recognizable 
circus. It also argues for a flexibility in both these processes which allows for mobile 
places, such as the circus, to be affected by the locations through which they move but 
not be tied to them in the production of their movement. As Chapters 4,5, and 6 
illustrate, Kelly Miller Circus is affected by each town through which it moves and the 
roads on which it travels but it is not dcpcndant on the specific towns or roads, but the 
disruptions they cause, in order to produce its stable mobility performance. The 
following chapter discusses the methods engaged in the research of stable mobility 
performances in Kelly Miller Circus. It focuses on the development and execution of an 
'ethnographic ride-along' which attempted to engage the concept of stable mobility 
methodologically in order to miffor the theoretical concept of restored behaviour and a 
lived and present memory. 
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Chapter 2 
An Ethnography of Stable Mobility: On the road with the Kelly Miller 
ircus 
"Knowledge of such memories [bodily knowledge, habit, custom] comes more 
readily to the observer-participant, who has danced the dance or joined the procession, 
than it does to the readee' (Roach 1995, p48). 
Stable mobility is a concept that privileges a mobile perspective. It is an attempt 
to engage with the experience and production of movement within mobility research. 
This is a research engagement that is largely missing from mobility research (Fincharn 
2007; Symes 2007). In this project, the concept of stable mobility is investigated in the 
place of Kelly Miller Circus. To attend to the particular processes of mobility of the 
circus, the project's guiding questions incorporate theories of performance and memory 
into the investigation of stable mobility in a circus. Approaching mobility research 
through theories of performance and memory also enriches the concept of stable 
mobility and extending the possibilities of mobility research by highlighting the practice 
of improvisation. The research questions of the project guide the theoretical and 
methodological engagements with the concept of stable mobility. The guiding 
questions demonstrate the value of the concept of stable mobility for understanding 
-the stable work that maintains mobility processes. 
-the processes of mobilization that maintain stability. 
-the significance of 'flexibility' in the maintenance of a stable and mobile 
situation. 
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These questions tease out the nuances of the stable mobility concept in the case 
of a circus, as well as highlighting the way in which stable mobility is used as a 
conceptual and methodological approach. The concept of stable mobility, coupled with 
the performance theory of restored behaviour (Schechner 1985) and an understanding of 
memory as life (Nora 1989), argues for an understanding of mobility and stability as 
intertwined. Not fixed or fluid, but in a recognizable flux. These three conceptual 
building blocks speak to maintenance and continuation of situation through constant 
reworking and improvisation. I discuss later in this chapter how 'maintenance through 
reworking and improvisation' became an unexpected, yet helpful, theme in my research 
method and analysis. 
In this chapter I first discuss my 'ethnographic ride-along' method and how it 
evolved in conversation with my research themes and circumstances of fieldwork. I 
discuss the experience of the ethnographic fieldwork highlighting the way I maintained 
my research plan through reworking and improvisation. This is followed by a 
description of my fieldwork preparation and additional research undertaken at stationary 
locations related to the American circus. I then reflect on the ethical questions which 
arose during the ethnography, many of which stemmed from my outsider/insider 
position. In this section I also reflect on the benefits and pitfalls of my chosen method 
which leads to a discussion of analysis and presentation of research. Finally I conclude 
with some thoughts about the performance of research in the field and its effects on the 
project. 
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Choosing ethnography 
With an increasing interest in mobile methods in an attempt to 'get at' the 
movement of mobility research (Ricketts Hein et al. 2008; Ross et al. 2009), and in light 
of my chosen case study which is notoriously close-knit and suspicious (Feiler 1995; 
Little 1995; Wilkins 1998), 1 thought the best way to observe, learn, experience, and 
document the stable 'work' of a travelling circus was through participant observation, 
specifically an ethnography of a working and travelling circus in America. Over the 
course of fieldwork it became more of a transformation and immersion method which 
reflected aspects of the stable mobility concept. Here I discuss why I chose an 
ethnographic method followed by a description of the experience of the method. I 
reflect on the bcnef its and pitfalls later in the chapter. 
Participant observation is gcnerally recognized as a way to get as close to a 
spatial phenomenon as possible (Laurier 2003) by choosing to work and/or live within a 
community to understand how they work from the inside (Cook 2005). The circus is a 
way of life and a livelihood and participant observation is used extensively to get at the 
dctail of the workplace in a way that cannot be accessed through interviews and focus 
groups alone (Becker 1963; Crang 1994; Fincham. 2006; McDowell and Court 1994; 
Tope ct al. 2005). Ethnography is commonly understood as an umbrella method 
holding within it, participant observation, interviewing, focus groups, and visual 
approaches among other creative methods of data gathering (Cook and Crang 1995). 
An ethnography tends to be distinguished by a heightened degree of participation and 
observation and the kind of data produced, for example detailed notes about research 
and daily activities (Emerson ct al. 1995). Ethnography is also distinguished by the 
inevitable 'loss of control' and contingencies which the work can take (Cook and Crang 
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1995). This understanding of ethnography, helpfully for me, harnesses the reworking 
and improvisation highlighted by the concept of stable mobility. 
Mobility research in the social sciences is increasingly interested in mobile 
methods in an attempt to recover movement so easily lost in 'static' interviews (Ricketts 
Hein ct al. 2008; Ross 2007). These include walking interviews (Emmel and Clark 
2007; Hall 2009), dashboard cameras (Laurier 2007; Laurier et al. 2008), go-alongs 
(Kusenbach 2006), as well as participant observation on trains (Bissell 2009; Symes 
2007) and bikes (Fincham 2006). It should also be noted that many of these methods 
are utilized outside mobile research as well. By calling my method an ethnographic 
ride-along I place it within increasing discussions of how to do mobile research as well 
as attending to the everyday life performance of driving in the circus (Kusenbach in 
Madison 2005; Ricketts Hcin ct al. 2008, pl275-1276). 
In the ethnography I intended to observe and participate in the working circus 
and use myself as an experiment for learning to perform mobility (Longhurst ct al. 
2008; Watson and Till 2010, p122) in order to understand the role of 'traces' in the 
performance of mobility in the circus. I did not wish for the resulting research product 
to be a diary of experience but I hoped that my process of learning and related 
experiences would be illuminating to the process of how stable mobility worked, and is 
maintained, in a circus (Butz 2010; Pearson 2006). To engage the materials of mobility 
and performance I planned to conduct what I called 'prop interviews. ' This is a form of 
interview that focuses on the stories attached to materials and traces instead of the 
intervicwcc directly. It was created by combining methods of biography writing (Frega 
2001) and diary or photograph based interviews (Latham 2003; Mason and Davies 
2009) with the aim of conducting an interview that would produce narratives and not 
seem too personal or intrusive (Watson and Till 2010, p123). I expand on this particular 
method later in the chapter. I also planned to document the rhythm of each day through 
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photographs, video, and diagrams to get a sense of routine and how multiple routines 
overlapped and interlocked to put on the show. 
The circus season in the United States runs from approximately March through 
October. In 2008, from March I" to August 6h, I worked and lived with Kelly Miller 
Circus forjust over half their season. At the time of negotiating access, I chose to not 
stay an entire season due to a prior commitment at an international conference and the 
end of the circus season overlapping with the beginning of the academic year. I reflect 
on this decision and its cffects on the research later in the chapter. I initially wanted to 
take as minor a role as possible within the circus with the aim of being a part of the 
show but without too many responsibilities so as not to create too much disruption to 
the community (Dcl Casino Jr. 2001) and ensure I had time to conduct my research as 
planned. Early in the ethnography it became clear that I would have to alter my plan of 
rcscarch while also learning how to live and work on the move. This was the kind of 
moment of reworking I wanted to experience in the ethnography but nonetheless it 
causcd a grcat dcal of anxicty. Howcvcr, as the ncxt scction dctails, this rcworking put 
me in the path of data that I doubt I would have recovered through my initial plan and 
addressed my questions about stable mobility in the circus in ways I did not expect but 
that provcd very cxciting. The following section relates the narrative of the 
cthnographic portion of this project by highlighting four distinct reworkings of my 
research plan and the resulting data and experience. 
Learning to move: The ethnographic ride along 
I want to introduce a tcnsion that runs throughout this project and that was in 
constant negotiation during fieldwork and writing. When I 'entered the field' of Kelly 
so 
Miller Circus, I was not exactly doing 'insider' research but I had more than a casual 
interest in the community. My parents' were circus clowns for a combined period of 
about 3 to 4 years. This relatively short period of their life made a lasting impression. 
Their experiences permeated our family life through stories of daily life and language 
references (the latter became more apparent through this project). My prior knowledge 
assisted, to some extent, in the preparation for a life on the road. However, regardless 
of the knowledge passed through my family, I was not prepared for the actual 
experience of living and working in a motorhome in rain, mud, extreme heat, and strong 
winds. I reflect on this tcnsion, which I refer to as blood vs. experience, later in the 
chapter, as well as the benefits and repercussions of this outs ider/insider status to the 
pro. 1cct. 
I mark the beginning of the 'ride along' at my acquisition of a motorhome. 
When the owner of Kelly Miller Circus accepted my proposal to join his show he 
mentioned that I would need to find my own trailer. After consulting with the show's 
Transportation Manager, I decided on a 1985,26 foot, Coachman Leprechaun- 
complete with bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, central heating and cooling, and a generator 
for power. This would be my home, transportation, and office for the next five months. 
I named it Seamus (this is a 
family tradition which 
spread to a few other houses 
on the show). I designated 
the living room area for my 
office and posted nly 
research questions in plain 
sight on the overhead 
storagc compartments (fig. 2.1,2.2). In my parents' experience, their vehicle broke 
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be useful for levelling the motorhomc in the chance that the lots were not 'flat. ' 
In preparing the internal living space my mother gave me a set of sheets and a 
large old kitchen knife that have always been in our home. For me, the sheets recalled 
memories of summer camp-, for my mother, her circus trailer. I have no particular 
memories ol'thc knife, however I did find it significant that it was passed on to be used 
in another circus kitchen. In addition, she posted a series of pictures of their circus 
experience in the kitchen (my father writing in their circus trailer, my mother cooking in 
the trailer, the trailer itself, the trailer packed up, and miscellaneous photos of them in 
costume around different lots). The traces of mobility performance were already 
working on my personal performance through second-hand memories, experience, and 
materials. On February 27 th, in the worst snowstorm of the year in northeast Ohio, I 
began the three day drive to Hugo, Oklahoma and Kelly Miller Circus winterquarters. 
In those three days I quickly Icarried the limited capabilities of my new home in 
terms of speed and the intricacies of manoeuvring it on the road and in and out of petrol 
stations. I spent those nights in hotel rooms. This was later revealed as a smart choice. 
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qu( tions posted on overhead cabinets. The i the 
windows were advice of another winterquarters resident to keep the 
cold out. 
I joined Kelly Miller Circus in its winterquarters two weeks before opening day (fig. 
2.3). Practically, I wanted to give myself time to learn how to live in the motorhomc 
without having to drive everyday as well. In terms of research, I thought the two weeks 
would allow me to observe the circus prepare for the season as well as assist In that 
preparation as a way to introduce myself I also hoped this would present an 
opportunity to observe acts rehearse and how they were put together to make the 
running order for the 
scason. I planncd to spcnd 
thcsc 1-irst wccks 'learning 
the ropes' of circus life as 
well as identifying key 
pcopic I'o r intm ic%\,., and 
cxamplc, ý ofmobility 
performances which spokc to 
stability. 
On my arrival to winterquarters I was directed to a parking spot and began 
setting up my home for the first time. Scamus promptly sprung a leak in a water hose 
flooding portions of the interior. I quickly became acquainted with the local (40 miles 
away) repair shop and visited them twice more before the start of the season on the 15 th 
ofMarch. During my two weeks in winterquarters I was given the job of spray-paInting 
scating barrier frames. Instead of meeting people and introducing myself and my 
research, I was in a cold metal bam meeting people sporadically as they moved in and 
out fetching materials for other projects. Sometimes I had help, which is how I initially 
met the Drummer and Transportation Manager (our prior conversation happened over 
the phone). Our conversations touched on my history and my project, although the bulk 
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of our conversations were about the water problems I was experiencing in Seamus and 
similar problems they had experienced. 
As opening day drew closer, I was increasingly frustrated by my inability to 
insert myself into the preparation or communication chain. When I attempted to watch 
the first rehearsals, I overheard the comment, "What is she doing here? " and was sent to 
pick up a truck 40 miles away. While this meant I missed potential data on the 
performance production, at the time I felt it was more important to prove myself willing 
to work for the show. 
The day before opening I moved from winterquartcrs to the lot in town (fig. 2.4). 
I was able to watch a rehearsal, introduce myself around, and enjoy lunch in the 
cookhouse with other members of the show. I received a very quick training on ticket 
selling (my assigned job for the season) and assured that this job would take very little 
time out of my day leaving plenty for my 'research. ' My anxiety eased a bit. That 
evening would see the first of many changes to my research plan when my job was 
suddenly changed. I was 
immediately dropped into the 
centrc of the show, or so it 
seemed to me at the time, and 
would bc rcquircd to spcnd a 
considerable greater amount 
of time working for the shoA. 
I was approached at 
dinner in the cookhouse. The 
- --.. 
person hired to run the music for the show was not "up to the job" and someone was 
needed that Could run the computer playlist and recognize pcrfon-nance cues. In the 
barn, I had mentioned that I have theatre background in an attempt to create some 
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located behind Seamus and the tent secured to the flatbed truck. 
common ground. They referred to this, and asked that I step into the job. I was 
hesitant. It would mean a significant amount of time spent away from my research but I 
also saw it as another opportunity to prove myself committed to the show. This 
job 
would put me in direct contact with more members of the show which I thought would 
prove more beneficial to my research. Currently, I was on the fringe and even though 
it 
had only been two weeks I did not hold much hope that the job of ticket seller would 
improve this position. I accepted and spent that night with the Ringmaster, Drummer, 
Tiger Traincr and his wife, the Dog Trainer, Icaming the music cues for the next day. 
The change in job was coupled with a very obvious moment of gatckceping, but 
also with the suspicion that usually comes with research, particularly with an 
ethnographic method (Cook 2005, p174). During that evening I was confronted directly 
by the Tiger Traincr about my intentions and supposed circus history (which I had 
mcntioncd to the owner in my research proposal with the aim of appearing 
sympathetic). It seemed many members of the show were convinced I was an animal 
activist and had created a fictitious circus background to get on the show. He quizzed 
me on my parents' cxpcrience. Their circus experience is limited, but due to the 
obscurity of the shows they worked on, he accepted my story as true saying that no one 
would know about those circuses unless they worked on them. He offered me a drink 
and this began a significant research activity, the swapping and telling of stories, that 
would occur fairly regularly for the rest of the season. The next day, I made minimal 
mistakes during the show. The second day I assisted with the teardown of the 
backdoor curtain. I ran the music for the next four months and was responsible for the 
backdoor tcardown until I lcft. I did not realize it at the time, but these two accidental 
jobs were the f irst of many rcworkings of my research plan which would direct the 
research questions and the collection of data (Cook and Crang 1995; Del Casino Jr. 
2001). 
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In winterquarters I created a 'research bag' which held a small notebook, 
pocket sized digital camera with video capability, pens and pencils, a voice recorder and 
consent forms in three languages. I planned to keep this with me at all times so that 
I 
would be prepared to 'catch' data as it happened throughout the day. In those 
first two 
weeks I catalogued the data for the day and updated my research journal every evening. 
When the season began I quickly learned that between driving, setting up, the shows, 
taking care of household chores, and packing down, there was little time left over in the 
day. It took about a week before I could arrive at the lot in the morning and not 
immediately go back to sleep. I found the schedule of waking at 05: 00 and driving for 
two hours very exhausting. Driving the motorhome, while watching for route markers 
in the dark, sometimes foggy or rainy mornings, was quite stressful at first. I reworked 
my research plan to be more conducive to the life I was living. During the fieldwork I 
went through four distinct changes to the research plan which were directly related to 
circumstances in the field and which built on the earlier plans. In this way I restored 
research bchaviours, like a performance. I refer to these plans as research/life routines. 
Two weeks into the season, four weeks into the fieldwork, I was finally 
comfortable with the driving but was stressed every morning as I arrived at the lot. I 
was repeatedly parked on the edge of the space with the owner's empty motorhome, my 
200 ft power cordjust out of reach of the electricity box. I knew that the difficult 
parking was part of paying my dues, but at times it became so ridiculous that it 
hampcrcdmyjob. Eventually the Tiger Trainer, Ringmaster and Lot Supervisor made 
attempts to stop the hazing. By the end of my first month on the road I had semi-regular 
spotting within reach of electricity and settled into my first research/life routine. This 
first routine was in action from about the third week of the season to the end of May. 
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First researchIlife routine 
The research bag was quickly abandoned. It simply was not practical. 
Aimlessly wandering around taking photographs and notes allowed me to get an initial 
feel for the layout and major timings of the days. However, the notes tended to lack 
context because I was viewing a finished product and not the work due to my morning 
nap and the continual inclement weather. The first 10 weeks of the season were filled 
with heavy rain that made the lots mazes of muddy ruts (fig. 2.5). Once the initial work 
of set up was completcd everyone disappeared into thcjr living space. I spent a lot of 
time in those weeks staring out my windows hoping to see something and writing about 
my frustration with the wcather and isolation. It did not feel a promising start to the 
fieldwork. 
As the ýN cathcr slokk ly 
improwd, I bcgan to fit into 
the daily routine in order to 
understand the context oftlic 
work done in the morning. 
Thcrc wcrc flurrics of activity 
and pauscs throughout the 
day. I became aware that 
these periods of multiple activities were relatively the same each moming but also 
specific to the particular lot on which the show was parked. The perfon-nances and 
drives blurred together despite my best efforts to record notable moments, like a 
missing arrow on the route or a slight change in the pcrfon-nance. However each lot 
was distinctive in my memory. I believe this is because the lot determined changes in 
spotting and layout which affccts daily routine and performance. I began to record data 
that took into account the context of the day and location, i. e. the drive, weather, 
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crowds, condition of lot, layout, etc. as well as personal activities. I had purchased a 
large desk calendar to keep track of practical details; when I dumped my waste tanks, 
money spent on gas, and phone call appointments. I found myself recording research 
data on this calendar as well as brief notations about the day in general; "frustrating, " 
"fog, " "MUD". etc. (fig. 2.6). 1 later discovered that the road office used a similar 
method to keep track of daily business. I also began organizing my notebook entries by 
the town, instead of the date. 
These methods developed 
organically in rcsponsc to my 
experience and rcflcctcd the 
altered routines of the day as well 
as conncctions bctwccn days. 
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This was a way of recording the A May 2008 
context of mobility processes in a ...... ,If nn I w, C, r t, nnui, 
indicate 'research days. ' 
way that recovered the 
recognizable flexibility of Kelly Miller's daily routines and performances. The 
calendars prove invaluable in filling in holes in notebooks and providing context for 
particular performances. In addition to the calendar, I began to take photographs that 
showed the changes to routine as well as the stability of routine. For example, I tried to 
takc a photograph of the midway everyday to show how it remained relatively the same 
while the surrounding lot changed daily. These two research practices persisted through 
all four research/life routines. 
The life of the circus was exhausting for me. I attempted to jump immediately 
into research and the lifestyle from the first day of the season. I was driving, napping, 
'observing, ' writing, working, tearing down, writing, sleeping and driving again. I was 
so concentrated on documenting the more obvious perfon-nances of circus life, like 
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setting up and the show, that I rarely interacted with the people around me or the 
everyday details of life. Eventually I crashed and on one weekend evening, which is a 
sort of 'time off' and socializing opportunity, I was sitting in Seamus writing about my 
isolation and frustration. I realized I had to learn how to do this circus life before I 
attempted to comment on it or I would miss the point of the project. 
I gradually created the first research/life routine that was made up of 'living' 
days and 'research' days. A living day was just that, I was living and interacting and 
participating. A research day was actively going about gathering data through 
photographs, videos, questions, notes, etc. On these days I would play on my 'newness' 
to gain information about activities and hopefully gain information with which to start 
an interview dialogue. During this routine I had 30 'official' research days. On living 
days I tried not to think about what I should be doing in terms of research, although I 
would still usually record 'interesting' events, fill in the calendar, and create a lot 
diagram (Watson and Till 2010, p127). These days were valuable to the project as 
context for the moments selected as significant in the writing up performance. 
On arrival at a new lot, after parking and levelling Seamus, I would make notes 
about the drive on the route slip. I initially recorded voice memos while driving, but 
soon gave that up as impractical. I rarely had time to transcribe the memos, the 
recordings were very poor due to engine sounds, and it was perhaps a bit dangerous. 
There is a lot of activity during morning set up and it is impossible to be everywhere at 
once. I would concentrate on a different element of morning set up each time I 
observed this activity for research. At times I tried to blend in with the observing 
crowds to take photographs and video unnoticed by the tent crew because they always 
played to my camera. This was rarely successful. At some point during the day I 
created a diagram of the lot with, it turns out, varying detail (fig. 2.7). By 11: 00 the 
activities of the morning set up were accomplished and, after lunch in the cookhouse, 
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for about three hours the lot was relatively still. In these hours I ran errands with other 
circus members (such as 
grocery shopping, laundry, 
going to the library for 
intcmct access, or purchasing 
supplies for motorhomc 
maintenance), take a nap, or 
catch up on my notebooks if it 
was a research day. This was 
really the only time for 
research activities such as 
interviews and writing. Once the shows began there was no time for anything beyond 
work, making dinner, and packing down. I would attempt to make some notes about 
this portion of the day in the evening before I went to sicep. 
During the shows I sat on the bandstand behind the ring and ran the music. I 
had a , mall ',, Iio%\' notcbook 
hill 111cl-C 1-mck, all 
opporl till 11 v lo m, 11C 
anything down duc to tinic (I 
had a cue about every three 
minutes or less) or weather 
conditions (when it raincd I 
squcc/. cd into the cmercd 
portion ot'thc bandstand Figure 2.8: Basking Ridge, NJ on June 16. Acknowledging the band 
while the ring mat is dragged out for the elephant act. 
next to the drum set with the Photo by Peter Erceg. 
computer on my lap). After the show I packed down the bandstand and the backdoor 
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Mechanicsburg, OH on May 14. 
curtain (fig. 2.8,2.9). During this time I could usually have a conversation with the 
Transportation Manager about his day and what was waiting for us tomorrow. These 
conversations proved very useful both practically and for research. The evenings were 
set aside for relaxing, socializing, after occasionally driving to an adjacent parking lot, 
or, rarely, to the next day's lot. In this initial 
period a relatively small amount of 'hard' data was 
collected but the expericnccs ofthis pcriod were 
very helpful to the creation ot'Chapters 4 and 5. 
All my research activities during this tinic 
had the aim of documenting the routine of the show 
at large. During this period my research notebooks 
quickly became a place for personal reflection 
about my journey and learning curve as well as 
frustration about my ability to learn how to live the 
circus life and conduct research at the same time. Photo 
by Peter Erceg. 
The distinction between 'research' and 'living' days did not work as well as I hoped. 
On 'research days' I was sometimes at a loss as to what to focus on that day. On the 
days I set aside as 'living, ' I felt the research questions prominently posted in my living 
room were mocking me. On reflection this usually occurred in conjunction with 'bad' 
weather days stuck in Seamus, which were quite frequent. It was on one such day that 
my second rcscarch/life routine began. 
Second researchllýfe routine 
On May 22 nd in Morgantown, WV after being stuck on a cold and muddy 
mountain top for three days, I tore down the questions, in a fit of frustration, and threw 
the pieces out the door of Seamus, proclaiming to myself that I needed a break. I then 
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Folding the backdoor curtain. 
went outside and gathered the pieces up, as the show has a strict litter policy, and 
returned them to a file folder. During this second routine I focused on my aerial 
training, which began early in the season but was not going very well, and generally 
being part of the social life of the show. I spent a lot of my free time with the friends I 
had made. With the increasingly better weather we enjoyed regular morning brunches 
and nightly gatherings. I felt free to enjoy and participate in the stories, advice, and 
complaints shared in those gatherings. It was at one particular brunch that the title of 
the thesis was uttered in complaint. These social moments were valuable 'data' about 
how one learns to 'live' circus. I continued recording daily detail on the calendar, 
making lot diagrams, keeping an account of my training, and various quotes and 
comments, but was no longer taking photographs or video regularly. During this period 
the show was cxpcricncing areas with regular WiFi hotspots and cell phone reception 
and my days and interactions were recorded through cmails and text messages to my 
partner and friends. 
My partner's visit was to serve a research purpose as well as a pleasant change 
and proof of my marital status (a fake identity position I took up which I discuss later). 
Initially, he was supposed to document my participation and life through photographs 
and also illuminate aspects of the life that had become invisible to me through his 
leaming of circus life. Instead he was given ajob as groom to the tigers and spent a 
large portion of his day Icaming about animal training and generally assisting with the 
tiger act before, during, and after the show. He was not able to document my activities 
to any great extent. However, being put to work did illuminate a particular aspect of 
circus life in which everyone must contribute. His brief experience of circus life, 
coupled with our limited communication for the rest of the period, highlighted patterns 
in my behaviour for him that I had not noticed so far but which prove important to the 
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production of stable mobility, for example, my tendency to complain about things being 
'off' after a two day stand, which I discuss in Chapter 5. 
Third researchl7ife routine 
After my partner left, I adopted a new research routine around July I"' , the day 
after my first tire blow out. During my 'time off I had allowed the circus to speak to 
me about my research questions. I became more interested in how mundane and show 
routines intertwined to direct the overall rhythm of the day instead of looking at them 
separately. The importance of improvisation had also become clear and I wanted to 
look at what caused disruption to routines and how they were addressed. Feeling more 
conf ident about what I wanted to research, I asked to be let go from my job so that I 
could concentrate on research activities such as interviews, observing what happened 
around the lot during and after the show, and writing. I had put off more formal 
interviews in the beginning because my initial attempts were met with the eanned 
answers given to local reporters at the morning set up. I decided to wait until people 
were more comfortable with my prcscncc. After over three months into the season, I 
felt my position within the show was secure enough to begin to approach people for 
intcrviews. 
I trained someone to take my job on the computer, which was an illuminating 
exercise in the teaching of performance timing and flexibility, and began to prepare for 
interviews with members I had identified as key to the production of the show. I also 
spent time observing and documenting the activities of the lot during the show which I 
had previously missed due to my job (fig. 2.10). Giving up myjob turned out tobe 
something of a mistake. I was immediately spotted at the edge of the lot again and 
became somewhat isolated from the social fabric of the show. My friends said they did 
not want to bother me and interfere with my research. I was still involved with 
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teardown, but I was no longer thought of as part of the show and had difficultN 
recruiting people to 
interview. I belic,., c my 
sudden withdraw from the 
show reminded people that I 
was not one of them and 
causcd somc pcople to dra\\ 
away and bccoii 
suspicious of niý mmmoil 
despite our experiences 
together over the past few 
months. 
The interviews I did manage to conduct took up precious free time between set 
up and performance. My 'prop interview' method still elicited the canned answers of 
the earlier attempts. In these moments I was too much a part of the show and received 
answers to the effect of "You know this, why arc you asking? " This is a not uncommon 
experience in insider research (Porteous in DcLyscr 2001, p443), though I did not 
consider myself a complete insider. Descriptions prompted by objects and events were 
impersonal and factual. It seemed in giving up my job I was cast in a different role. 
The rich stories and observations of circus life that were present during social 
gatherings were lost to sound bites I had read in Circus Fan publications. I was unable 
to access the elaborations of the social gatherings through the interview fon-nat. 
However, in those gatherings many of the stories and observations stemmed from my 
questions or complaints and those stories and experiences were recorded in my personal 
communication with my partner and family as well as the calendar and research 
notebooks. 
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hgute 2.10. Lanalohanu, NY on July 12. The Cookhouse tuardown alld 
cat props during the beginning of the second show. 
After conducting six semi-fon-nal interviews and being repeatedly put off by the 
majority of the people I approached, I made the decision to stop pursuing the 
interviews. They were taking valuable free time from my interviewees which was not 
appreciated. I did continue to document lot activities through photographs and video as 
well as attempt to document moments in the ring performance which I thought 
highlighted moments of performance and mobility processes overlapping. For example, 
the crew dismantling props behind an act (fig. 2.11). 1 continued with informal, casual 
prop intcrvicws. I would ýi4 
direct questions about 
conccssion sciling, costunic 
pieces, ctc. in the few momcnt, ý 
hem ccii act, ý or \ý lien pcoplc 
\N, ct-c standing around 
socializing between morning 
set up activities and shows. 
These were recorded in Photo by Peter Erceg. 
shorthand in a small notebook when the moment was over away from the discussion 
(Crang 1994). 1 could frequently be found between trailers and the tent furiously 
writing. 
Fourth researchllýk routine 
Two weeks before my departure from the show my research/life routine changed 
again. I was given the opportunity to perform in the ring. In fact, I was told I could not 
leave without perfonning. My aerial training had not been successful and I had initially 
not wanted to perform in the ring during this research because I did not want to take 
someone's job. However, I was spending my last weeks on the fringe of the community 
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an act i% diviiantled in the ring. 
with little advancement of research and thought this would be a way of researching the 
performance aspect of the show directly. On July 22 nd I began rehearsals. Before and 
after the elephant act I would mount an elephant in the animal department, ride to the 
backdoor and dismount (fig. 2.12). After the act, I did it in reverse. During these last 
few weeks my role changed my 
P()', Ill()Il it) lilt: CIT-cu" and 111% rLý, ýCarcll 
-, I\ cl) ad% icc 
on how to prcparc, how to style. ho\k 
to apply my show make-up, and %\ h Ich 
hairstyle I should use, as well as 
COSUIMC pieccs as gifts. I was no 
imil, cr Icrt alotic to do' my research. 
In ilic c%ciling. I %%as told hmý to carc 
for my minor injuries and stories about 
related experiences which served as 
animal department. 
advice and warnings. This is 
Photo by Sara Greene. 
an 
y; 1. Practising in the 
information that I could not access prior, and recorded as soon as possible with hurried 
writing in notebooks and photographs. The day before my debut In the ring I spent 15 
minutes running through the elephant routine in the enclosure. I would also perform in 
another act but was told that there was no preparation necessary beyond knowing the 
history of the act (which did not offer any practical advice) and that I had seen it enough 
times to know what to do. On August I" I picked up my borrowed costume pieces and 
waited for my cue. 
The day of my first perfon-nancc my spotting shifted to reflect my perfon-ner 
status. After my first performance of each act I was given additional advice to 
implement in the next. Through this activity I Icamed first-hand how traces of 
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performance in the form of costume, tradition, advice, and memory worked to create a 
performance (fig. 2.13). Besides learning to perform in the ring, I also had to learn a 
new life schedule to fit around my performance which, surprisingly, gave me more time 
to write. When I gave up my 
job running the music I st III 
organized my litc activitics 
around that schedule. 
Puforming in the show gavc mc 
less time for research activities 
during the show, but morc tinic 
to accomplish packing down 
activitics which frccd tip timc in 
the evening for writing. 
Photo by Ria TerraNova-Webb. 
On the morning I lcft Kelly Miller Circus when the route arrow pointed right, I 
turned left. At that moment I felt a pang of anxiety at not following the arrow and 
realized what a stabilizing and comforting thing a simple route arrow is in the 
perf'Ormance of getting down the road. In the five months of field work my movement 
through differcrit roles in the circus caused me to rework my research plan, but also 
mirrored a tradition in the circus for individuals to play numerous roles. I gained 
insight into the importance of each job to the working of the show. In the last two 
weeks it all seemed to come together and I witnessed how memory and performance 
worked in, and beyond, the ring and how it was taught and utilized in the continuing 
project of living in the circus. Researching stable mobility through an ethnographic 
ri -along highlighted the importance of considering the context of movement in theory 
and in method. The theories of restored behaviour and living memory allowed me to 
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tý were a gitt along witti .... .. ibout 
how to repair them. 
develop my methods in communication with the circumstances of the fieldwork and 
revealed how maintenance through reworking and improvisation worked 
in the place of 
Kelly Miller Circus. By 'dancing the dance and joining the procession' (see quote at 
start of chapter) of Kelly Miller I learned how mobility processes can be understood as 
disruptive, transformativc, and mundane and how all these understanding work to 
maintain the mobility of Kelly Miller Circus. In the next section I discuss how I 
developed and prepared for the ethnography (beyond outfitting a motorhomc). Within 
these discussions I also describe some additional research done at stationary locations 
connected to the American circus community. 
Developing an ethnographic ride-along 
"Wc must move with and engage movement within the movemcnf' 
(D'Andrca 2006, p 114). 
In the development of the methodological portion of this project, I wanted to 
find a way to enact stable mobility in my research method as well as my theoretical 
engagement. I also wanted to ensure a mobile perspective. According to Crcsswell, 
mobility is a socially produced motion understood through three moments; pure motion, 
representation, and a way of being in the world, i. e. practices embodied (Cresswell 
2006a, p3). I believe an ethnographic approach provides the best opportunity to 
obscrvc, participate, and document these three moments in a mobile place like the 
circus. Different methodologies arc technologies for seeing differently-of actually 
seeing differently (Pratt 2000b, p649). I wanted to see mobility differently. I wanted to 
force a mobile perspective in order to, in a way, test my concept of stable mobility as 
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well as investigate mobilc methods. Here I discuss how the ethnographic ridc-along 
developed through engagement with theoretical concepts and locations of memory for 
the American circus community. 
Access 
First, I had to find a circus willing to take on a researcher full-time. Based on 
my reading of circus-relatcd academic and non-academic literature, and on the advice of 
my parents and their clowning partner, this did not seem an easy task. Writers' 
comments on the suspicious nature of the circus (Carmeli 1991 a; Douglas 199 1; Feiler 
1995; Fcttcrman 1972; Little 1995; Wilkins 1998) echoed my parents' concerns. I 
approached my search for a potential 'case study' circus through archival research, 
personal experience, and gut fccling. I wished to investigate stable mobility at a lived 
level and to do that I wanted to place myself within a circus that travelled daily and had 
a set of acts that remained together for the duration of the circus season. Thus being 
mobile as well as made up of a stable group of people, animals, and materials. 
Practically, a set population would increase my chances of developing relationships 
with the members of the show. I also wanted a show that used a ring and performed 
with animals since these, along with daily travel, are the hallmarks of an American 
circus which I discuss in Chapter 3 (Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 1969; Stoddart 
2000). A list of active and potential circuses was drawn from a combination of sources 
including community records held at the Robert L. Parkinson Circus Library and 
Research Center at Circus World Museum, my personal subscription to The Circus 
Report which is a community newsletter of sorts, a circus fan publication The "ite 
Tops, the Circus Historical Society's publication Bandwagon, non-academic literature 
and personal experience with particular circuses. " 
" Refer to Appendix 2, Data Index, for descriptions of additional sources consulted. 
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I used a combination of criteria to identify possible case studies (Table 1). 1 
ldcntifiied two possible circuses, Culpepper & MeMweather Circus and Kelly Miller 
Circus, as possible research sitcs. Through the community publications, I leamed that 
Kelly Miller Circus was recently bought by the surviving member of the Ringling 
Family. There was a lot of interest in the consequences for Kelly Miller's long history 
and reputation. I thought the change in ownership and the community speculation may 
provc interesting in terms of living memory and performance. 12 If Kelly Miller 
declined my request I planned to approach Culpepper & Merrlwcather which had 
similar presence in community literature and shared a winterquarters with Kelly Miller 
and Carson & Barrics Circus in Hugo, Oklahoma. I wrote to Kelly Miller's new owner, 
John Ringling North 11, on July 25,2007, presenting my research project and request 
and mentioned that my parents have a circus 
history. I inclUdcd this information to show that 
I had some knowledge of the community and 
was someone that could be trusted. 
At the end ol'August I received an envelope with 
the colourful logo of Kclly Millcr Circus (fig. 
2.14). The letter from Mr. North accepted my 
off'er and suggested I find a trailer as they had no 
accommodation to oflcr. As I discussed in the 
previous section, additional issues of access were 
x 
i iguw i. i4. Letter trom Mr. Ringling 
North accepting my proposal. 
negotiated once I arrived at winterquarters and throughout the five months of field 
work. With my research 'location' confirmed for the 2008 season I set about preparing 
for the ethnographic ridc-along. 
12 These theme,, ýjre not directly addres%Ld in this thesis but serve as a possibility for continued research in the areas of performance 
and memory in circus spacc 
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- Regular Set Ring & In circus 
Circus I Website / Contact info dai y acts animals 
English 
publications 
[ 
travel 
1C i r: 
: 
A: p: p: e:: cus Big www. bigapplecircus. orR V 
_ Carson & Barnes 
www. carsonbarnescircus. com Circus 
Circus Chimera -www. circuschimera com 
Closed 
C Ircus SMI ircus Smirkus www. circussmirkus. org No animals 
Circus 
school 
Circus Vargas www. circusvarRas. org Closed 
Cirque du Soleil 
www. cirauedusoleii. com ? V (numerous) 
Clyde Beatty Circus www. beattycircus. com Weekly V 
New tent & 
operations 
Culpepper & 
Merriweather www. cmcircus. com 
I 
Circus 
Kelly Miller Circus www. kellvmillercircus. com Frequently 
Pickle Family Circus Theatre ? 
Ringling Bros. Animals, not 
Barnum & Bailey www. rin linR. com always ring 
V 
(3 units) 
Shriner Shows 
(various) 
Sterling & Reid Bros 
During fieldwork, I learned that there are over 40 circuses, in some form or another, touring the United States. Many only tour 
for a few weeks or are one-off productions. However, there are only around 15 that travel daily under a tent. 
Preparation 
In preparing for the ethnography I wanted to learn more about the particular 
circus I was joining as well as the American circus community in general. This project 
is not a historical one however, through visits to circus museums and casual 
conversations at these locations, I learned that the circus in America is a community 
very attached to A% tradition and is actively trying to preserve it while also continuing it 
through the travelling shows. With this in mind I planned a pilot study/trip to three 
particular locations connected to the American circus community and tradition. During 
this trip I would also practically prepare for the ethnography by beginning the search for 
a trailer and conducting mock 'prop interviews' in order to practice my interview skills. 
In addition to the pilot study/trip I also continued reading about ethnographic methods 
in order to create a method toolbox to be used during the ethnography (Table 2). 
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Method Purpose Used Comments 
To record activities and 
reflections on research, also used Fieldnotes are in various forms, from 
as a place to 'try out' possible notebooks of long entries to scraps with 
connections between research jottings. Fieldnotes were supplemented with 
questions and the field desk calendar, route slips, road maps, and 
Field notes experience V personal letters and communication 
Not practical, no one to drive my vehicle, no 
To experience different driver's room in other vehicles for extra passenger, 
individual ride experiences with vehicles, use too early in the morning for most 
alongs the drive as prop for interview. participants. 
Too time consuming, however many 
To access the daily routines and members run blogs which were consulted 
concerns of particular members when there was internet access and 
throughout the show, use as throughout the writing period, occasionally 
Participant diaries props in interviews. these prompted questions through email. 
This situation proved incredibly difficult and 
Participant To access the daily lives and work rewarding in terms of day to day life as well 
observation of the show. as research activities. 
To observe creation and I learned acts are commonly developed the 
development of a particular act season before and so I was only able to 
in order to understand how observe how the act changed through the 
Performance case mobility and memory are season and, if it was rehired, in the following 
study incorporated into the process. season during site visits. 
Overall, this method was more successful 
To enacting the 'trace' of when conducted as casual conversation 
performances in order to conduct documented later. However, this meant 
Prop interview less 'intrusive' interview. V documentation of the prop may be lost. 
This opportunity never really presented 
To use the job of reporter to itself. The associations preferred their own 
conduct interviews as well as writers or weren't interested in a 'visitor's' 
learn about the particular point of view, it also became less a part of 
preservation/maintenance work the project as the research questions shifted 
Reporter of the various publications. in the field. 
To capture movement with 
video, as well as change from day 
to day with photographs, also 
Visual material serve as reminders for fieldnotes. Not always able to catch 'moments. ' 
To catch thoughts and This proved impractical when driving, bad 
descriptions as they are recording due to engine sounds, needed two 
happening, particularly notes on hands to drive and did not have microphone, 
driving, may be less intrusive was helpful in quickly documenting activities 
Voice memos than writing notes. as they happened on the lot. 
To replicate particular activities Used once, provided good discussion but 
Workshop such as creating a 'running order' was difficult to record all aspects, prep time 
interview or rehearsal. V and actual interview very time consuming. 
I believe many of these methods are well suited to recovering movement. However, the practicalities of fieldwork hampered 
the execution of some methods. 
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During a pilot study/trip to the United States I visited The Robert L. Parkinson 
Circus Library and Research Center at Circus World Museum in Baraboo, Wisconsin, 
The International Circus Hall of Fame in Peru, Indiana, and Kelly Miller Circus' 
wintcrquarters in Hugo, Oklahoma. I also hoped to make contact with writers from the 
Circus Fan Association which publishes The "ite Tops, and the Circus Historical 
Society which publishes Bandwagon, as well as the staff at Circus Report in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. 13 The Circus Library and Research Center and International Hall of Fame were 
selected as research locations due to the use of live performance in their preservation 
activities which rcflccts my interest in the preservation of memory through daily life 
activities. I was interested to see if and how these fixed locations served as a kind of 
support network for the travelling portion of the circus community. 
I went to Kelly Miller Circus winterquarters in Hugo, Oklahoma on the 6a, and 
7 th of November 2007 to negotiate my position in the show with the General Manager, 
gain some basic knowledge about the practicalitics of this particular show, and get some 
advice on purchasing a trailer. At the time of my visit the town served as winterquarters 
of four touring circuses, three of which would continue touring the following season. 
Kelly Miller Circus had returned to winterquarters a few weeks prior. I also presented 
my research plan to the General Manager to get his feedback about the viability of the 
plan in the context of Kelly Miller Circus and advice about how to approach members 
for their involvement in the project. He informed me that there is always a 'start of 
scasont meeting before the first show and suggested that I introduce myself there. This 
would present an opportunity to introduce the project and pass out any forms. I agreed 
that this arrangement would allow me to be as open as possible and hopefully not 
surprise anyone when I started asking questions and taking photos. This meeting did 
not happen until May. I discuss the repercussions of this delay later in the chapter. 
'3 Please refer to Appendix 2 for a list of additional circus museums and archives. 
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Prop Interviews 
Inspired by a circus biography, Women offflusion by Donnalee Frega (Frega. 
2001) and social science methods of diary and photograph interviews, place 
reconstruction, and walk and ride-alongs (DeLyser 2004; DcSilvcy 2007; Fincham. 
2007; Latham 2003; Mason and Davies 2009; Ricketts Hein et al. 2008) 1 created what I 
call 'prop interviews. ' I use 'prop' because I planned to use actions, smells, sounds, etc. 
as well as materials to prompt discussion and recover 'forgotten' memories. I hoped 
this method would show how traces work in the restoration and maintenance of mobility 
performances in the circus. The people of the circus are used to being questioned 
frequently about their life which has created a kind of interview persona that is enacted 
when someone starts to ask questions (Wilkins 1998). 1 hoped this method, which 
could be used formally or informally, would unsettle the usual script and performance 
of interviews and elicit 'stories' more than 'answers. ' As discussed in Chapter 1, 
storytelling is a tradition in the circus and a tool for maintenance and I wanted to 
integrate this element into the methodology (Pearson 1995,2006). 
In the mock interview I tested questions, a variety of props, recording 
equipment, and note taking. At the end of the interview I asked for fccdback about the 
clarity and appropriateness of the questions, as well as the feasibility of conducting this 
type of interview in the social and physical space of the circus. The mock interview 
was scheduled with my parents and their clowning partner. On the day I conducted it 
with just my parents. Initially, all the answers and stories told were heard before. 
However, when I introduced the props the mood changed and I began to uncover new 
memories and stories. For example, a tin of clown white elicited a story about the 
creation of my mother's clown face (fig. 2.15). The smell of the make-up led to a story 
about the smell of diesel fuel and the sound of the stake driver. The sensory dimension 
of this method was unexpected but an exciting development as another way to elicit 
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forgotten memories (Mason and 
Davics 2009; Smith 2000). Fcedback 
on the interview process was mixed. 
The modc of interview was thought 
successful in that the props triggered 
memories forgotten. Considering my 
interest in 'forgetfulness' this was 
promising. However, there was a 
, LOW N V4MITE 2r. 
parked a story 
about the smell of diesel fuel irw sounds of a circus lot. 
concern about consent forms. In my parents' experience the circus was generally 
suspicious of ncw pcopic and rcluctant to sign anything bcyond thcir contract and pay 
slip. They thought asking someone to sign a consent form at the start might set the 
wrong tone and at the end might seem 'sneaky. ' I discuss the use of consent forrns in 
practice later in the chapter. 
I conducted the first pilot interview in Hugo, Oklahoma with the Gcneral 
Manager of Kelly Miller Circus at Showman's Rest which is the circus section of the 
cemetery denoted by 'weeping' elephants and unusual tombstones (fig. 2.16). This area 
elicited numerous stories about the occupants and their connections to Kelly Miller 
Circus in particular. Many of thcsc 
stories were recorded after the fact in 
my car and hotel room due to its 
unscheduled nature. As I discusscd 
in the description of the ethnography, 
this would prove to be the best way to 
go about doing 'prop interviews. ' I 
later read that my theatre and 
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2007. 
performance training might prove helpful in the remembering of dialogue and 
interaction (Watson and Till 2010, p125). 
The next three pilot interviews were conducted on the trip to the International 
Circus Hall of Fame in Peru, Indiana (November 14-16,2007). The first was, again, an 
impromptu tour of the buildings and grounds that elicited stories about almost every 
artefact and photo in the museum and Hall of Fame as well as the history of the area and 
ghost stories. Again, I recreated the two hour tour after the fact. The following day I 
conducted a more formal pilot interview with the Special Events Coordinator, a semi- 
retired ringmaster who led my tour the previous day, the President of the Board, and 
some members of the office staff. This interview resembled a group interview or focus 
group due to the open plan space. The answers given sounded like sound bites from the 
promotional pamphlets supplied to me. The dynamic of the conversation was 
interesting and informational, but it did not evoke 'stories' or memories about the place 
and its activities. However, they had no problem signing a consent form. In fact they 
seemed very aware of the conventions of the interview process. Following that 
interview I attempted to replicate the initial tour interview, this time with a recorder and 
camera in order to document the props. This interview elicited the facts of the previous 
day but not the colourful. stories of personal experience. 
The pilot interviews proved the prop method to be successful depending on the 
props and setting. Props such as artefacts, memories, smells, and sounds were better 
suited to a casual interview, whereas props such as past activities, photos, and 
documents were better suited to a more formal setting. I also noted that movement of 
some kind, either walking or driving, offered spontaneous props that sparked memories 
and stories about practice and place. The ethnography description discussed the success 
and failures of this method. As well as providing practice in the method, these 
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interviews also provided useful context about the circus community in the United 
States. 
Additional Research 
On my trip to Hugo, Oklahoma I was given a tour of the Kelly Miller's truck 
stock complete with the multiple uses for each, repairs planned for the winter, and the 
stories behind the repairs, for example a fire in an accommodation space during a drive. 
In addition to the cemetery, I was also taken on a tour of the public library, the site of a 
future museum dedicated to Hugo's circus history, a local diner which serves as the 
current museum, and elementary school, all of which are preserving and continuing the 
particular tradition of Hugo circuscs in day to day activity. 
Peru, Indiana, the home of the International Circus Hall of Fame, was once the 
hcad/wintcrquarters for the American Circus Corporation which rivalled the Ringling 
Circus Umpire in the Golden Age of American circus (Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 
1969 ). 14 1 went to the Hall of Fame to learn about its creation and its process of 
prcscrving the living tradition 
of American circus. The barns 
which hold the museum and 
Hall of Fame arc slowly fallim-, 
apart around the priceless 
artefacts they hold which 
also slowly deterioratint-, 
(fig. 2.17). I collectcd mostly 
stories and photographs of 
artefacts, a verbai history of 
'' I discuss both these circus empires in Chapter 3. 
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IjioLjo,, ý1 Ui-s HdII ul ýame in Peru, A on 
November 15,2007. Circus wagons slowly giving themselves to the 
soil as they wait to be restored. 
Peru's position in circus history, and promotional literature. 
I went to the Robert L. Parkinson Circus Library and Research Center in 
Baraboo, Wisconsin (November 27-29,2007) to learn about the Ringling legacy in 
order to provide context to the discussions in community publications, and to find 
historical data on Kelly Miller Circus to serve as context for the ethnography and 
analysis (fig. 2.18). According to its promotional information, this library holds the 
largest circus archives in the 
United States claiming to hold 
information on evcry circus that 
has toured in the country. ' 5 The 
museum and archives arc situated 
on the sitc ot'Ringlingvilic, thc 
first winterquarters ot'Ringling 
Bros. Orcus. Much of the data I 
collected is in the form of 
Photo from http: //circusworld. wisconsinhistory. org/ 
photographs of documents, exhibits, and plaques as well as photocopies of the Kelly 
Miller Orcus files that are open to the public. 
I was unable to make any useful contact with the Circus Fan Association, Circus 
Historical Society, or Cit-cus Repot-t. Kelly Miller's General Manager told me that 
members ofall three groups made frequent visits to the show throughout the season. 
decided to revisit this possibility during the ethnography. 
I visited the Research Center and Hall of Fame in the off-season when there 
were no live performance. These locations seemed to present a tradition that was 
quickly passing into history. Hugo presented a tradition very much alive with families 
continuing to make careers and livelihoods out of the circus arts. I discovered that out 
" I'leasc rcter to Aprwndix 2 lor sources consulted 
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Figure 2.18: R(-)b(, rt L. Pýirkiwcin Circwý Library and Rewarch 
Center in Baraboo, Wl on November 27,2007. 
of the three fixed locations, only Hugo served in a support capacity to the day to day 
operation of the circus tradition, while the others seem to support the tradition after the 
fact, despite the live performances. This juxtaposition highlighted a theme which 
continued to develop through the ethnography about the significance of lived memory 
and forgetting in the maintenance of the American circus tradition. In the next section I 
rcflcct on the ethnography discussing some of the ethical issues and benefits and pitfalls 
I experienced during the 2008 circus season and what they mean for this project. I then 
discuss my analysis and presentation of the research in this thesis. 
Reflections on the ride-along 
Many of the issues I discuss in this section stem from the identity positions I 
took while conducting the ethnography. This project is not particularly interested in 
identity formations but the perfon-nance and identity of the researcher and the effects of 
those decisions cannot be ignored when discussing social science research, particularly 
when using a participation-heavy method of ethnography (Gregson. and Rose 2000; Nast 
1998). In this section I discuss my position of outsider/insider in the production of a 
research performanec and how it affected this project. I touch on ethical issues and their 
resolution in the reality of the field. Finally I discuss the overall benefits and pitfalls of 
this method in light of these issues and the effects to the project before turning to a 
discussion of my analysis and presentation of data. 
Earlier I introduced the tension of blood vs. experience that runs through this 
project. My tangential connection to the American circus community through my 
parents is not enough to consider myself doing 'insider' research however the trouper 
identity eventually afforded me by members of the circus gives me permission to use an 
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insider perspective and call on my personal experience as viable data (Fincham 2006). 1 
earned this identity not through my circus blood but my circus work. In Frisco, Texas 
on March 21" 1 was called on, as a towner, to give my opinion of an act by the same 
person that examined and accepted my circus blood earlier. He said, "You're a towner 
now. You won't be in a few weeks, but you are now. " Throughout the season as I 
continued to show up on the lot every morning despite never ending rain and mud, 
pcriods of bad spotting (which resulting in limited electricity) that were later revealed as 
hazing, and virtually no form of communication due to a weak mobilc network and 
wireless intcrrict card, 16 1 was praised for my work and commitment to the show and 
accepted as a trouper for a brief time. Until I 'run away with the circus' for good I will 
always be an outsider on the inside (DcLyser 2001). 
1 discovered the conditionality of this 'insider' position when I tried to conduct 
more recognizable forms of research such as interviews. Some researchers have found 
becoming an insider beneficial in terms of collecting interview data in workplace/life 
cthnographics (Crang 1994,676; Fincharn 2006, p 19 1) but I found it a stumbling block 
at times (DeLyser 2001,444). Many circus members were interested in the research, a 
few were willing to participate in more formal activities such as interviews, but others 
became standoffish and suspicious about the intent of the work. This shift in interaction 
made me wonder if I was doing covert research unintentionally during my 'time off 
because they forgot why I was there (Del Casino Jr. 2001; Fincharn 2006, p 194). 1 
constantly restated that everything was potentially research however, whether or not I 
was dealing with informed participants was one of a few key ethical issues I faced in the 
field and writing this thesis. 
The 'start of season' meeting in which I was to introduce myself and my 
purpose was postponed until mid-May. On the first payday I enlisted the help of the 
" Most homes on Kelly Miller were equipped with satellite dishes, laptops and mobile phones with reliable wireless internet access- In five months of field work, I had a working mobile phone for a combined total of 35 days. 
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Road Office Manager to distribute my carefully crafted consent forms. She handed out 
the forms to each person or family as they came to be paid. Most people were reluctant 
to sign and took them away to their houses. I was still an unknown and they were 
hesitant to agree to be a part of the project through the signing of a piece of paper. I 
was later told that some of the families had signed their consent to other projects and 
fclt betrayed by the projects later. Ten forms were eventually collected although it was 
clear that consent forms were not appropriate to this place. Just like earning my trouper 
identity, I would have to earn their trust and support in order to gain their consent. 
This, like my insider status, was accomplished through my work. As I proved 
myself to them, people slowly began to trust me and my research. Slowly members 
began to give their consent verbally and through their willingness to answer questions 
and share stories. Some members became more interested in my project and would 
engage me in discussion about what I was finding. Near the end of my time with the 
show, people began to be concerned about whether I had got 'enough' and what they 
could do to help. Not everyone wanted to be a direct part of the research through 
interviews but would answer brief, specific questions and allowed me to include 
previous conversations and observations. Members with whom I did not have much 
interaction or who I believe were not comfortable with my work are not present in this 
thesis. My work for the show helped to resolve the particular issue of consent forms but 
also present another ethical issue. 
I was a paid employee for the majority of my time with Kelly Miller Circus. 
Initially I argued against this arrangement because I was on a research grant and was 
uncomfortable with the possible implications for the research which might limit the data 
I could utilize (Fincharn 2006, p201). However, to work and not draw a salary would 
crcate unease within the community as it would appear I was taking a job away from 
someone else. In Chapter 61 discuss the multiple roles of most circus members in more 
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depth. I negotiated this issue by accepting the minimum salary they offered and ensured 
that the money drawn on payday was directed back into the show through transportation 
or job related costs. When I gave up myjob at the computer I also gave up my salary. 
I 
was not being paid to do the teardown work, as I had taken it upon myself to do it that 
first day, but I continued that job until the end of the fieldwork. I believe being a paid 
employee had more benefits than not taking a salary. As a paid employee I believe I 
was incorporated more fully into the social fabric of the show which allowed for a 
greater intimacy with the processes of the overall operation of the show. Practically, 
it 
provided me another opportunity for casual conversation with crew members that I did 
not have regular contact with as we stood in line together outside of the office every 
Sunday morning. 
By being a paid employee and fully participating in the social life of the show, I 
was aware of a perceived allegiance to the people and the show in general (DcLyscr 
2001; Fincham2OO6). To betray the show in my work by presenting an event or 
practice that 1, as an accepted member, knew to be 'private, ' or to misrepresent the show 
in some way would surely be considered an insult. This would affect any future 
research, or social contact, with this group of people and show. To ensure that I 
correctly understood particular events as acceptable to discuss, I am in regular contact 
with members of the show about the progress of the project and the activities and 
interactions utilized, as well as confirming and checking particular facts about the 
season. This has meant that particular power negotiations between circus members arc 
lcft out of this thesis, but I do not think it has negatively affected, or greatly changed, 
the resulting arguments and descriptions. Regardless of these negotiations to present 
the show truthfully and acceptably to the show, an early decision to present myself as a 
married woman has meant that I am never completely honest with my participants 
which may present trust issues in the future. 
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During my time with the show, and during a brief visit in 2009,1 pretended to be 
married. This is an identity position I regularly take up as a single woman when 
travelling to minimize 'interest' and one I took up during fieldwork at the instance of 
my family and partner for personal safety reasons. I was a woman travelling, basically, 
alone and I might be a target for unwanted advances. In practice I am not sure the 
identity dissuaded any advances as there were still quite a few offers of 'assistance. ' In 
hindsight I regret the decision to lie about my marital status. The circus is a place of 
family. Being married and not with my husband did not ring true to many people and I 
believe these were the same people that were not as comfortable with the research. 
When my partner did join me, I do not believe many people believed our performance. 
There seems to be something about the performance of being married that cannot be 
rcstorcd without reference. Eventually close friends discovered the performance and 
understood its purpose especially women when they recalled experiences of being on 
shows 'alone' and assisted in the performance. 17 
Storytelling by nature is an activity with a relatively loose relationship to fact. I 
am well aware that many of the outrageous stories told over brunch or during nightly 
'cocktails' have gone through many versions and revisions to achieve some 
entertainment value as well as share information (Besio 2005; Emerson ct al. 1995, 
p128). The people telling the stories on Kelly Miller frequently referred to the act of 
swapping stories as 'telling lies, ' fully aware of the revisions. Storytelling is an activity 
I call on quite frequently in the discussion of stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus, 
however I do not relate any specific stories in any great detail. They provide more 
context than fact and when called upon it is in a general way or to the general pattern in 
which they progress through the storytelling session. 
'7 As stated, the circus is a place of family and most women remain with their parents until they marry. However, some of my ffiends did have experiences of being without their partners or families temporarily and were sympathetic to the experience. 
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In light of implicit consent I must briefly discuss the use of participants' names 
or the lack thereof. Where an exact quote is used, and I have consent, I have used 
participants' names. Otherwise, I use the job enacted at the time as an identifier. This 
is not to suggest that j ob(s) are more important than the person or completely define 
their identity, although sometimes that seems the case, but that, in most cases, the job 
provides context to the description and discussion more so than their name. This also 
provides a degree of anonymity. Particularjobs in the circus come with particular 
power and responsibility and experience (Crang 1994; McDowell and Court 1994) that 
arc not apparent when using a personal name. The exception to this practice is in 
Chapter 5 in which the characters, dialogue, and scene description are compiled from a 
conglomeration of data collected over the five months of fieldwork (O'Reilly 2008). 
Many members of the circus play numerous roles throughout their lives and those 
varied experiences, as well as my personal experience and observations, produce the 
characters and some of the dialogue and scene description. 
I lcft Kelly Miller Circus in August three months before the end of the extended 
scason. 18 This is a decision I later regretted. I was unable to observe, document, and 
experience how the show stopped moving yet continued to prepare for the following 
season. I did follow these activities through personal communication with particular 
members and daily online; diaries about members' circus lives. 19 If I remained with the 
show for the duration of the season, or returned later, I believe the end of season 
activities and preparation would have proven to be significant to the production of 
stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. As it is, these activities are only a minor part of 
this thesis due to my limited engagement with, and knowledge of, this part of the 
season. 
The season usually ends with a Halloween Party in October. However, in 2008 10 days were added to the end of the season. In 2009, Kelly Miller's season began in early February and ended with the traditional Halloween Party. At the time of writing, the 2010 season looked to mirror 2009 in term of duration. '9 Refer to Appendix 2 for details of specific online diaries. 
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By engaging an ethnographic method I encountered inevitable issues of trust and 
rcprcscntation and positionality which were each addressed in the field in what seemed 
the most appropriate manncr at the time (Cook and Crang 1995; Del Casino Jr. 2001; 
DeLyscr 2001; Fincharn 2006; Vail 2001; Watson and Till 2010). Many of these issues 
stemmed from an increased level of involvement due to my job change at the start of the 
season. I believe the level of access and acceptance that came with the increased work 
allowed me to investigate how stable mobility worked in this particular circus with a 
greater intimacy, despite slightly hampering my collection of typical research data in the 
form of interview transcripts, ctc. This intimacy allowed me to investigate how 
mobility is lived and restored to create a stable community and also gave me the tools to 
present this project in a way that attempts to replicate the experience of stable mobility 
while also discussing the processes which maintain Kelly Miller Circus' particular form 
of mobility. 
Analysis & Presentation 
In order to analyse the variety of data accumulated during field work, I utilized 
an organizational structure that would speak to the project's overlapping concepts of 
mobility, performance, and memory. For me, the common practice of coding data into 
research themes (Cook and Crang 1995, p8l; Emerson et al. 1995, p147) was not 
conducive to the materials or the experience in their raw form. The method seemed to 
portray the project too simplistically by creating clear distinctions between the concepts 
which did not mirror the field experience. During the ethnography I found storytelling 
to contribute greatly to the production of stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus so I 
employed a narrative approach in my analysis (Emerson et al. 1995, p128; Ricssman 
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1993). 1 used the artefacts and data collected in the field as a kind of prop interview of 
my data to spark some stories of how stable mobility works (DeLyser 2004). In this 
section I briefly review my process of analysis and the resulting presentation 
in this 
thesis. 
To begin, I compiled 23 anecdotes or 'scenes' from fieldnotes, the calendar, 
route slips, cmails, interviews, photographs, video, etc. (Emerson et al. 1995, p68). I 
filtered those scenes through three research concepts: memory, performance, and 
mobility practice (Crang 2005; Wiles ct al. 2005) which produced four narratives of 
stable mobility (Table 3). The four narratives created a place to begin writing. Through 
the act of writing some scenes which were initially deemed minor, for example 
'building shows, ' became centrally important to the story. This is due partially to the 
act of writing as a research tool (Cloke et al. 2004, p337) as well as considering the state 
of the data. 
In addition to identifying four narratives of stable mobility, I looked at the 
presentation of individual data (DeLyser ct al. 2005; Lorimer 2010). 1 noticed a 
variation in my depth of detail that corresponded to the context of the data. For 
example, descriptions of drives were heavily detailed when there were problems. The 
same held true for lot diagrams. Diagrams with the most detail were typically drawn on 
days when the lot was unusual. This research practice began to speak to the 
significance of the data as well as how memory worked within the circus. A central 
argument of stable mobility is the maintenance of a relatively stable situation despite 
inevitable disruptions. The detail of my data was much greater during moments of 
disruption and restorations (Pearson and Shanks 2001). In order to show how the place 
of Kelly Miller Circus is maintained through stable mobility I highlighted the 
disruptions to place in order to explain the mundancity and transformative nature of 
mobility processes in Kelly Miller. This moment in analysis, coupled with the 
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fieldwork, showed the concept of improvisation to be more important than previously 
expected and led to the integration of the narrative 'Daily Puzzle' into each of the three 
empirical chapters (Table 3). 
Table 3: Uncovering Narrative Themes 
Narrative I Scene I Memory I Perform I Mobility I Comments 
Search for style V 
language" Iv 
'viemorable lots* Just one day 
, wer of space ., 1wer of space*** ? "', V, Staging, improv 
, oing to town ing to town ) g to tow Staging 
III , Liilding shows I ingshoy 
!g 
Improv 
I )riving** 
jr Ig , irking (spotting)*** 
V Improv 
, nioading/packing down" 
Just one day 
ýItjlling on & off 
ýýunning order Staging, tradition 
oinner &a show*** 
Two-day stand* 
Trouper or towner V Staging, method 
ýIerforming research Staging, method 
1, how before the show" Staging 
( ircus fans V 
Ringling presents... * Staging 
ame &a tent ** Staging 
Weather watching* V 
America's own Bar N Grille M2t od 
Smell of diesel in the morning 
ýtaýing, 
method 
C Cirrij, rigging 
Level of Importance ff 
y - Narrative Kýey 
- 
Cr ig Creating /Dismantling place (CH. 4) Presentation (CH. 5) 
LI Daily Maintenance (CH. 6) 
0 
iizzle 
In order to Identify narratives of stable mobility in Kelly Miller, I wrote Z3 stories, or scenes, and then tiltered those scenes 
through the concepts of the thesis. 
To reflect the subýjcct of the circus as well as the concept of stable mobility each 
empirical chapter is written in a different style to reflect different elements of the 
concept of stable mobility as it works in Kelly Miller Circus (Crang 2005; Pratt 2000b; 
Ricssman 1993). White each empirical chapter addresses the central concerns of this 
thesis, they each Focus primarily on one aspect of the stable mobile concept. Chapter 4 
is written as a journal of movement with each bundle of mobility processes presented in 
order temporally but set on a different lot. This format creates the illusion of one day's 
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routine while discussing how the movement of Kelly Miller is restored daily. In this 
way, the chapter illustrates the stable work of each day that maintains Kelly Miller 
Circus' daily movement between towns. Chapter 5 is written as a script of movement in 
which the characters describe and explain their movement within the lot. This 
highlights the way each performance of movement cucs another set of performances 
while discussing the production of a stage for movement. The narrative structure of a 
script illustrates the presentational manner of life on Kelly Miller Circus while 
presenting the importance of mobilization processes to the stability of that life. Finally, 
Chapter 6 is written in a more typical academic style in order to reflect the 'ordered 
mcss' and disruption of the ethnography and circus life. This chapter discusses the 
significance of improvisational performances which allow for, and maintain, flexibility 
within the processes of mobility and stability in Kelly Miller Circus. Each chapter 
restores behaviour in textual form using the research data as traces which spark similar 
performances that will never be able to replicate that on which they are based, but are 
recognizable representations (Pearson and Shanks 2001; Roach 1996a; Schechner 
1985). 
Performing Research 
The ethnographic ride-along revealed elements of Kelly Miller Circus that 
cannot be fully explained or verbalized, but that can only be captured and understood as 
they take place and are performed (Morton 2005, p670). During my time with Kelly 
Miller Circus I was repeatedly asked, "So when do you want to start your research? " 
"Being here is my research, " I replied. The circus and I both had some idea of how 
'doing research' looked. They needed to see me taking photographs, asking questions, 
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and taking notes (although many would limit their involvement with those activities). 
I 
needed to see them live and work and live and work beside them. In the end the people 
of Kelly Miller and I created a research relationship in which, I believe, we were 
both 
comfortable (Carmeli 1991a; Del Casino Jr. 2001). 
During five months of fieldwork my research went through four distinct 
reworkings. As the circumstances of the field changed so did my role as a circus 
employee and researcher. Each change represents a kind of rupture, or unexpected 
change, in my research performances that resulted in refocusings of my research 
performance. However, in each case the overall concerns of the research, about the 
stable work of mobility, the role of mobilization to stability, and the need for flexibility 
in all work and processes, were maintained but perhaps addressed slightly differently. 
The decisions made in 'the field' to change or alter my research activities sprung from 
practical concerns about living and working on the move, as well as research concerns 
about gathering appropriate data (Del Casino Jr. 2001). These moments of rupture in 
my research performance required me to refocus my activities in such a way that would 
also maintain the motives of the original research plan of seeing mobility differently 
through the concept of stable mobility. Taking time to learn and understand life on a 
circus lot allowed me to see how it is possible to engage the concept of stable mobility 
in theory and methodological approach. I believe I accomplished this engagement by 
working with the inevitable 'losses of control' and paying attention to how they 
maintained my circus life and thus my research performance as well as reflecting the 
fieldwork experience in my writing. 
The ethnographic ride-along, like the stable mobility concept, was inspired by 
the context of movement presented by Kelly Miller Circus. The strength of this 
particular mobile method, and mobile methods more generally, is the ability to recover 
and investigate not only the physical movement of the circus but also the significance of 
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the bodily practice. In the case of this research, a mobile method uncovered the 
importance of processes of performance and memory for understanding how the 
physical movement is maintained through bodily practice and performance. This 
presents a contribution to mobile method construction that argues, not for the mere 
addition of physical movement to conventional methods of participant observation or 
interviewing, but the construction of a mobile perspective which may reveal new or 
unusual ways of understanding how mobility is produced and maintained. Here in 
Kelly Miller Circus processes of performance and memory are revealed to be vital to the 
production of a circus and its maintenance that, surprisingly, takes the emphasis off the 
usual preoccupation with the 'outsider' identities of circus based on their performances, 
and directs it toward the value of their daily work for understanding how mobility- 
systems are maintained beyond their lot. 
In the following chapter I 'set the scene' for the project by providing a brief 
history lesson on the American circus and Kelly Miller Circus's place in that tradition. 
I also outline the general seasonal and daily operations of Kelly Miller Circus. This 
chapter illustrates how the particular processes of mobility of Kelly Miller are informed 
by historical mobility as well as contemporary practices to create a specific formation of 
movement, narrative, and practice (Cresswell 2010, p17). Following that, I present the 
first of three empirical engagements with the concept of stable mobility in the place of 
Kelly Miller Circus in Chapter 4 which focuses on the specific formation of the 
relatively stable work that maintains Kelly Miller's daily drive between towns. This 
work is shown to be not only specific to Kelly Miller Circus, but also specific to each 
drive and each town which illustrates one way in which flexibility maintains the 
processes of mobility while also allowing for the inevitable transformation of restored 
bchaviours. 
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Chapter 3 
The American Circus: A moving 'location'for a case study 
At the height of summer in 2008 around 40 circuses toured the continental 
United States . 
20 Some these circuses were one-off shows in arenas or buildings, some 
had multiple units touring under the same name, some only toured county fairs and 
camivals. Some of these circuses played in only a few towns over the course of the 
season, which generally stretches between March and November. Some were large with 
over a hundred employees and others had only 20. An estimated 3500 people work in 
circuses around the country. -) I About 15 of those circuses travelled daily and perfori-ned 
under a tcnt. These are known as mudshows. However, all of these circuses performed 
22 
in a ring with a 42 foot diameter (Fox and Parkinson 1969; Stoddart 2000, p34). In 
today's changing circus, where the skills of the ring are now visible in everything from 
dance and theatre pcrt'ormanccs to reality television, the presence of the 42 foot 
diamctcr ring is the defining 
11caturc ol'a circus. Kcily Millcr 
Circus is one ofthe 15 that travel 
daily and perforni Linder a tent 
(fig. I. I ). III tile 2008 scasoll 
(tile ýCar I toured \N 1111 them) 
Kelly Miller had approximatck 
IIE 
70 cmployccs puf6miing about 
, low T Figure 3.1: Southwood, New York on July 15. 
'0 Refer to Appendix 2 for details of'personal communications. Much of the information in this chapter was gathered in this way due to the nature ol'circus research and information storage in the United States. 
2' This number does not reflect the people working in the circus industri, which could be said to include museums, archives, fan 
networks, author%, office worker%, costume makers, etc. 
Fhe prevailing delmition ofa circus for most circus historians and enthusiasts, which I have discovered through many 
conversations over the Iasi five years, is the presence ofa nng. Only circuses that perform in a ring are included in these estimates 
which were provided by the Circus Fan Association and Circus I listorical Society, as well as individuals working in the circus 
community. 
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23 different jobs. Most employees were generational circus members or have spent the 
majority of their lives working for circuses. Its 18 show vehicles and 20 house trailers 
travelled approximately 11,000 miles across 16 states. They set up in 215 towns and 
performed at least twice in each and up to four or six times in at least 20 of those towns. 
The tent seats up to 1200 people. At least 20 shows were sold out, but most audiences 
numbered between 400-800 people. According to the road office, the 2008 edition of 
the Kelly Miller Circus was viewed in about 470 performances by approximately 
380,000 people. 23 This chapter serves as an introduction to the circus tradition in the 
United States and provides context for the particular setting of this project. 
While this project is not a historical one, history plays an important role in how 
circuses operate today and so must be addressed. The following relatively brief 
description of the circus tradition in America will highlight key moments in its 
development as well as a few notable events which shaped those developments. In this 
chapter I also describe, in a bit more detail, the relevance of Circus World Museum and 
the International Circus Hall of Fame (introduced in Chapter 2 as sites of additional 
research), to the shaping of this particular project of stable mobility. Finally, I relate the 
history of Kelly Miller Circus in particular and describe, in general terms, the seasonal 
and daily operations and schedule of this particular American circus. 
The Circus in America 
The history of circus in America is one entwined with myth (Davis 2002; Fox 
and Parkinson 1969; Stoddart 2000). This situation is accepted, and perhaps even 
encouraged, by circus historians, the majority of whom are also Circus Fans. However, 
' All statistics provided by the Kelly Miller Circus road and home offices. 
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this element of myth and lack of consensus seems to infuriate many researchers 
(Carlyon 2001; ONan 2000; Stoddart 2000). 1 find this mythical element revealing of 
the way memory works in the maintenance of circus tradition. While the dates and 
specifics may vary from telling to telling the people and events remain the same. 
American circus history is documented primarily by amateur historians through two 
publications, Bandwagon, the journal of the Circus Historical Society and The "ite 
Tops, the magazine of the Circus Fan Association. 24 1 compiled the following brief 
history primarily from four sources. Two are academic historic endeavours and the 
other two are by community-rccognized circus historians. 
It is generally recognized by circus historians that the beginnings of the 
American circus actually occurred on the south bank of the River Thames near 
Westminster (Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 1969; Stoddart 2000). In 1768 (or 1770 
or 1772) Philip Astley created a trick horse-riding show in a semi-permanent building. 
It is not so much the show itself or the type of building that marks the birth of a 
distinctively American circus than the organization of the performance inside a 42 foot 
diameter ring with the audience surrounding the action. In 1792 (or 1793) John Bill 
Ricketts, who was either a student of Astley's or Astlcy's competitor (or both), 
performed the first ever American circus in Philadelphia, combining trick horse-riding 
and clowning and tightrope walking in the performance (Fox and Parkinson 1969; 
Stoddart 2000). This performance was even attended by America's first president, 
George Washington. In 1825 J. Purdy Brown altered the circus format in a way that 
would become a distinguishing feature of the American circus. He put the first show 
under a canvas tent and created the ability to move the same show from town to town 
instead of having to constantly change the show to keep a particular city audience 
interested (Davis 2002; Stoddart 2000). By 1830 circuses in America had distinguished 
24 American circus history is also occasionally documented in academic journals such as 71e Journal ofAmerican Popular Culture 
and The Journal ofAmerican Culture. 
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themselves from their European forbearers in a variety of ways. Not only did they 
perform under tents and move frequently, they also heralded their arrival in town with 
elaborate parades, carried a menagerie of exotic animals, and some even travelled by the 
newly constructed railroads (Davis 2002). 
innovation and invention filled the early decades of American circus history. 
New technologies and systems for dismantling and reassembling larger tents and seating 
were created as well as new ways to light and transport these mobile performances. in 
addition to using a canvas tent to facilitate movement to new audiences, some circuses 
created shows on river boats that would travel up and down the Mississippi River and 
its tributaries in the search for new audiences. However, the real innovation in travel 
came around 1871 when a circus partially owned by P. T. Bamurn, who would one day 
become pre-eminent in the circus industry, purchased its own specially made railroad 
cars (Fox and Parkinson 1969). This marked the beginning of the Golden Age of 
American circus. This is a period (approximately 1871-1929) of increased innovation, 
competition, and spectacle that comes almost to a crashing end at the start of the Great 
Depression. 
In 1903 at least 99 circuses were documented operating in the US with at least 
38 travelling by rail. This would be the highest number recorded at any one time in 
history (Davis 2002, p7,21). However, the actually number of operating circuses could 
be much larger or smaller. Since 1793, through the Golden Age, there were hundreds 
of circuses operating within the U. S., many only lasting one season under one title. The 
title, animal stock, and equipment would be sold and return the next season under a new 
title. Many of the early circus titles would last well into the Great Depression in one 
form or another and some have lasted, in part, until today (Fox and Parkinson 1969). 
The practice of reworking the same materials under a new title, is one way circus 
owners maintained and continued their own circuses and the circus tradition in America. 
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The circuses owned by James Bailey, the Ringfing Brothers and the American 
Circus Corporation dominated The Golden Age (Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 1969). 
The bulk of innovation in this era was in the field of transportation and publicity as well 
as performance format. In transport, circuses commissioned specially built railroad cars 
to accommodate all the equipment, people, animals, and offices of the show. Some of 
these trains were over a hundred cars long. The efficiency with which these large shows 
moved and operated was an incredible feat in itself and often attracted just as large an 
audicnce as the pcrformancc itscif (Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 1969). It is a story 
widely told in the circus (with varying detail) that the U. S. military, in awe of the larger 
shows' ability to move and fccd their huge operation so quickly and cfficiently, sent 
aides to take notes (Davis 2002, p78; Fox and Parkinson 1969) .25 During this period 
motorized machines began to replace human and animal labour in the creating and 
dismantling of these huge tent cities which were made up of not just the performance 
tent, but a menagerie, a cookhousc, offices and multiple dressing area tents (Davis 2002, 
p43) (fig 3.2). Throughout Its history the American circus is connected to emerging 
technologies and responsible for technical innovation, from the being the first American 
perfomianco: 
clcctrlcallý 
lit in 1879 to 
the creation 
ofptirposc- 
built railroad 
cars and 
scmi-trucks 
(Davis 2002,21; Stoddart 2000, p35). 
2' 1 heard this story at least twice during iny research. In one version it was the Nazis that sent spies to take notes. 
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Fhe Golden Age circuses are also said to have created the press agent and 
advertising agencies (Stoddart 2000, p50). In an attempt to draw as large an audience as 
possible, advertisement for the circus began months before it was due to arrive in town. 
The use of posters in outdoor advertising was perfected by the circus with advance 
publicity agents posting hundreds in one town alone (Davis 2002, p42; Fox and 
Parkinson 1969) (fig. 3.3). In perfon-nance, the beginning of this period introduced the 
three ring fon-nat, which would become a hallmark of American circus. P. T. Barrium 
pioneered the use of three rings and two stages in 1881. This fonnat created the need 
for the innovations in advertising due to the increasing size of the performance and 
audience numbers necessary to maintain such a scale of performance. 
During this Golden Age, 
'Circus Day' was trcatcd as a 
holiday in the small towns hosting 
the shows (Davis 2002, p37). 
Businesscs and 
I'( 
actories and 
schools closcd for flic day. 
Farmer's . vould save I'or weeks and 
travel miles into town. In the early 
hours ofthc morning the circus train 
arrived and huge crowds gathered to watch it unload. Later in the day a spectacular 
parade of wagons, performers, animals, and the circus band would wind its way through 
town leading people to the huge tent city now standing on the outskirts of town. By the 
next day it was all gonc and setting up in another town. 
There were many shows touring the country at this time but two companies in 
particular held a kind of monopoly in the circus world. The first is the American Circus 
Corporation owning at least five three-ring railroad circuses. The second is the 
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Manchester, NH in 1911. Photo taken at Circus World 
Museum. 
Ringling Brothers owning at least three major shows by 1907, including their namesake, 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey Circus (Stoddart 2000, p26). In 1929 John 
Ringling North, nephew of the last surviving (of the original five) Ringfing brother, 
bought the American Circus Corporation outright and became the undisputed king of 
American circus (Dahlinger and Thayer 1998, Davis 2002, p40; Fox and Parkinson 
1969, p]00). Two weeks later, the stock market crashed signalling the beginning of the 
Great Depression and the end of the large railroad circuses (Fox and Parkinson 1969, 
p 100; Stoddart 2000, p23). The large shows began to suffer from labour shortages and 
strikes and started to default on loans. In 1944, while playing in Hartford, Connecticut, 
the Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailcy Circus tent caught fire. Over a hundred 
people were killed and the majority of the animal stock killed and equipment destroyed 
(Davis 2002; Fox and Parkinson 1969; O'Nan 2000). The show closed early that season 
and faced difficulties almost every following season. 
This seemed to be the end of the great American circuses. However, a new 
breed of American circus rose from the ashes of the great train shows. The truck shows 
that had been touring the small towns ignored by the big railroad shows began to 
dominatc Ilic shrinking 
Anicrican circus 
tradition (Davis 2002, 
Fox and Parkinson 1969) 
(fig. 3.4). As railroad 
circuses grcw biggcr and 
biggcr thcy could no 
longer afford to phy mic 
day stands in small 
towns far from the 
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railroad tracks. The mobility that distinguished the American circus and freed it from 
permanent structures and fostered self-sufficiency and innovation also restricted its 
possible audience. The larger circuses began to experiment with arena shows, which 
did not require as much self-sufficiency, and the truck shows, or mudshows, began to 
grow in size and number. 
Through the 1940s and 1950s, the arena/building format grew to the proportions 
of the great shows of the Golden Age (Fox and Parkinson 1969, pl. 14). These tended to 
be one-off collaborations under a specific title, usually one of the Golden Age 'greats, ' 
that performed for a week in large urban centres. This format extended the circus 
season to year round and provided work for acts in the winter months (PI 18). Also, at 
this time both truck and arena/building shows started creating sponsorship relationships 
with civic organizations in the towns they played. This partnership with local 
communities is still in practice today as is the arena/building format of circus 
performance. The beckoning street parades of Circus Day also disappeared at the end 
of the Golden Age. However, they returned in a new form with the rise of the 
mudshow. The truck shows routed their brightly painted semi-trucks and trailers 
through the middle of town to promote that evening's show (pl. 20). This practice is 
also still in use in today's circus tradition. 
In 1968 John Ringling North sold Ringling Bros. and Bamurn and Bailey 
Circus, the remaining show of the once great empire, to Irvin Feld, a former promoter of 
the show, and left the circus world (Dahlinger and Thayer 1998; Fox and Parkinson 
1969, pl28). The Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey title still performs today. Its 
three colour-coded units tour the United States and occasionally overseas. Almost 40 
years later, the Ringling family returned to the American circus community when John 
Ringling North II bought a small mudshow out of Hugo, Oklahoma in 2007. 
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The circuses of today are generally divided into tent, arena/building, and theatre 
shows. Some circuses are owned and run by large entertainment corporations, namely 
Ringling Bros. and Bamurn & Bailey Circus and Cirque du Soleil. 
26 One brand of circus 
performance are the 'Shrine Circuses' which are commonly one-off performances, 
in a 
building or tent, with different acts each time that serve as a fundraiser for the 'Shrine' 
organization. 27 Tented travelling circuses tend to adhere to the traditional 'season' of 
March through November. Travel is usually based on a loosely predetermined route 
across a specific area of the country. These circuses also tend to have a set season of 
acts, although some acts may shift from circus to circus to substitute for injured acts or 
acts with other commitments. Most shows have animals of some kind performing in the 
ring, but others have moved away from animals acts under the pressure of animal rights 
activist (Stoddart 2000; Sugarman 2002). The relatively recent rise of circus schools in 
the United States creates competition forjobs with the generational performers within 
the circus community. Some historians wonder if the circus is no longer as exciting as 
it once was now that circus skills commonly mix with other forms of performance art 
creating circus, theatrical, and dance performances that begin to do away with 
individual circus stars and acts (Stoddart 2000, p55). 
At one time in American circus history almost 100 documented circuses toured 
the country. Today the number is much smaller at about forty. Despite the shrinking 
community and speculation about its extinction (Hammarstrom. 2008; Sugarman 2002; 
Templeton 1955; Truzzi 1968) the American circus continues to adapt and mutate. 
Kelly Miller Circus' 2008 audience numbers suggest that small mudshow circuses are 
quite successful. If even eight of the 15 mudshows of America have the same audience 
numbers as Kelly Miller, at least three million people will see a circus each season. It 
26 Whether Cirque du Soled is a circus is a continuing debate. It rarely performs in a ring and the individual acts and skills are 
combined into one continuous show that eliminates the possibility of 'stars' in the ring. 
27 The 'Shriners' are a men's organization dedicated to helping kids. Iley are best known for their childrens hospitals across the 
country that offer free services usually in the area of bum victims and lost limbs. 
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looks to me that the smaller circuses will continue to entertain the American public as 
long as they can find a lot to set the tent. In the next section I briefly describe two 
institutions committed to preserving the American circus tradition and a town that 
serves the people of the working circuses. These three locations provide context for this 
thesis and the role of memory, in my analysis, for the concept of stable mobility. 
Preserving the Circus 
The circus today is a shadow of the Golden Age but the Golden Age survives in 
the preservation activities of a variety of public and private archives and artefact 
colicctions throughout the United States (Davis 2002). Three particular locations of 
circus preservation stood out as possible research locations for this project. I introduced 
the Robert L. Parkinson Circus Library and Research Center at Circus World Museum, 
the International Circus Hall of Fame, and the town of Hugo, Oklahoma in the previous 
chapter. As described in Chapter 2, these locations incorporate a lived component in 
their preservation activities. Circus World Museum and the Hall of Fame incorporate 
live performance in their preservation method and the town of Hugo serves as 
winterquarters for three working circuses and historically held at least ten other titles 
since 1942 (Carson 1969). 1 compiled the following descriptions and details from 
historical plaques at each location and publications provided for each location, as well 
as personal communication and observation. 29 
The Robert L. Parkinson Circus Library and Research Center is part of Circus 
World Museum in Baraboo, Wisconsin. The museum is located in the hometown of the 
Ringling brothers and built on the site of the original winterquarters of their first circus. 
This strip of land along the Baraboo River is named Ringlingvillc (fig. 3.5). A few 
original buildings still stand and are open to visitors. In addition to preserving and 
21 Refer to Appendix 2 for details an additional circus sites and archives. 
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relating the history of the Ringling Empire, the museum also recreates a grand circus 
parade every summer with original wooden parade wagons restored onsitc in a new 
'state of the art' restoration 
facility. There are at least 
five other circus muscums 
and archives in the country 
(Davis 2002) but this is the 
oniy onc dcvotcd to 
American circuses 
spccifically and claims the 
largest variety of circuses present in their collection and the largest circus lithograph 
and music collection. The museum also exhibits the living circus through live 
performances every day during the summer. 
The materials and collections held in the Library and Research Center arc 
immense and in varying fon-n. The Research Center is a small beige building at the 
back of the museum's grounds. There is one archivist, working semi-full time, 
attcniptnig to organize the vast and varying materials. According to the archivist, the 
archivc and museum receive frequent 'gifts' of circus memorabilia from fans that have 
passcd away or arc 'cleaning out. ' At the time of my visit in November of 2007, the 
desks behind the counter at the Research Center were piled with overflowing folders. 
Fach corner was filled with stacked cardboard filing boxes containing bits and pieces of 
circus memory in almost unimaginable forms. The archivist sat in the midst of it all, at 
a desk that dwarfed her, tirelessly answering mailed questioned while also trying to 
make a dent in the folders and boxes surrounding her. 
The pairing of preservation and performance illustrates an interesting working 
of memory in the circus. I visited Circus World Museum three times prior to this 
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Figure IS: Ringlingville original buildings at Circus World Museum. 
project, once on a family vacation and twice for previous research. All of my prior 
visits were in the middle of summer when the grounds of the museum were full of 
visitors. On those occasions, circus music provided a soundtrack to the activity and a 
bright circus tent stood at the end of the grounds holding pcrfon-nanccs every day. It 
was a place that gave the feeling of a tradition alive and well. In November I was the 
only one at the Museum for the three days I spent there and the circus music echoed 
through the empty grounds. This emptiness coupled with the piles of memorabilia in 
the archives from fans that died with no one to pass their colicctions, created the 
atmosphcrc of a placc hauntcd by a history it is pcrhaps struggling to prcserve. The 
Hall of Fame in Peru, Indiana enforced this view of a tradition trying not to be 
swallowcd by history. 
Peru, Indiana was the headquarters of the American Circus Corporation. The 
International Circus Hall off-arric sits just outside the small town on the remaining land 
of the Corporation's winterquarters (fig. 3.6). The collection of bams and sheds hold 
old wooden circus wagons which stand in various states of restoration as well as circus 
memorabilia in the forrn of restored parade wagons, costumes, scale models, aerial 
rigging, photographs, and props. A long section down the side of the bam is sectioned 
off to hold the Hall of Fame. It is called the Interriational Circus Hall of Fame but 
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appears to commemorate individuals that have enhanced or made their mark on the 
American circus. This section of the bam looks a bit more polished with better lighting 
and an attempt at climate control. The Hall of Fame display cases hold photos of each 
inductee, a flag indicating their country of origin, the story of their contribution to the 
circus tradition, and an artefact connected to the inductee, such as a costume piece or 
prop (fig. 3.7). Behind the glass the artefacts are slowly deteriorating, evidenced by 
small flakes of fabric or paper on the floor of the display cases. It is evident that great 
care has gone into the 
displays, but thcy rcsembic 
more an arnatcur colicction 
ratlicr than the shiny and 
polished displays of' 
Baraboo's museum. Outside. 
along the boundary of the 
ficid, woodcn circus wagons 
slowly give themselves to the 
0-- 
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soil More thcy can bc movcd to the rcstoration barn. Likc Circus World Muscum, the 
Hall of Fame hosts live performances daily during the summer season to commemorate 
the skills of the circus alongside the memorabilia. However, observing this place in 
November during the off-season, it was easy to see why some may think the circus is 
slowly disappearing. 
These two locations of circus preservation, both sitting on fori-ner headquarters 
of fon-ner circus empires, seemed to teil the story of a dying tradition. The decay of 
memory was evident in the collections sent to Circus World Museum after their owners' 
death and in the physical decay of artefacts at the Hall of Fame. However, my previous 
experiences at Circus World Museum filled with crowds and colourful performances 
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presented a different story of a thriving community. The change in perception that 
came with live perfon-nance (and good weather) suggests the importance of the practice 
of circus to its preservation and continuation. The activity of living preservation and 
continuation is evident in Hugo, Oklahoma which currently holds the winterquarters of 
three working circuses. 
Hugo serves as a base for performers and staff during the months between 
seasons and is called home to many 'retired' circus performers. Being retired, in this 
sense, is to stop touring but many may still work for the circus community in some way. 
Many performers 'retire' but continue to tour as office workers, managers, cooks, 
teachers, ticket takers, ctc. The circuses winterquartercd here arc an important 
economic activity of the town and the town ensures circus people can remain there by 
keeping housing affordable 
for people who may have 
little to no savings and no 
retirement pensions (fig. 
3. X). ýq , I'lli's situation is 
beneficial to many or the 
circus community but it is 
not always necessary. The 
end of the 2007 season. 
accumulation of wealth in the circus is as individual as the people. Some invest their 
money in real estate or stocks and create a considerable amount of wealth through their 
career. Others pour all their money back into their acts and equipment and have nothing 
to show for it but memories, memorabilia, and echoing aches or scars. 
The local school accommodates the children of the circus when they are in town 
and monitors their progress during the season through the school teachers on each show. 
"I lugo, Oklahoma is not the only town to operate in this way. Small towns around Sarasota, Florida also work to accommodate 
circus people, especially the small town of Gibsonton which has gained some fame as a community for retired 'freaks' and circus 
folk 
. 
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also served as winterquarters for Circus Chimera which closed at the 
The Circus City Diner, situated on the short 'main street' through town, is a shrine to 
Hugo circuses through history, displaying everything from old posters to bits of 
costumes and fan snapshots. The elementary school reading room and children's 
section at the public library pay homage to the circus through areas decorated in a circus 
theme complete with tent, ring curb, and wagon. The public library also has its own 
small circus archivc section in a back comer. In the previous chapter I briefly described 
'Showmen's Rest' the section of the city cemetery devoted to the circus community. 
Sadly, the repositories of memory 
about cach stonc now lay among 
them marked by an ornate 
hcadstonc in the shape ot'a parade 
wagon wliccl, and a mcmorial 
bcnch (fig. 3.9). '(' Hugo isalso 
home to the Iýndangered Ark 
Foundation which holds the second 
circus storyteller. 
largest Asian elephant herd in the United States, second only to a herd in Florida 
attached to the Ringling Circuses owned by the Feld Corporation (fig. 3.10). The Ark 
was founded by D. R. Miller in 1993. It is a breeding centre as well as a kind of 
retirement home for elephants that can no longer work in the circus. The elephants that 
pert'orm with the Hugo Circuses during the season call the Ark home during the winter 
months. 
There is a striking difference to the way in which the American circus is 
preserved in each of these places. I went to Baraboo and Peru with the hope of learning 
about how mcniory works in the lives of the circus community and how It is preserved 
and maintained. What I found were dusty memories that only come afivc through the 
"' I here ate other k enicterics throughout Oic countrv %% ith sections called 'Showmen's Rest' (Da, kJM 2002). 
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pcrfon-nance of pcople, 
animals, and materials. In 
Hugo, I found the American 
circus vcry much alivc and 
integrated into the daily fives 
oftlic tmý n Ný lictlicr or not the 
indiiý iduals pcrform in the 
ring. Without the 
implcmcntation of McMOry Photo from http: //www. endangeredarkfoundation. com/ 
through practice the American circus may very well end up a collection of rotting 
trailers in fields and folded tents in bams. 
Despitc my interest in these places, documenting the preservation of American 
circus tradition is not the aim of this thesis. This project of stable mobility looks at the 
maintenance ot'practicc that allows a working circus to continue 'getting down the 
road. ' These three sites of circus memory which span the history of circus in America 
from the early wagon shows, to the Golden Age, to the present, helped to illustrate the 
intricate relationship between memory and forgetting in the American circus and the 
importance ol'thc lived element to that relationship. The next section presents a brief 
history and general description of the daily operation of Kelly Miller Circus which 
serves as the mobile location for this investigation into the production of stable 
mobility. 
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street as three circus winterquarters. 
Ke4vlfiller Circus 
The Kelly Miller Circus of today started as Al G. Kelly & Miller Bros. Circus in 
1936. Obcrt Miller and his sons, Dores & Kelly, opened their small mudshow under a 
tent they made themselves with 7 trucks, two rings and one stage (Carson 1969). They 
made Hugo their winterquarters in 1942 and the title has been based there ever since. In 
1946, this circus became known as a show of innovation when it introduced a canvas 
spool truck to its flect of vehicles (Carson 1969). The folded tent is rolled onto the 
spool during teardown and then unrolled onto the ground as the truck moves across the 
next lot. This method proved to be a bit rough on the tent itself but created a fast and 
cfficicnt set up and tcardown that was adopted by at least four other circuses of the day 
(Carson 1969) (fig. 3.11 ). In 1956 the show created a fold out grandstand seating area 
mounted on a scmi trailer which could be driven into the tent with the truck then used 
for anchoring the tent. 
All the show seating 
would soon be built 
thi,, \ýav Wal-, ýon 
1901». \Vlicliýl()1111 
Ringling North 
announccd hc would 
movc Ringfing Bros. 
. -00 
fz. 
" 
L, IKU11 at L11 LU', 
World Museum. 
and Barnum and Bailey Circus indoors in 1956, Al G. Kelly & Miller Bros. billed 
themselves as the "Last of the Tented Shows" with the tagline, "See it now before it 
disappears forever. " It was their best season to date (Fox and Parkinson 1969, p 123). 
At a time when fewer and fewer circuses were going out each season, the Miller Family 
managed to keep their circus open for another twelve years. 
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In 1960 the inventor of many of the time and labour saving inventions, Kelly 
Miller, died before he could see his final invention go out the following season. The 
25 th season of the show saw the first use of a walkthrough semi truck marquee. In 1963, 
in another innovative move, this time in transportation, the show attempted a steamboat 
tour of eastern Canada. However, the boat had many problems and eventually sank 
destroying much of the show's equipment (Fox and Parkinson 1969; Pfening 1993). In 
1968, the year John Ringling North sold his grand show to Irvin Fcld, Al G. Kelly & 
Miller Bros. Circus closed. In its thirty-two years on the road it had amassed the second 
largest touring menagerie in the United States, created equipment used widely at the 
time, and proved the viability of the smaller mudshows and the American circus 
tradition of daily travel, when the larger shows started to close or move indoors (Carson 
1969; Fox and Parkinson 1969; Stevens 1954). 
In 1969, the Al G. Kelly & Miller Circus title did not leave Hugo for another 
season, but its equipment did. The circus's equipment and animal stock enlarged a new 
circus coming out of Hugo. The Carson & Barries 3-ring Circus run by Dores 'D. R. ' 
Miller opened for the first time that season (Fox and Parkinson 1969). It is still working 
today expanding to 5 rings but contracting back to three at the turn of the millennium. 
In 1984 the Kelly Miller title was revived as Kelly-Millcr Bros. Circus owned by third 
generation performer David Rawls, D. R. Miller, and Jesse Jessen, the General Agent for 
Carson & Barnes Circus. It became one of the fastest growing shows in the country 
creating a reputation within the circus community of quality acts, a clean lot, and 
reliable paydays. In 1991, the show downsized from three rings to one ring. The 
smaller size allowed the show to set up within town limits (as opposed to surrounding 
fields or outlying parking lots) which generated more 'foot traffic' publicity which 
usually results in an increase of about 50 more tickets sold . 
31 In 2007, twenty-three 
3' This more recent history is provided mainly through an interview with the current General Manager of Kelly Miller and informal 
conversations with members of the circus community in Hugo. 
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years after its revival in 1984, Kelly Miller Circus set out of winterquarters under the 
ownership of John Ringling North IL At the time of writing, according to the road 
office, audience numbers are rising every year. 
I did not select this circus based on its place in circus history, but it seems Kelly 
Miller Circus has a history of finding a way to continue contributing to the American 
circus tradition either through name or equipment. In this way it appears to miffor 
American circus history. What follows now is a general description of the daily 
operations and routine of Kelly Miller Circus as it moves through its season. The 
information presented here comes from interviews, observation and personal 
experience. 
On the road with Kelly Miller Circus 
Kelly Miller Circus is tied to Hugo historically and logistically through its 
winterquarter office but the place of Kelly Miller is maintained through the practice of 
touring each season. In 2008 from March 15'h to November I O'h the vehicles carrying 
the people, animals, and materials of Kelly Miller Circus followed white and red 
arrows for approximately 11,000 miles across 16 states and two times zones. They 
travel by back roads and highways at times doubling back on themselves and driving 
along the same strip of road repeatedly. As a general rule, and one that has been 
followed since its beginning, Kelly Miller visits small towns with populations between 
2500-5000 hoping for nightly audiences of at least 500 at both shows. The show tends 
to stick to relatively the same route each season with slight variation in even and odd 
years (fig 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12: Kelly Miller Cir(us operates in a geographical corridor between about four other 'major' mudshows. 
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Most towns they visit annually, others only every other year, but the booking 
agents are always hunting for towns along the route that have not had a circus visit in 
awhile. Most circuses develop a 'turf in terms of their route which ensures that the 
circuses do not compete for audiences, although it is not uncommon to pass other circus 
arrows and posters on the road to a new lot to find that the neighbouring town has just 
hosted a circus. This will mean a slow day for the second show. To the towns, one 
circus is just like the next. The exact route for a season is closely guarded and only 
released to the public & the circus community about a week in advance in order to 
hamper opportunistic booking agents jumping on another show's date. 
Almost every date played through the season is sponsored by a local civic 
organization and serves as a fundraiser for that organization. The local sponsors are 
responsible for obtaining all the legal permits necessary (fire, building, etc. ), locating a 
suitable lot 300ft by 300ft, and providing a water supply and skips for trash and animal 
waste. The show prefers a manure spreader for the animal waste so that it can be used 
by the local farmers and not thrown in a landfill. The dates that are not sponsored by a 
local organization are referred to as lot & license. This usually happens when there is 
an open date on the route. It is better to put on a show and bring in some money than 
just park and not play. In 2008, of the 215 towns visited by Kelly Miller Circus, seven 
were L&Ls. All were towns visited in previous years, some were scheduled as L& Ls 
to start, either due to lack of interest from previous sponsors or because the show does 
good business without a sponsor, others were open dates. 
Planning the route for the 2008 season began up to two or three seasons prior 
depending on each town and sponsor. Generally, the process begins with a phone call 
from the winterquarters office or a visit from the booking agent. Once a potential 
sponsor expresses interest the process may stop for a few months or a year. As the 
current season begins to come to an end, potential sponsors are contacted and dates are 
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set for the following season based on the traditional route. Each sponsor receives a 
packet of information explaining their responsibilities and offering ideas for promotion 
to ensure that 'Circus Day' in their town is a success. As the date gets closer, specially 
printed tickets arrive from winterquarters and the sponsors begin advance ticket sales 
(fig. 3.13). On 'Circus Day' the sponsor meets with the Road Office Manager to count 
tickets and settle accounts. A few days later the office at winterquarters makes a follow 
up call to ask about the success of the 
day and hopct'Uliy book the town for a 
future season. While the seasonal route 
is handled by the office at 
wintcrquartcrs, the day to day business 
and logistics of KcIly Millcr Circus is 
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Figure 3.13: An example of advance sales ticket. 
On the road, a town's first contact with the show begins anywhere from a month 
to a week before the scheduled date. The first to arrive in town is an advance team (or 
person). Their job is to hang promotional posters, check the proposed lot and make a 
sketch, noting any potential problems to layout. They may also note the best route into 
town or which roads to avoid and check on the progress of any required permits. The 
lot sketch and route notes are then sent to the road office. The next contact occurs the 
day before the show when the -24-"our Man" arrives on the lot. 32 He marked the 
route for the following morning with white and red arrows and calls the road office with 
directions for the route slip given to each driver. The 24-Hour Man also makes any 
necessary calls to town authorities, affanges for fuel or animal feed, and notes the 
location in town of the grocery, laundry, or any other amenity that might be of note for 
This position is sometimes, also referred to as 'the advance man' or, in the case of Kelly Miller, the 'logistics person. ' 11OWeVeT, it 
iý usually a man doing the job and is referred to as the '24-1 lour Man. ' 
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the people of the show. One of his most importantjobs is to lay out the lot which 
means planning how the show's 30 vehicles should be oriented in the space given to 
produce a workable circus space. There is a preferred layout, but due to the variety of 
lots provided (rodeo grounds, which turn into fairgrounds further north, baseball 
diamonds, city parks, parking lots, vacant lots, and the occasional deserted shopping 
centre), this is rarely achievable (fig. 3.14). 
On 'circus day' the first vehicles begin to arrive in town around 07: 00. They left 
the previous town that morning between 05: 30 and 06: 30. They drive in the morning to 
allow time for potential vehicle repair before showtime at either 14: 00 or 16: 30. At 
around 08: 30 the last truck, the Shop Truck, arrives in the new town. Between 07: 00 
and 08: 30 the tent pieces are unfolded over the poles, laced together, and secured to a 
ring of stakes pounded around the tent area. The animal menagerie and midway area 
are set and the tent entrance marquee erected. The cookhouse tent is erected and 
preparations for lunch begin. -At 09 -. 00 the road office opens for morning ticket sales, 
the generator roars to life, providing power to the show, and the advertised tent raising 
begins (fig. 3.15). The morning set up is promoted as a 'free show' where the public 
can watch the circus unfold and see the animals fed and groomed. The children of 
Kelly Miller head to the cookhouse tent for school and purchasers head into town with 
lists of groceries for the cookhouse or materials for equipment and vehicle repairs. The 
24-Hour Man checks in at the road office to hand over any receipts, pick up the file for 
the next lot and collect any personal mail. By 09: 30 he is on the way to the next town. 
At 10: 00 the Road Off ice Manager meets with the local sponsor and counts how many 
advance ticket they sold and what they owe the box off ice. 
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By 11: 00 the tent is up and the nng, seating, lighting, ngging and bandwagon 
are set inside. The midwav 
attractions are set and the 
animals all fed and groomcd. 
School is out and lunch is 
served in the cookhouse tent. 
On a weekday, at this time the 
pace of activity dramatically 
drops. The few hours between 
lunch and the midway opening at 15: 30 arc used to rehearse or practice, catch up on 
sleep, run errands in town, repair, clean and set props in the tent, wash costumes or 
whatever else one might want to do. The office manager and ticket sellers return to the 
office at 15: 00. At 15: 30 the midway attractions, concession, and souvenir stands open. 
At 16: 00 the tent opens to ticket holders. The show begins at 16: 30 with a 20 minute 
intermission around 17: 30. Dinner is served in the cookhouse from intermission until 
about 30 minutes after the first show ends. The first show ends around 18: 30. At 19: 00 
the tent opens again to the next wave of ticket holders. Performers that also work 
midway attractions may not have a break before the second show starts at 19: 30. 
The beginning of the second show also marks the beginning of teardown. As the 
first act begins in the ring, so does teardown. The activities of packing down 
equipment, houses, props, tents, and preparing the animals for the evening continue 
around the lot throughout the second show until the generator shuts down at about 
23: 00. Sometime during the second show the Road Office Manager meets with the 
sponsor again to settle the day's Income for the organization and ask about their 
satisfaction with the event. At 21: 30 as the audience leaves the tent they may notice 
that the entrance marquee and midway tents arc gone. Inside the tent, tcardown bcgins 
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before the music stops or the farewell announcement is made. By 21: 45 the ring, 
seating, backdoor, bandstand, lighting, and rigging are packed away leaving only grass 
and remains of popcorn and sawdust beneath the tent. By 22: 00 the midway is packed 
up and the tent is lowered to the ground. At 23: 00 the last seat wagon is pulled into 
position for the morning's departure. If the lot was concrete or asphalt the stake hole 
may be filled at the request of the sponsor (fig. 3.16). As the back end of the generator 
truck is closed for the morning ride the lot 
appears to be an oddly arranged parking lot 
of vehicles. Some items are not packed until 
the morning and the animals are not loaded 
util [I niomcnt, ý hclorc ilic trucks leave to (to it 
'111 al! ain III allothcr to\\ 11 (10\\11 thc road. 
On a weekend the pace quickciis 
dramatically. The midway opens at 13: 00 
with the first show at 14: 00. On the 
weekends, teardown begins and ends earlier 
but the generator is left on until 23: 00 or 
00: 00asusual. Weekend evenings on Kelly Miller Circus are an opportunity for the 
people ofthe show to host parties and cookouts for each other. It Is a time for swapping 
stories and teaching the next generation. By 06: 30 the following morning the only hint 
ofKclly Miller Circus is a ring of patched asphalt, or trampled grass, and three whitc 
arrows on a post (fig. 3.17). 
By setting out a brief history of the circus in America and Kelly Miller Circus, 
specifically, I provide a context for the analytical chapters that follow, each of which 
casts specific light on the conceptual issue of stable mobility. This chapter has 
demonstrated the performative and routine nature of Kelly Miller Circus' everyday 
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activities while also highlighting the importance of those activities to the preservation 
and maintenance of circus if -- 
memory. The towns of 
Baraboo, Wisconsin, Peru. 
Indiana, and Hugo, Oklahoma, 
and their preservation activities, 
highlight a tcnsion bctween Figure 3.17: Kelly's Island on August 6. The day after my last day 
of fieldwork. All that remains is the worn ring from the pony 
mcmory and forgOting and the ride. 
significant role of practice and pcrfon-nancc in the preservation of the American circus 
tradition. This discussion of scene setting provides a context of movement that is 
dependent upon the preservation of memory and tradition through lived practice. 
Howcvcr, as the sites of Baraboo and Peru illustrate, the lived practices of performance 
are not always enough to maintain the tradition. The town of Hugo appears to be a 
dying town at first glance but is, in fact, a thriving base for the continuation of circus 
livchhoods. These three towns present the importance of the continuation of the daily 
niovcnictit and work ot'circuses as well as the continuation of circus performances for 
the preservation of the American circus tradition. This context of memory and 
preservation allows for the past to insert itself into the present in order to ensure a future 
tradition. In addition, the description of the seasonal and daily operations of Kelly 
Miller Orcus presented above sets the stage practically for the analytical chapters of 
this thesis, but also highlights the work of stable mobility that takes place beyond the 
circus lot, in the form of the advance teams and winterquarters staff. Including this 
routine work in the description of the staging activities of Kelly Miller Circus illustrates 
the cyclical and continuing practice of getting down the road that was highlighted in the 
circus view of mobility presented in the Introduction to this thesis. Here I showed that 
the creation of future routes and seasons are in constant development with the current 
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season continuing along its route while also informing future routes. This continual 
development and referencing hints at the ways in which practice in the current season 
and future memory of those practices assist in the continuation of a recognizable route 
each season. This relationship between current practice and its use of past and future 
memory is discussed in more detail in the following chapters. 
Throughout this thesis I will argue the importance of a mobile perspective when 
investigating stable mobility to provide an understanding of mobility as a necessity and 
not necessarily a singular event or disruption. The following three chapters relate 
different, yet intertwined, aspects of the stable mobility concept in Kelly Miller Circus. 
In the chapters that follow I discuss the ways in which processes of performance and 
memory work to maintain and stabilize the mobile culture of Kelly Miller Circus. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the continually repeated routine of activity that produces the 
physical movement of the circus from town to town. This chapter looks to show how 
the general routine and rhythm of the daily drive between towns is produced by ironing 
out the difference of each movement while at the same time slightly altering the routine 
to account for the difference of each town's circumstance. To assist in illustrating this 
contradiction in practice, the chapter is written as a journal of movement. Each entry 
maintains the general temporal aspect of the daily routine and rhythm of movement but 
is set in a different locational context throughout the 2008 season. This presentational 
style serves to illustrate the contradiction of movement described above while also 
discussing the role of performance and memory processes in the maintenance of the 
seemingly contradictory activities that produce and reproduce the daily routine and 
rhythms of Kelly Miller Circus. 
Chapter 5 focuses on how the daily routine and rhythm of mobilization, 
described in Chapter 4, stabilizes itself and Kelly Miller Circus through continual 
repetition and renewal. This discussion, set on a semi-fictional lot over two days, 
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illustrates the necessity of the routine of mobilization to the stabilization of Kelly 
Miller's performances and daily practice. In order to highlight the ways in which each 
performance on the Kelly Miller lot is produced specific to its conditions, and highlight 
the performative nature of the routines, the chapter is presented as a script of 
performance in which each character describes and explains their movements around 
the lot during a two day stand, periodically interrupted by a researcher and a narrator 
whom provide analysis and context. By investigating the routine of movement while it 
is stalled during a two day stand, the chapter illustrates the importance and necessity of 
mobilization performances to the general stability of Kelly Miller Circus as well as the 
necessity of occasional disruptions to the performances and routine which also work to 
reinforce or reaffirm perfonnances. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the inevitable fluctuations, or disruptions, in the routine, 
performance, and materials of Kelly Miller Circus which result from moving to a 
different location each day. This chapter addresses the issue of flexibility in the 
concepts of stable and recognizable within the stable mobility concept presented 
throughout the thesis. This chapter looks specifically at how past, present, and future 
memory is utilized in the maintenance practice of Kelly Miller Circus. Through a more 
traditionally styled presentation, this chapter presents the performativc idea of 
improvisation as a tool used for the flexible maintenance of not only Kelly Miller's 
materials and performances, but also its living memory. 
The next chapter approaches the stable work that maintains the mobility of the 
show through discussions of the daily rhythm of becoming mobile and immobile. In 
doing so, the chapter looks at how the physical movement of the show is repeatedly 
forgotten and remembered through performances of mobilizing and demobilizing. This 
cycle illustrates how a recognizably stable routine is maintained generally and 
specifically on each lot. 
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Chapter 4 
Just One Dig: Theflexible ritual of stable mobility 
Sunday, March 16,2008 Miles: '44 Call: 5: 30 
Idabel. Ok. Lot: Rodeo grounds 
Arrows off lot 
To a left at stoplight 
To a left at stop sign on 70 East 
To Idabel 
Arrows to lot 
Welcome, everyone, to the Kelly Miller Circus 2008 season! 
Figure 4.1: First route slip of the season. These appear on windshields and dashboards during the second 
performance. They provide directions to the next town and the first information about where and how Kelly 
Miller will spend the next day. 
Kelly Miller Circus is in a continual process of recovering from, or preparing to, 
drive between towns. The actual drive between towns takes a relatively small portion of 
each day but is one of two daily events that direct all other movement on the lot. Each 
day a routine of movement, specific to the people, animals, materials, and memory of 
this season, is put to work in the production of today's pcrfon-nances as well as 
tomorrow's. The continual renewal and restoration of mobilizing and demobilizing 
patterns becomes a ritual, a performance enacting known patterns of behaviour 
(Schcchncr 2003, p50), of movement which maintains the overall stability of Kelly 
Miller Circus. It is a ritual specific to this season, but is informed by last season and 
will inform next season. The act of driving from one town to the next, which directs the 
ritual ofmovement, haunts the relationships between the people, materials, and memory 
of'Kelly Miller through its direction. However, the drive can also become invisible 
through the ritual of movement, which is restored every day in such a way that the 
subtle differences of each day are temporarily 'forgotten' in the course of the ritual, 
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creating the feeling of 'just one day' being repeated over and over (Fincham 2007; 
Symes 2007). 
This chapter describes how every moment in the day is directed by the inevitable 
drive by describing the ritual of movement that developed in the 2008 season of Kelly 
Miller Circus. It describes the way in which the continual renewal of particular 
performances cements them into the daily ritual (Roach 1996a; Schechner 1985). This 
chapter also discusses how the specific performances of each day are rolled into the 
overall ritual of movement rendering the daily distinctions of each drive and lot almost 
invisible. It is my argument that this is done through a process of selectively and 
actively forgetting, and remembering, differences through bundles of performances 
within the overall ritual. To illustrate the way in which difference is erased and restored 
in the daily ritual of movement, this chapter is structured through a diary narrative. I 
present a kind ofjoumal of movement in which each bundle of performances within the 
ritual is presented in order temporally but set on a different lot denoted by a route slip 
(fig. 4.1). This format creates the illusion of 'just one day' in the ritual of movement 
while also describing and discussing how the ritual is restored specifically for each 
location. In a way, the route slips haunt the chapter in the same way the drive haunts 
the lot: both are always present and providing context, but rarely discussed and 
frequently forgotten. For the most part the descriptions of each section of activity are 
pulled from data gathered on or about the day and lot denoted. 33 In order to capture the 
rhythm of the activities on the lot, and allow the text to harness this particular character 
of stable mobility and in that way perform as well as inforin (McCormack 2002; Pratt 
2000b), the narrative and descriptive sections run without interruption with analysis 
following denoted by a line break and change in text. The previous chapter outlined the 
basic schedule and operations of Kelly Miller Circus. This chapter's narrative fleshes 
33 Exceptions being 1) in the photos presented and 2) in the final lot which combines the experience of Sagamore Hills, Ohio on I" of August and Westfield, New York on 23d of July. This was done for analytical effect and because of the lack of rainy and muddy days during that part of the season. 
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out the details of those basics over the timeline of one day's routine and rhythm but 
across the locational context of nine days in the course of the 2008 season. This 
structure highlights how the daily work of the general mobility routine is stabilized and 
at the same time made flexible each day in order to maintain the practice of Kelly 
Millcr's particular pcrformancc of mobility. 
Mobilizing 
Saturday April 26,2008 Call: 6: 00 
Mt. Verrion, 11. Lot: fairgrounds 
Miles: 49 
Show times: 2: 00 & 5: 10 
Left off lot 
Left at stop sign on 14 West 
Right on 45 North 
Lell on 1-64 West 
Will merge with 1-57 North in Mt. Vernon 
lb Exit 0 95 
Arrows to lot 
Figure 4.2: Note that showtimes are now listed. Each route slip presented here is a scanned copy of the original 
used during fieldwork. 
17: 00 
"PORTA! " The Tent Boss calls, 'doors! ' and once again, it is the beginning of 
another performance and the end of the day. The gates open and the ticket takers begin 
ripping tickets as the audience files in for the second show of the day (fig. 4.2). 
Traditional circus music from a laptop in the bandstand at the rear of the tent greets the 
audience. It provides ambience for the audience settling in with popcorn and souvenirs, 
but it is also a signal to the rest of the lot in their houses and the cookhouse that the 
show begins in about thirty minutes. At that time the people, animals, and materials 
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that make up Kelly Miller Circus begin the second show of the day as well as the daily 
process of packing down and prepafing for the morning journey to the next town. It is 
Saturday which means earlier shows and an early finish. An early finish means a few 
hours of free time this evening to gather with friends before heading to bed. 
In the tent, the lights go down, the music fades out and the show begins as the 
Clown runs through the back curtain and into the centre of the ring. Beyond the 
applause and laughter in the tent, the performances of mobilizing the show begin. The 
red and yellow tent stretched off the side of the cookhouse goes stack two acts Into the 
ticketed performance and is quickly rolled up and packed away. Across the lot in the 
animal department, the blue shade awning lays on the ground and is also rolled up and 
packed away whilc the animals stand on the periphery eating dinner. Simultaneously, 
the small white and red tent of the toy stand is dismantled, folded up and stowed in the 
small trailer that houses the snake show and a separate bunk room. A few souvenirs 
remain to be sold at intermission. At the backdoor of the tent a long pole is run out the 
back curtain by a member ofthc prop crew (fig. 4.3). It is followed by a family in pink 
and blue sequins. 
Mot hcr/ Aerialisu Cook throws on a 
short Icopard print robe, slips a pair 
oft-nuddy leather clogs over hcr 
soft shoes and runs home to changc 
1()f 11cl 11c\1 ; i('I ; 111d conlintic 
p1q)a1alloll" 101 11CI 1111111k", (111111C] 
and pie car. 
I-'ather/Perfort-ner/Driver and Son/Performer dismantle a collection of long perch poles 
into smaller sections that are just the right length to be stowed away In a house trailer 
storage compartment. Around the lot, the houses slowly begin packing down for the 
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night. Through the next two hours they appear to pull into themselves. Shade awnings 
are rolled in and secured and outdoor furniture is folded up and stowed away. However, 
some of these day items like bikes and props are replaced by evening items like grills 
and tables in preparation for evening gatherings. In the tent, the area behind the ring 
slowly empties as each prop and piece of rigging is run out the back curtain at the 
conclusion of each use. 
Once again, it is the beginning of the end. At this point in the season, Kelly 
Miller Circus had been on the road. for over a month. This bundle ofperformances, 
tearing down andpacking up as the second show begins, was perfected withinafiew 
days. As stated in Chapter 3, the majority qfpeople working. for Kellv Miller Circus in 
the 2008 season were either generational peýformers or had been with this particular 
show. fi)r many. vears. I was an exception. That being said, the 'original' behaviour of 
this particular restoration pattern qf'behaviour wasfamiliar to most people, it was the 
details that needed to he peýIýctedjbr this particular season. Where to place the props, 
when to move them in and out of 
//I(' rilig alld foll, whol lo bego, 
'111mcv, it /1(. // to chillig(l coslumc, 
where to leave a robe and mud 
shoes so that they will not be in 
the vva. v qfwaiting peýfiwmers but 
are on hand when ninning oul of 
thc tew, are I'ust some ofthe 
details which are quickly 
jý, y Jý- ý-huu,, md prop,, placed 
under the bandwagon at the backdoor. 
hammered out in thefirstfiew week-v (fig 4.4). As Natalie put it, "At the beginning qf the 
season you are always earýv. Within afew weeks you knowjust how many dishes you 
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can wash before you have to head out the door. " The continual restoration of this 
particular bundle of teardown, packing down, andperforming creates a performance of 
precision through daily trial and error and alteration (Schechner 2003, p23). In this 
way this bundle of activities becomes part of a ritual performance, and in doing so may 
render the daily differences, the trial and error, invisible. 
I heard the second show referred to as 'the beginning of the endJairly early on 
in the season and eventually I also began to think of it in this way. Thejuxtaposition of 
a beginning cueing end ofday activities creates afeeling of a continuing cycle of 
performances that must be conducted. Many of these individual performances cannot 
be put off until later as each one cues another in the performance of mobilizing. This 
urgency and necessity cues the performance ofdriving which has been somewhat 
hidden by the tents andperformance. But it also cues a kind of erasing ofperformance 
as Kelly Miller Circus packs up and clears almost all traces of itsetffrom this location. 
Props are dismantled and stowed away as are awnings and superfluous tents. 
Preparationsfor the drive, which is not scheduledfor at least another twelve hours, 
begin as today's obligations are still in progress. All the movement on the lot is 
directed by the absent presence of the drive. Much like Till's discussion of the 
simultaneity of the past andpresent experienced in monuments, the drive continually 
haunts theperformances of the circus lot (Till 2005). Here in Kelly Miller we will see 
that thefuture drive is also always experienced through its ability to direct the bundles 
ofperformance which make up the daily ritual of movement. 
18: 30-ish 
Intermission begins. The audience moves outside to the concession stand and 
attractions of a slightly altered midway. In the tent, the prop crew simultaneously sets 
up the tiger arcna and pulls down the aerial rigging used in the first half of the show. In 
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the houses, dinners made between acts arc hastily served. The washing up is saved for 
the extra evening hours. A large white pick-up truck is repositioned near the backdoor. 
Despite the extra evening time, coffee then-noses are filled with boiling water to ensure 
they are warm when coffee for the morning drive is poured before bed. This means 
warm coffee in the morning without using a generator or the stove. 
The second half of the show begins and the mobilizing perfon-nance seems to 
increase in speed. The elephant ride platform from inside the tent is now In pieces at the 
back door and in the proccss of bclng sccured to a framcwork on top of the truck cab of 
the bandwagon (fig. 4.5). 
Scctions of thelwc, h1c 
oul ()I, 111C backdool '111d Af c 
,, I; lckcd m! aIll'A the thicr it-tick. 
The last piece of the rldc 
platt'Orm Icavcs the ground ýi, 
the 'Wheels of Deslinv' arc 
pushed through the backdoor to 
the right ofthe bandwagon and the elephants come lumbering up to the backdoor on the 
101. The whccls arc dismantled and the pieces loaded into the waiting white truck. On 
the midway, the animal corrals are folded and hung on the back of the Hoof Truck as 
the animals are moved to their night time positions. The entrance marquee is on the 
ground tcnip( rarity blocking the frontdoor while it is quickly rolled up and stowed. 
The butchers Count their money in the concession truck before changing clothes and 
preparing for the C011CILlsion of the midway and tent teardown. The ticket window is 
closed and the otfice door locked. 
As the finalc music begins, the tent crew discreetly enters the tent from behind 
the back curtain. They are unrecognizable from a few minutes ago. Their bright red 
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and yellow polo shirts traded for dark coloured work clothes and weight belts. The last 
showgirl leaves the ring waving and the crew run into action. When the exit music 
finishes three minutes later, the ring, mat, preferred seats and railings, ground lighting, 
and seating barriers have already begun to disappear out the back door or into the fold- 
away bleachers. As the last audience member leaves the tent all that remains are the 
bleachers, patches of sm dust. 
the back end of the band%ýagon 
now closed up and locked and 
the tent poles (fig. 4.6). 
As the tent crew 
continue the work of packing 
away the tent and poles and 
stakes, small gatherings bep! i 
to form at particular houses. 
As is custom on Saturday the generator is left on for a few hours after teardown 
concludes. This marks time to catch up on chores neglected during the day as well as 
time to socialize with friends in the forrn of a group barbcqucs. At 23: 00 some guests 
leave the barbequcs to disconnect the houses from the generator and pack away the 
cords and boxes for the morning drive. This marks the end of the night for many. 
Heading back to their houses in the dark, some guests trip over satellite dish cables. 
These are dotted around the lot and remain out until the morning. As individual 
generators roar to life, a few more pieces of the day are stowed away. But not 
everything is packed up or locked away. The side doors of the bandwagon are left open 
and the elephants and hoof stock will be loaded onto their trucks in the morning (fig. 
4.7). Inside the houses, kitchen counter items are moved into sinks and elastic hooked 
cords are secured across cabinets and fridges and TVs in preparation for the morning 
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, wcure the seating barriers for the drive. 
drive. Fresh coffee is poured into hot then-noses and call time is noted before bed. The 
mobilizing perfonnance halts as the show sleeps. 
Thew 
pe0ormances ()I 
mobilizing art, scandt's s /. ý 
rolled itito Ilic fickctcd 
pet-IM-Inalicc itl 1/1(' ring 
and the evervda, 
peýlbrmances ol. l,,,,, i 
preparalions which orc 
aLvo intertwined with 
preparations. for the 
continuing show in the 
ring. The time and placc. 16r each individual peýformance, each behaviour, is cued b-y 
the perl6rmance in the ring as well as the coming peýformance ofthe drive. The role of 
the ticketedperfi)rmance in the continuation of Kelly Miller's ritual of movement is 
q.. )ýice it to say that it provides a rqference. for, addressed in detail in Chapter 5. Here, sf 
and enables, a graduated shift in the ritual qfmobilitv peýformances. We can see that 
moments within the ficketedpeýfbrmance cue what seem to be dense bundles 
mobilizing and everývda. vpeýformances qfpacking down andpreparing dinner. 
However, this lot and day, provide a clýfference in the usual pattern qfperformances. On 
this Saturday some additional performances qf'unpacking, or demobilizing, occur when 
grills and fables and chairs are unpacked, for a social gathering as everything else is 
packedawaY. This da. v's specific performance also highlights a way in which the 
general ritual ofmovement was created. fbr this season. 
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Figure 4, T Youngstown, NY on July 19. In addition to the sound and 
lighting equipment, the Bandwagon transports the ringcurb, elephant 
tubs, backdoor curtain, electric cords, tent rigging and performance 
props. 
Earlier, I mentioned that the performance ofmobilization is ýperfected' through 
trial and error and alterations. The alterations seen here come in thefonn ofguests 
leaving the barbeque early tofinish packing away the generator and its related 
materials. At the beginning of the 2008 season there was a shortage of labour due to a 
larger issue with the availability of migrant work visas. This meant that performers 
took on extrajobs in order to ensure that the show ran as usual. Thisfiexibility in 
labour provided a stabilityfor the overall ritual ofKelly Miller Circus between seasons 
and within this season. But it also altered individual rituals which were differentfrom 
last season. 7he stability ofstable mobility does not refer tofixity or completefluidity, 
but to the maintenance of ritual or recognizable patterns of behaviour, which may 
occasionally be influx. This example of the ritual specific to Mt. Vernon, IL illustrates 
how the bundles ofperformances that make up the 'mobilizing'perfonnance are 
maintained within the general ritual of movement as well as how they are augmented to 
the specific time andplace of Mt. Vernon. It also presents a temporal pattern to the 
mobilizing performances. At times numerous individual performances are intertwined 
in a relatively short times period across the lot. Tomorrow morning performances of 
mobilization will occur across an even greater space, but within the same amount of 
time. 
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Thursday May 9,2008 Call: 6: 00 
Gas Citý Jn Lot: city park 
Mile%: ý4 
Shov times: 4: 30 & 7: 30 
Lcft off lot on 18 East 
Right on 9 South 
Lefton 35 East 
Arrows to lot 
Please do not plug into City power without checking with Qffice. The show 
can he charged even ij'onýv one person plugs in. 
Figure 4.8: The presence of City Power, or C. P., means the ability to have power all night without the use of a 
generator. This saves on propane gas on cold nights when an electric heater can run instead. This can also 
mean hot, fresh, coffee in the morning. 
05: 00 Flora, Indiana preparing to drive to Gas City, Indiana 
The semi trucks roar to life as the Mechanic makes his way around the lot 
preparing the fleet for the morning drive. The morning exodus to Gas City begins in an 
hour. The animal department is already up and loading the animals into their trucks 
before setting to the task of clearing the evidence of animals. As 06: 00 approaches (fig. 
4.8) figures begin to emerge from houses and bunkhouses to finish the last bits of 
packing. Bundles of blankets and legs are carried from house to truck. The children of 
the show will wake up in the truck on the way to the ncxt town. The only light comes 
from orange and yellow running lights on trucks and houses. Specks of light seem to 
bob around the houses and trucks as head torches mark the movements of people 
stowing last minute objects like bicycles and hitching up houses to trucks. Satellite 
dishes are the last thing loaded into the house before vehicles reverse off their boards 
and then pause to stow them away (fig. 4.9). Some drivers stop at the cookhouse on the 
way to their vehicles to collect hot coffee, a pastry, and bananas to hold them until 
lunch at 11: 00 on the next lot. A few minutes before 06: 00, the first houses begin 
pulling off the lot. The Lot Supervisor is already en route to Gas City- 
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More and more houses begin to leave, most trying to get off in front of the red 
scat wagon and particularly sl()\\ 
drivers. Once most of the houscs 
clear, the scmi-trucks begin to 
icll%c ýill Ilicil 1111111CF(MI, 
ýIrc chcckcd and 
secured. The Concessions 
Truck pulls otl't'()Iiowcd by Ilic 
Concession Manager's house 
"-'Dclch-men ---l "4 
Once everyone is served, the kitchen is closed and the Cookhouse Truck pulls off 
followed by the Cook in her house. At about 06: 30 the last two trucks leave the lot. 
The PumpTruck, which also carries a supply of tires, and the Shop Truck, both of 
which tow a scat wagon, are always at the end of the punctuated convoy in case of a 
vehicle break down. By this time the Lot Supervisor is most likely arriving in Gas City. 
This morning portion qf*the mobilization peýformance illustrates how Kell. v 
Miller Circus is always prepari . ng. 1br the next moment in the ritual of movement. Here, 
the hundle qfperformances that make up the pulling off moment in the ritual are cued 
by the immediate peýlbrmance ofdriving hy determining the order Qf the convoy. But 
this is also cued hy the way in which the show must arrive at the next lot to enable the 
next moment in the ritual, demobilizing. The vehicles leave the lot in relatively the same 
order evepýv morning. The Lot Supervisor leaves about 30 minutes bqfore call time in 
the Prop Truck hauling a seat wagon. He isfiollowed by his wife driving their house. 
Ile it-ill get to Gas City býfore the beginning qf'the convoy in order to discuss the new 
lot and resulting layout with the 24-Hour Man. The majority of the houses and smaller 
trucks pull q/ .f 
first which ensures the houses are set on the next lot before the semi 
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ý )ýws -1 () ', pringfield, WV on May 2'ý Thi,, lot proved to be 
too uneven and the show drove to the next town that evening. 
trucks and tent potentially trap them in placefor the day. The smaller trucks also car? y 
materials needed to begin the demobilizing performance immediately on arrival, such 
as the tent, stakes, blocks, barriers, and gates. The large semi trucks are the next group 
to leave, usually with the animals and Cookhouse at the back with afew accompanying 
houses scattered throughout to be spotted by their respective workplace. This order is 
maintained whenever possible but is not always completely possible. This section 
describing the mobilizing performances ofKelly Miller's ritual of movement illustrates 
how the performance of driving is remembered daily in the direction of this particular 
bundle ofperfonnances. It also illustrated how the general ritual is maintained through 
slight, yet significant, alterations to performances based on this particular lot, which 
highlights the Importance ofj7exibility in restoration to the overall maintenance offelly 
Miller's performances of mobility. The next section illustrates how driving 
performances direct moments within the ritual ofmovement but also provide 
opportunitiesforflexibility in order to stabilize and maintain moments within the ritual. 
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Driving 
Vrida) June 6,2008 Call: 5: 30 
Mullica Hill. N. J. Lot: fairgrounds 
Miles: 65 
Show times: -4: 3 0&7i30 
Right oll'oflot 
Left at stop sign on 662 S99th 
To a left on 422 East 
0** Warning Arrows OZ, 
***Follow Signs'" 
To a right on 1-76 East towards Philadelphia 
To ExitO 331 A 
To a right on 1476 South 
After Exit #I 
Bear right on 1-95 South 
Io Fxit4 4 
To a left on 322 East 
Fo town 
In town-follow 77 South 
Arrows to lot 
Figure 4.10: The early call for a relatively short drive coupled with the asterisks means that inevitably 
someone will get lost or breakdown. The notch in the upper left corner marks the scale of a road map. I 
used this to determine the length of each direction. 
05: 30 Amity, Pennsylvania, heading to Mullica Hills, New Jersey 
When compared to a road map the route described is often not the most direct 
gnatcd route ensures that the vehicles clear all underpasses, that no 'I'lic dcsii 
Cli I CIC, III 
'I 
., c\cccd the výcight 
hunit on bridgcs or roads, and that all rai road crossings are 
Icvcl enough 1'()r trailers and create minimum bounce for the animals in trucks. Some 
turns in small towns are too tight for large semi-trucks and sometimes the route avoids 
commercial truck scales on highways that can mean long delays. Today, the show Is 
routed through the town ccntrc as a kind of promotional parade. The considerations that 
direct the route render the satellite navigational systems of many circus vehicles 
obsolete. Where the route directs, the show goes with little question. 
The act and ability to drive is requently understood to promisefireedom and .f 
instant gralýficalion (Henderson 2009; Urry 2007). However, it is also understood as a 
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mundanepractice of everyday life (Sheller 2004; Uny 2000,2007). Here in Kelly 
Miller Circus, the performance of drivingpresents flexibility as well as confinement on 
a tightly controlled route (Uny 2007, pl18). Notfollowing the route could throw up 
any number of unforeseen dangers that the driver would have tojace alone because the 
rest of the show is on the route. In myfive months with the show I left the route three 
times, all of which were coupled with extreme anxiety. Twice tofind a dump sitefor my 
near-full waste tanks, and once due to a planned road closure that had either gone 
unnoticed by the 24-Hour Man or went up earlier than planned. Each time, despite my 
anxiety, I made it to the lot relatively on time and intact. The anxiety was about 
possible breakdowns with no rescue (because the Shop Truck would be on the route) or 
arriving at the lot late and being spotted at the edge andpotentially too farfrom the 
power box. My extreme attachment to the appointed route was about security, butfor 
the show it is about maintenance. 
The creation of the route works to maintain the materials of the show physically 
as well as maintain the performance schedule in this season and next. Therouteisnot 
determined by speed but in a way which puts the least amount ofstress on the vehicles 
and animals within the vehicles. It attempts to avoid delays to the next moment in the 
ritual of demobilizing, which cues the ticketedperformance, whichfuylls an obligation 
to a sponsor. This is another way in which the ritual of movement haunts the circus lot. 
Not only are everyday relations between people and materials directed by the continual 
packing and unpacking, but the overall schedule of ticketedperformances and sponsors 
is reliant on the show getting to town in time to perform. The movement ofKelly 
Miller's people, animals, and materials from one town to another maintains its seasonal 
obligations to each town's sponsor which in turn maintains its ritual ofmovement. 
However, the performance of drivingftom town to town is one that is restored and 
renewed daily, which means that it changes daily, which means it must beflexible. The 
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route slip is not a/vvqvs correct and overfive months and many blown arrows, I learned 
to beflexible in mY attachment to the written route. In fact, I learned that the presence 
of the route slip allowedfor, and created, flexibility in driving. 
-l-hur-Aay June 12,2008 
Pcmbcrton, N. J. 
mil": 30 
Show tinics: 4: 30 & 7: 30 
Left off lot 
To a left on 510 Lavr- 
To town 
Arrows to lot 
Call: 6: 00 
Lot: Municipal building grounds 
Figure4.11. The route slip is not infallible as is shown in the changed direction. Italso served as a wayto 
record the experience of driving. Here I noted the location of a filling station along the route and the cost of 
petrol and propane. 
06.00 Beachwood, New Jersey, heading to Pemberton, New Jersey 
In addition to the route slip, Kelly Miller Circus follows a system of red and 
%% hitc arrows across the country. Fach mudshow follows its own distinct arrows but the 
communication systcrn is the same across the tradition. The arrows posted on telephone 
poles. road signs, trees, or metal curbs are used in conjunction with the route slip on the 
drive to the next lot. They work together to maintain the route as neither is always 
correct all ofthc time. Today the arrows pointed West when the route slip says East 
(fig. 4.11 ). Today, the arrow proved correct. Arrows posted at Intervals along the 
route, referred to as confidence arrows, indicate the correct direction after a turn or 
coril'using junction. A series ofarrows indicate a preparation for a turn or lane change 
(fig. 4.12). The arrows indicate not only the route but also the condition of the route. 
Another particular combination of arrows indicates steep road grades or particularly bad 
humps (fig. 4.13). The shared code of arrows allows people to move between circuses 
and only havc to learn a new colour. These markers appear on the route the day before 
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the show arrives but may remain for weeks after 
the show moves on to the next town. Along with 
some muddy ruts in a field. these red and white 
arrows will bc the only tracc lcft bchind whcn 
Kelly Miller Circus leaves this town. 
FOr ajew short hours the paper route 
arrows tire one of the show's most important 
tools in maintaining their performances qf 
mobilitv. Th(, arrows serve as traces for the restored peýfbrmance Qf driving (Pearson 
andShankv 2001). These traces were m. v, first exposure to the circus as a child. 
occasionalh-, while driving, nýv parents wou/d cty out, "circus arrows. never 
spolled the arrows on the side qf1he road but 
thev told me that these told the circus where to go 
to pul on ashow. On one occasion vve. f6flowed 
fil(''ll-rolt s P) /Iffi/ 1/1(' Olow. To 111.1, groll 
(h ý (I/)/)()/ tll(, I, b'd to 11/1 cillplY lichl. Illorc 
wa. % no tellitig when the circus had been there. 
Unlike the signage sYvIems described byA jige 
995), these visual traces onlY qppýv to the 
people that can decode them during a cerfain 
point in time, much like decoding restored 
behaviours (Schechner 2003). They will not lead 
Figure 4.13: en route to Chesterland, Ohio 
on July 28. Arrows indicating a particularly 
bumpy railroad crossing. 
to the circus lot ýffidlowed on the wrong dqy. The route Ifiollowed with m. V parents was 
part (? I'a c -ircus 'perlbrmance qfmobilitY. /br afiew short hours sometime in the past. 
This is an example of how the lived nature qfthe relationships between people and 
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Figure 4.12: Unioil k itý, 
Preparing for a left turn. 
4, - 
materials maintains Kelly Miller's ritual ofmovement. Once the last circus truckpulls 
onto a new lot, the arrows that served as a temporary trail will deteriorate, or vanish 
altogether as local authorities remove them, erasing the trace of the driving 
performance. 
Again, the drive maintains the general ritual ofmovement specific to Kelly 
Miller Circus but in doing so may erase the specifics of each drive. Through this paper 
arrow posted at the side of the road, the drivers that recognize it as a trace of an earlier 
driving performance of the 24-Hour Man can restore the behaviour that is connected to 
it, the drive to Pemberton, New Jersey (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p6). This arrow may 
be all that is left of the performance 'drive to Pemberton' on the roads that were used 
for this particular performance. The route indicated by the arrows is a temporary stage 
for a continual restoredperfor7nance which makes each performance singular. 
Tomorrow, the drive will beperformed on a different stage. The text of the route slip 
can narrate thejourney to some extent, but at the end of every drive, the drivers must 
submit to the visual arrows tofind their way to the lot as indicated by the direction 
'Arrowstolot. ' The performance of the drive is restored every morning but is always 
different due to its stage (Schechner 2003, p23). 
Interestingly, the route arrows and slip only direct the show onward. Just as the 
ritual of movement is always cued by andpreparingfor the next act, the route and 
arrows are created to move to the next lot and ticketedperformance. I discovered this 
on March IVh when I was asked to return to the previous lot to helpfetch a truck that 
had beenforgotten due to confusion over the driver. Trying to use the route slip 
backwards, I got lost twice. Each route is a one-way trip to the next town, however the 
combination of the arrows and slip allowfor aflexibility in the trip. The visual imagery 
of the arrows maintains the mobility ofKelly Miller Circus but they cannotfunction 
alone. They are temporary signs that easily disappear or disintegrate in rain. They 
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also onl. vqppývto a temporary location. Unlike road signs or signs directing 
passengers through, fior example, an airport (Adey 2006), the destination referenced by 
the route arrows will onýv be a circus lot. for afew hours and is only understandable to 
aftw drivers on the road. The arrows show the route slip to be, in some cases, more a 
general guide of the route. However, the route slip qffords the possibility of individual 
flexibility during the drive that would not be possible if the show operated the drive by 
convoY or through the arrows alone. 
I riday- June 20,2008 Call: 5: 30 
Cairo. N. Y. Lot: Cairo Town Park 
Miles: 75 milcs 
Show tirnev 4: 10 & 7: 10 
Lell oft, lot 
To a lett on 94 Last 
To a left (in 300 Not-th 
Right on 17K 
Left into'loll Booth 
Bear right out of Toll Boiith 
To 1-97 North 
I xit 0021 
Lcfl at stop light 
To it Left (in 21 We,; t 
Fo town 
Arrows to lot 
000000"" *Show Driver%- Remember to get'] oll Receipt" 
Figure 4.24: This particular route was not able to avoid a toll road. Again, the arrows corrected the slip. 
06: 30 Washingtonville, New York, heading to Cairo, New York (fig. 4.14) 
In the early hours ofthc morning, drivers on Kelly Miller sometimes find it 
easier to follow the truck in Front than attempt to read a route slip in the dark or spot 
arrows in the fog (fig. 4.15). The show begins its morning drive in much the same way 
every morning with particular groups of vehicles leaving together. Over the course of 
the drive the punctuated convoy re-organizcs itself into familiar groupings of three to 
four vehicles. The convoy becomes a broken or punctuated line of vehicle groupings as 
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houses stop for fuel or to accomplish quick errands . Families follow each other, 
usually the wife driving the house and the husband driving a show owned vehicle. 
Specd and navigation detennine 
groupim-,, i, '-winc houc-, 
and trm: k, , di i\ c mi dicir 
own because they drive 1(, ' 
too slow, or frequently gý 
Each group usually follows flic 
same leader. Following a prefurccl Figure 4.15: en route to Greenville, PA on July 27. On a 
foggy morning, a bright red truck is a better guide than 
vehicle can make the morning 
small white arrows. 
drive easier but it can create confusion as well. 
Last week there was a propane filling station on the way to the lot (fig. 4.11). 
Usually this kind of service is noted on the bottom of the route slip which should cue 
drivers to possible unplanned tums of the vehicles in front of them. A motorhome 
owner remembered the filling station from a past season and passed the information to a 
few other motorhomc drivers. Most houses have detachable tanks and could return later 
in the day in thclr trucks, but motorhomes have integrated tanks which means the whole 
housc has to go to the station. Two motorhomcs stopped to fill their tanks on the way to 
the lot knowing that they would probably not be able to manoeuvre their house off the 
lot once set-up began. A third vehicle, a seat-wagon, began turning into the filling 
station before the driver realized that it was not a turning on the route. The driver had to 
wait until the motorhomes finished and pulled through before the seat wagon could 
continue to the lot. 
14 Interestingly, I observed this pattern ol'groupings twice while I was parked on the side of the road waiting for the Shop Truck at 
the end of the convoy . 
This was an instance where a stationary perspective of the road side provided inforniation about the practice 
of mobility that i would not have observed had I always been in motion with the convoy. 
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This particular example highlights theflexibility provided by the route slip and 
the potential confinement ofdriving in convoy. For all the stability that the route 
provides, theperformance of driving also requires a bit offlexibility. Schechner 
understands performance as behaviours that are held, or stored, separatefrom the 
performer. This separation allowsfor behaviours to be restored in ways specific to the 
stage (Schechner 1985). Earlier I discussed how each drive is a restored behaviour 
alteredfor the stage on which it is set, the particular route givenfor the drive. The 
route slip and arrows ensure that the convoy of vehicles willfollow the same path but it 
also allowsfor individuals to temporarily turnoff the path and then return. 7heability 
to leave and return to the route also allows the vehicles theflexibility to reshuffle into 
familiar patterns of driving creating a stability ofperfonnance between particular 
drivers. This particular example also highlighted how memory and materials directs 
the performance of the drive. 
A particular route of last week had been driven before and the stage was 
memorablefor a motorhome owner due to his particular pattern ofmaintenance 
determinedby his house. This memory was passed onto other people that shared a 
similar pattern of maintenance. The specificity of this stage maintained the general 
performance of driving but altered it in relation to the specific needs ofparticular 
drivers. 
The drive could be enacted through the performance of the convoy without aid 
of route slip and arrows but there would be no opportunityfor the necessaryflexibility 
of refuelling or other necessary performances for the maintenance of everyday life, in 
this case, filling propane tanks which power reftigerators and water heaters. Toomuch 
stability in the drive, as in a true convoy of each vehicle having only the one infront as 
reference, could result in more instances of vehicles blindlyfollowing those infront and 
finding themselves stuck 
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Monday- July 7.2008 Call: 6: 30 
1 loosick Falls, N. Y. Lot: Athletic Field 
Miles: 18 miles Show times: 4: 30 & 7: 30 
Arrows back to a fight on 22 North 
Totown 
Arrows to lot 
"""Semi's --Stay center of low arched bridge underpass********* 
\k elcorne back to Kelly Miller Circus, Little Sister% Jo and Priscilla!! 
Figure 4.16: Sometimes the arrows do the work and the route slip merely provides advice and information. 
07: 00 Berlin. New York, heading to Hoosick Falls, New York 
The show usually divides its days on two lots. It wakcs up in the town it 
entertained yesterday but spends the majority of its day in the town scheduled for today. 
Today's first lot in Berlin, New York, is a regular stop around the same time each 
season. The business is not great and the lot is a bit difficult and out of the way but it 
gets the show closer to today's second, and main, lot (fig. 4.16). The lot in Hoosick 
Falls, New York, is a park with a public pool, a great playground, and an ice cream shop 
around the corner. 
A recognizable characteristic of the Kelly Miller Circus (and many mudshows 
Jik(, it) is its abilifY to moveftom town to town. The striking element about this 
characteristic isjust how little time is actualývspent driving. The averagejump is 
about tin hour and a half. ' (ýfal/ the bundles ofpeýlbrmances that make up Kelly 
Miller's ritual qfmovement, the driving perjbrmances can be seen to be the shortest. 
I lo wever, when the preparation fbr the drive is taken into account, when the 
peýfi)rmance ofthe route is considered, of which driving is a small part, then the 
performance (ýfdriving is understood (is part (? fthe longest andperhaps most tedious 
bundle ol'performances in Kelýv Miller's ritual Qf movement. The performance of the 
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route runs through, and ties together, the numerous restorations ofmobilizing and 
demobilizing performances as well as the restoration of driving. It encompasses the 
performances of booking agents, advance teams, and the 24-Hour Man. This section 
illustrated the central importance of the performance ofdriving to the continuation of 
the Kelly Miller Circus season. 
The previous section serves as the centre point of this chapter. Rdescribedand 
discussed how driving performances are produced through the continual work and 
careful patterning ofa specific bundling ofperformances within the overarching ritual 
of movement By using traces of other driving performances in theform of arrows and 
personal experience, the drive is continual restored to move the show along the route 
but is alsoflexible to allowfor individual restorations of maintenance. However, the 
lived aspect of this particular performance of mobility in Kelly Miller Circus also works 
to erase theperformances of mobility as we saw in the case of the route arrows. In the 
next section, the performance ofdriving is actively, and continually, 'covered up' or 
erased through performances ofdemobilizing even as it directs that performance. This 
section will describe and discuss the next moment in the ritual of movement while also 
highlighting the way in which the performance of driving is always present and 
haunting each moment of the ritual. 
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Demobilizing 
Sunday- July 13,2008 
Norwich. N. Y. 
Miles: 85 miles 
Arrows off lot 
Right at stop sign 
Right on 10 South 
Right on 20 We%t 
Left on 12 South 
To town 
Arrows to lot 
Call: 5: 30 
Lot: fairgrounds 
Show times 2: 00 & 5: 00 
ss. ss, ss*ss*ss**ss*NO'Ijj SIK)W IIMES*********************** 
Figure 4.17: A long jump and change in show times hint of a tiring day. 
07: 30 
As the Lot Supervisor arrived in Norwich this morning (fig. 4.17), the 24-Hour 
Man stepped out of his house to explain the justifications for today's layout indicated by 
small i1con green flags and bright orange Xs spray-painted on to the grass of the 
I'lairground. The 24-Hour Man planned how the show would pull onto the field this 
morning, the Lot Supervisor is concerned with how they will pull off tomorrow 
morning. The two plans arc not always compatible. The orientation of particular 
vehicles may be altered to create a compromise but the overall spotting of the show is 
fairly consistent. The midway should be adjacent to the backdoor with the animals on 
the same side as the bandwagon. Soon the first houses begin to arrive and are directed 
either onto the field or to the side of the road to wait. 
As the first of the semi-trucks arrive, the house trailers arc spotted in a 
seemingly random pattern around a trailer holding a mound of dark blue vinyl. The 
houses and layout markers indicate to many of the drivers where their truck is headed 
on the field. However, they cannot proceed to these spots until they are confinned by 
either the Lot Supervisor or the 24-Hour Man. As more and more vehicles arrive they 
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arc directed into place simultaneously through gestures by the Lot Super-visor and 24- 
Hour Man, from across the field and directly in front of a vehicle (fig. 4.18). In the next 
half hour they may run and walk across this field close to thirty times. Together, the 
two men slowly begin to build 
the foundations of the show. As 
each vehicle takes its position. 
pcopic, matcrials, and animals 
arc slowly unloaded. When I h, - 
Shop Truck finallý ptill, on Im 
houl Ill'tcl 111k: 
omwi ()t dic lairi2iounds vý 
already covcrcd with colourftil 
vinyl and crisscrossed with heavy black electrical cord (fig. 4.19). 
At, ritual qfmovemew moves on to the peýformance of demobilizing, qfhiding 
or tt, t? il)or(ii-il. i,,. fi)rgetting, the 
inherent mobility o/Welli, 
Miller Circus. Tile movement 
ofthe sho", onto this 30(! Ii ýv 
30(yi piece qf grass is directed 
primarilY through Ihe 
peýfiwnimcc (ýflvvo individuals, 
the 24-11"ur Man and the Lot 
Supervisor. Their 
peýfi)rmances are cued by past performances through memorjý and inevitablv altered, for 
the context ofthe (4j. v. Individual peýformances qf*each driver are created through the 
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,_, 4--, -, mm City, PA on July 25. The wet grass shows the 
route onto the lot. 
traces of layout markers, bodily gestures of the 24-Hour Man and Lot Supervisor, and 
their own past performances (Pearson and Shanks 2001). However, in this part of the 
demobilization performance, the two men directing the action have the ability to alter 
each individual's restoredperformances. They must confirm and acknowledge each 
driver's move before a house or semi truck can pull into its spot. They may have some 
information the driver does not which will cue a different performance than the driver 
assumes. Perhaps the ground in a vehicle's usual spot is too soft, maybe there is an 
undergroundpipe or cable that must be avoided. Here, through theforced fiorgetting' 
of the driver's experience, a bundle of mobility performances are tightly directed but 
alsoflexible. In some discussions ofautomobility it is suggested that thefteedom of the 
automobile comesftom being able to drive to any location but that there must be a 
place to park (Henderson 2009, p83). In a way, parking creates thefteedom ofdriving 
and not being able to park creates chaos. As we will see in this section, sometimes the 
ability and act ofparking canfrequently create afeeling of immobility and erase the 
performance ofdriving. 
The performance of demobilizing began even as Kelly Miller was performing 
mobilization. The lot layoutfor Norwich was createdyesterday while the show was 
packing up on theprevious lot. Before thefirst vehicle is spotted, the Lot Supervisor is 
already thinking about how to mobilize the show thefollowing day. While addressing 
the performances ofmobilization and demobilization separately, they have been shown 
to be, in practice, intertwined and constantly informing each other. Even as they 
demobilizefor the day and erase, to some degree, their continual driving performance 
with colour and music, the show is stillperforming its mobility through the work of the 
24-Hour Man setting the route to the next lot and the unpacking and assembling ofthe 
shows materialsfor the day. 
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Theflexibiliýv of the lqvOut andpulling on performance ensures that Kelýv 
Miller Circus will appear relatively the same as it did yesterday, and as it Will 
tomorrow, but always slightly different. In doing so, the peýformances of mobilization 
must be incorporated into the demobilizing peýformance of the layoutfor Norwich, New 
York. The creation of Kellv Miller Circus on this lot hides the traces of mobility while it 
also preparesfir the evening act of mobilization and by doing so, produces a 
recognizable, stable, ritual ofmovement. Again, the specificity of each restoration of 
peýformance bundles maintains the overall ritual of movement. 
Saturday - July 26.2008 Call: 6: 00 
Oirard, ýa. Lot: Girard sch(x)l gmunds 
Miles: 32 miles Sho%% times 2: 00 & 5.30 
Arrows off lots 
Arrows back to it left oil 6 West 
To a right at stop light on 8 North 
Ioa quick left on 97 North 
Bear left on 19 North 
To a left on 1-90 West 
Exit 09 
Right on 18 North 
1*0 tm% 11 
Amms loa normal lot? 
000""00000011appy Belated birthday to Ivan************* 
Figure 4.20: A series of unusual and difficult layouts is reflected in the final direction. Again, the miles for 
each direction were noted the night before driving. 
07: 30 
Today Kelly Miller is a fundraiser for the Dan Rice Festival Committee. Dan Rice 
(1823-1900) is a legend of the American circus tradition. Among other things, he is 
credited with creating the look of the American 'conic figure of Uncle Sam. Although 
this myth has been disproved by his biographer (Carlyon 2001) it is still widely believed 
within the circus community and this town of Girard which served as the winterquarters 
for his first circus (fig. 4.20). This is a town familiar with circus and a crowd has 
already fonned as Kelly Miller arrives. The first houses are spotted and the occupants 
immediately begin the next moment of the ritual of movement. Boards arc pulled out 
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and ýct in place. Satcllite dishes are the next item out and around the lot hunched 
figurcs arc attempting to tune in a signal. Depending on their spotting, the surrounding 
landscape, and the length of their cable, they may or may not be successful. Colourful 
vinyl is unfolded and animals are unloaded and moved into shade for their breakfast. 
Shoes, bikes, toys, and an occasional costume piece or prop littcr the ground around the 
houses. Large props arc slowly erected as bits and pieces emerge from storage areas. 
Meanwhilc, the pounding of the mcchanical stakc drivcr providcs a kind of rhythm and 
soundtrack for the morning (fig. 4.2 1). The tent poles are laid out following the paint 
markings on the ground and the tent unfolded over them (fig. 4.22). There is a lull in 
activity as the picccs of vinyl arc laced together. The Mechanic arrives on the lot and 
immediately bcgins to walk the lot with a large container of oil, a rag, and a funnel in 
one hand, and what appears to be a piece of wood banister in the other. He taps each 
tirc of the show vehicles with the wooden rod, checking tire pressure and making 
nicntal notes about any vehicle repairs. 
The tent gOCS Lip at 09: 00 when the generator roars to life. As soon as the first 
quarter poles are tip, 
coils ol'black cord arc 
brought in and laid 
(town. As the last coilic 
pole is pulled into 
pw, lllollý 111", 1-11"1 "k: at 
cocd Into 
the tent and the ringcurb 
is positioned. 
Unpacking will continue 
Figure 4.21: Hugo, OK on March 13. The mechanical stake driver pounds 
stakes around the circumference of the tent. This drive is considered 
when determining the layout of the lot. 
throughout the day. Props move into the tent and rigging goes up and down as acts 
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rehearse. Showtime approaches and costume and make-up are pulled out of closets and 
drawers, and animal harnesses are unloaded and dusted off. During the first show props 
arc unpackcd as ncedcd. At 
intcrmission, around 15: 00, 
the last prop is unloaded as 
the elephant tubs arc rolled 
into the tent. Outside the 
tent and beyond the 
midway, vehicle repairs arc 
in progrcss that will carry on 
through the ticketed 
pcrt'orm, incc and into the evcning teardown. 
The performance ql'clemobilizing also incorporates thefirst peýformances ofthe 
evening mohilization. The Alechanic's. first acts on completion ofthe drive are to check 
the eflecis ofthe drive andpreparefi)r the next. His individualpeýformance is one 
almost completelv dedicated to the peýformance of mobilization. But he is not the only 
one concerned with the abilin, to move of fthe lot. As the peýfbrmance of demobilizing 
begins on the lot and continues through most of the day, the traces of Kelly Miller 
ofmobilitv tire disguised andfior some, individual opportunities 
Jbi- movement tire also limited. FrequentlY, fior many in the backyard, once the 
perfin-mance qI'demobilization begins, vehicles are trapped on the lot until the 
mohili: ing peq6rmances are completed in the evening. I rarel-1, had the ability to pull 
my house offthe lot oncespotted (and rarely wanted to as it meant packing the house up 
again). The first thing I did as I waited to be spotted in the morning was check. for 
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hiý'Jr( 1 22 :, NY on hjlý Ij Note the m-at vv, igons parked in a 
line to be driven into the tent once it is raised. 
mobile service. The ability to call others on the lot, especially in bad weather, was 
crucialfor accomplishing daily activities of laundry orfood shopping. 
The potential ability to move and live anywhere that is provided by the materials 
of the houses and show does not guarantee thefteedom to move or live anywhere. The 
context of the movement and its relation to the 'mobile materials'on the lot is crucial to 
understanding the mobility performances ofKelly Miller Circus. Thepresence of 
satellite dishes, mobile phones, laptops with wireless internet, house trailers, and trucks 
does not ensure the continuing performances of mobility when stuck in the mud in a 
field in the middle ofPennsylvania or a mountaintop in West Virginia. This chapter, 
and thesis, illustrate that it is the lived relationships between the materials, memories, 
and experiences of the people ofKelly Miller thatproduce the continuing ritual of 
movement. The subtle differences ofeach restoration provide the necessaryflexibility 
to each bundle ofperformances to, together, be continual recognized as a stable ritual 
of movementfor Kelly Miller Circus'2008 season. The act of continually restoring the 
bundle ofdemobilizing performances enables the Lot Supervisor to arrange the lot in 
such a way that willpreparefor the day's ticketedperformances as well as the 
evening's mobilization. It is the performances of mobility, more than the materials of 
mobility, that work to stabilize and maintain the ritual of movement and in that way 
produce a performance ofstable mobility. 
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Conclusion: Just one dqv 
ý ridaý - August 1,2008 
Sagamore llills. (Ynio 
Miles: 27 miles 
Arrows to a right at stop sign 
Left at light 
'I oa right on 2 West 
Hear lcfi on 1-90 F. ast 
I-Ixit# 188 
Right on 1-271 South 
Fxit # 19 
1oa right on 82 West 
Right on 8 North 
Left on Valley View Rd. 
Arrows to lot 
Call:. 6: 00 
Lot: Township Park 
Show times: 4: 30 & 7: 30 
0,00""FelitCumpleanos a Victor. aycr******************$* 
IT IS TIIE FIRST OF AUGUSI ------ L)O YOU KNOW WHIAL N'()I'R 
HALLOWEEN COSTUME 
Figure 4.23: The Halloween Party marks the traditional end to the season. Reminding the show about the 
party also reminds them that they are on the 'back end' of the route. This cues preparations for the 
following season. 
18: 30 
The first show just ended. In thirty minutes the doors will open and it will be 
the beginning of the end, again (fig. 4.23). But today will end in a different, although 
increasingly usual, way. A storm is predicted overnight and the sloping lot will be very 
dangerous in the mud. The show will pack down as usual but then will pull off after 
the last show and spend the night in a nearby parking lot. As the first raindrops fall, the 
rush to gct offthc sloping ticid bcgins. Therc Is a different ordcr to pulling off whcn It 
is perfori-ned in the evening. The larger scmi-trucks go first and then the smaller 
vehicles are parked in front of them. This allows for the usual morning pull off order. 
The houses cannot move until the tcnt is down and the stakes pulled which allows the 
semi-trucks to move. Despite this delay, there is a frenzy of activity around some 
houses. The houses without teardown responsibilities are ready to go. The satellite dish 
is packed, the truck is hitched Lip, and the engine running, waiting. Other houses, 
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knowing it will be awhile until there is a clear path, are enjoying their evening meal and 
TV amidst the frantic activity outside. 
As is also usual, this evening manoeuvre is conducted in the rain and mostly 
dark. Floodlights illuminate the tent and midway teardown but the backyard is left in 
shadows. As houses Prepare to leave, beams of light shine out from headlights 
illuminating the stick grass. The ground has not turned to mud yet, but before the last 
house pulls off it is inevitable that at least one vehicle in particular will be towed out of 
the mud. By midnight the storm has arrived and the last few houses are still being 
pulled out of the mud and set for the morning drive. 
The perpetual packing and unpacking, mobilizing and demobilizing, will 
continue day after day in much the same way as if the entire season was just one day 
gone over again and again. The ritual of movement is restored everyday in such a way 
that the subtle differences of each day are forgotten to the ritual of 'Just One Day. ' 
However, the subtle differences are also remembered in each restoration of the ritual 
providing flexibility and specificity to each bundle of performances. In this way, each 
performance within the ritual of movement is no longer merely a restored behaviour, but 
a reaffirmed performance, as it is restored to the ritual, in much the same way, again and 
again. There are many possible relationships betwccn people, materials, and memory 
on the Kelly Miller lot, but not all are cemented in place by inclusion into the ritual of 
movement which sustains the place of Kelly Miller Circus. By viewing the routine of 
movement in Kelly Miller Circus as a ritual, the continual restoration and variation of 
the performance is stabilized as a known pattern of performance maintained through its 
continual restoration. The variation within the ritual is inevitable due to the constantly 
changing stage for the performances (Roach 1996a) but is also necessary for the 
survival of the ritual. The traces of movement used to restore the performance of 
mobility in Kelly Miller Circus are subject to interpretation and each resulting 
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pcrfon-nance is marked by the interpretation (Pearson and Shanks 2001). However, 
each interpretation is still recognized as a ritual of movement unique to Kelly Miller 
Circus and its people, materials, and animals. In this way the details of each day's ritual 
of movement arc blurred into 'just one day' (fig. 4.24). 
The phrase, 
just one day, ' 
highlights the 
repetition of the 
performances of 
mobility in Kelly 
Miller Circus bw 
serves as a copi 
mechanism within 
thosc pcrfomiances. 
Photo by Peter Erceg. 
Particularly 
challenging days full of mud, rain, or 'bad' spotting are met with "It's just one day. " 
What Kelly Miller Circus nicans by this is that these days can and will be dealt with 
because these particular circumstances will only last one day. Tomorrow the show will 
move to the next town and new circumstances. Again, the driving performance directs 
even the coping mechanisms. The show will continue to drive and so will move away 
from these conditions. However, in the 2009 season, "It's just one day" was heard 
almost daily. The experience and related performances of mud, rain, and spotting soon 
became regularly restored perfon-nanccs within the overall ritual of movement. 
This chapter presented descriptions of the lived relationships between the 
people, materials, and memory of Kelly Miller Circus that make-up and stabilize its 
ritual of movement. It also discussed how, throughout the season, the acts of 
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hj,, urc 4.24. Ldst 11- . ;-,;, -- 29. [his photo otters no clue as 1() Ine 
town in which it takes place, but the moment of demobilizing within the ritual 
of movement is evident based on the arrangement of materials. 
mobilization, driving, and demobilization are continually restored in such a way as to be 
specific to each time and place as well as maintain known patterns of the overarching 
mobility performance of the ritual. Each day, the bundles of performance work to 
'remember' and 'forget' the differences of the day before in order to continue the 
pattern and maintain the overarching performance of 'the route. ' The continual 
restoration of the ritual of movement and its related bundles of performance works to 
not only stabilize the mobile situation of Kelly Miller Circus, but also to cement, or 
reaffirm, particular performances as necessary for the constant renewal of the ritual of 
movement. For example, the flexibility offered to the performance of the drive by the 
combination of arrows and route slips allows for the maintenance of the route as well as 
individual performances of home maintenance. 
Approaching the continually restored behaviours of each bundle of 
performances as reaffirmed performances presents stability to the pattern of 
performance which works to keep Kelly Miller Circus driving from town to town. It 
also allows for a flexibility in the pattern of performances by fixing particular 
performances to particular circumstances within the season. For instance, the 
performance of pulling off in the evening is not necessarily a regular performance in the 
ritual of movement but its place in the pattern is restored and reaffirmed when the 
circumstances of a sloping lot and storm present a recognizable stage for the 
performance of evening pull off. 
As I said at the beginning of this chapter, viewing the ritual of movement as it 
happens over just one day can work to forget, or erase, the specificity of the conditions 
that direct each performance within the ritual. Viewing each bundle of restored, or 
reaffirmed, ritual over the course of nine days reveals how the movement ritual of 'Just 
One Day' is restored slightly different each time in the routine of each day, yet retains 
its recognizability. The daily ritual is shown to be stabilized by the specific traces that 
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inform the performances within that day. The process of restoring behaviours of 
movement as each day demands presents the work of performance and memory, in the 
form of reaffirmed performances, as continually present in the maintenance of Kelly 
Miller's specific form of mobility. The mobility process of reaffirming performances 
illustrates how a continual situation of mobility is maintained while also highlighting 
how that recognizablity of situation and stable work is flexible depending on the 
locational contcxt of the show. 
This chapter concentrated on the event of driving as a key perfonnancc that 
directs the way in which the ritual of movement is restored daily. The next chapter 
looks at how the ticketed performance also directs the ritual in conjunction with the 
drive. While this chapter presented ajournal of movement, Chapter 6 presents a script 
of movement in which each character describes and explains their movements around 
the lot during a two day stand. In this way, the chapter discusses how each 
pcrforinance, or practice and experience, of movement is produced through cucs 
provided within the ritual described here in Chapter 4. By describing what happens to 
each performance of movement when particular moments within the ritual are skipped 
or reshuffled as the show becomes, and remains, immobile for two days, the next 
chapter discusses the importance of Kelly Miller's processes of mobilization to the 
production and maintenance of a recognizably stable situation. 
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Chapter 5 
Setting the Stage 
Narrator: Kelly Miller Circus performs in many ways, on many stages, throughout 
the day. This chapter looks at how performances within the ritual of movement 
are dependent upon the processes of mobilization and demobilization for their 
restoration. The idea of the stage is introduced as a way to incorporate the 
production and continuation of each performance into the daily restoration of the 
ritual of movement described in Chapter 4. The idea of the stage also attends to 
the specificity of the restoration of each day. Where the last chapter centred its 
discussion on the performance of the drive (and route), this chapter centres on 
the performances in and around the tent during a two day stand when the usual 
performance of the drive is taken out of the daily ritual. Here, the performances 
of the ring are shown to be the point at which the processes of demobilization 
and mobilization intersect in carefully choreographed patterns. By focusing on 
the stages produced through the related processes of mobilization and 
demobilization, this chapter highlights the particular importance of the 
performances of mobilization to the stability of Kelly Miller Circus' many 
stages and restored performances. 
To evoke and illuminate the variety of performances and the production of each 
performance on the Kelly Miller lot, the chapter is structured as a script of 
movement with each character describing and explaining their movements 
around the lot to the reader. In this way, the chapter illustrates, as well as 
discusses, the ways in which moments within the ritual of movement produce 
stages which cue particular performances and the effects to those stages and 
performances when moments are left out of the ritual. The script is set over 
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three days, each ending with a gathering of characters referred to as the 
Ensemble, although it does not include every character. As discussed in Chapter 
2, the characters were created through a combination of observation, interviews, 
and experience. The characters represented do not necessarily stand in for the 
people holding the same role during the 2008 season of Kelly Miller Circus. As 
stated in Chapter 3, each member of the Kelly Miller show has performed many 
roles in their circus life and many people's experiences went into the creation of 
each character (even the First of May). Exact quotes are noted, however they 
arc not always from the person holding that role in 2008, as they can stem from 
discussions about prior roles or experience. The lot which serves as the 
overarching stage for this script was created primarily by combining the 
experience and context of four lots; Greenwood, AR on April 7, Nashville, IN 
on May 2, West Friendship, MD on May 30-3 1, and Shrewsbury, PA on June 4. 
The Narrator and Researcher interrupt occasionally to provide context and 
analysis. 
ENSEMBLE: The house ofAnimal Training Family. Evening. Light rain. The house 
has recently been pulled off a muddy lot to a nearby parking lot. TheFamily 
has guests. Two pairs ofmud boots sitjust inside the door. First ofMay and 
Aerialist have stopped over after their houses were pulledfrom the muddy lot. It 
is 23: 30, the call is 5: 30. The days have been difficult, wet and cold andfull of 
mud and early mornings, but they get togetherfor 'cocktails' almost every night. 
A photo album is open on the kitchen table. Animal Trainer Husband was 
showing First ofMaypicturesftom thefamily's career and telling stories of the 
great, and mediocre, acts of theirpast. Animal Trainer Wife returnsftom the 
back with a heat patch for First of May's strained arm. Wife and Aerialist offer 
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advice on the injury and the aerial training that caused the strain. The group 
makes plansfor the next town because they are stayingfor two days. Theyhave 
been lookingforward to this town and a breakfrom 'driving"for three weeks. 
They hopefor sunny weather and good spotting. 
Show before the Show 
24 Hour Man: "When it comes to laying out the tent, you try and get the center ring as 
level as possible, preferably on grass with the animals on grass. Those are the 
two main things. You don't want to go from solid to soft in the ring. I don't 
want an animal or someone to break a leg. First thing is tent placement and your 
midway. This is mostly determined by terrain and size of the lot. You gotta be 
able to see this in your mind. You gotta be able to look at it and see the whole 
picture. " 
Lot Super: It's a good lot. Big and flat, fairly hard. Near the school, "lots Of foot 
traffic, the best kind of lot. They can be tight and difficult, but foot traffic 
means good show and take. " Why is the audience coming through the 
backyard? 
24 Hour Man: There is a slight chance of min, so everything is facing the road. But the 
ring is on the solid. You can't have it right every day. 
Lot Super: Today we could. But it is too late, here come the houses. 
Animal Traincr Husband: We need to be spotted to the right of the bandwagon so 
the tiger cagcs can roll directly into the tent from the truck. I set up the barriers 
around the house and truck first. Then put up the tent for shade. By the time the 
In this context driving refcrs to not only the act of moving between towns, but the related acts of packing and unpacking as well. 
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crowd gets bored with the tent raising and starts roaming around, the practice 
arena will be up and provide another obstacle. That is also a good time for some 
cat exercise (fig. 5.1 ). 
Animal Trainer Wife: He starts 
outsidc whilc I makc 
breakfast and ul our 
daughter ready for 
school. Shc*s still 
asIccp in the truck so 
thcrc',, tinic I'Or the 
fl1 
4' 
__ 
LISUal quick tidy ofthe i ljýufc ',. I ý L)k, 4-, i IUI. ý'. -11 ;, ý ,, 
house from the drive before making a quick breakfast and unloading the dogs. 
After I walk her to school I will set up the rest of the compound and prepare for 
our usual brunch (fig. 5.2). 
First ot'May: The stake truck wakcs me from my quick morning nap and signals an 
hour lo lights. ']'he crowds arc already swarming through the backyard and 
pccking through the 
windows of the hou, ýc ý, () 
it seems a good timc to 
set tip the buffer ol'my 
I I, )tI1 1) () rc II. II, "ag( )( 
thý' . 
M- It, ' I, (I ItI ý14 
10 
last wcck's Icaks. JUSt in 
time to head over to brunch at Animal Trainers' house. 
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Local School Teacher: The bright circus trucks parading down the street in front of the 
school arc a distraction for the students. We will walk over to the circus later 
this morning to watch the tent go up and look at the animals. 
Circus School Teacher: It's already a bit stuffy in the cookhouse tent this morning. The 
tent is going up behind us. We are next to a school today and the lines of 
students are loud and distracting to our students. We all know that the cook tent 
is off limits until 11: 00 for school, but the crowd doesn't think anything is off 
limits. The tent will have to stay stuffy. I don't want to roll up the sidewalls 
and invite in the wandering crowds. 
Researcher. The opening scene is set in perhaps the most common and extensive 
stage on the Kelly Miller lot, the house. For thefamilies of the show, the house 
is a self-contained unit holding all the usual private performances of a home, 
from eating to sleeping to bathing, as well as more public performances of 
entertaining guests. For others, the private spaces of the home may be spread 
across the lot, between a bunk, the cookhouse, the Generator Truck and the 
donnikers depending on how the performances of demobilization are 
conducted each day. The house illustrates the idea of the stage utilized in this 
chapter. Here, a stage is understood as a designated space for particular 
performances, much like Goffman's idea of regions or settings (Goffman 1959), 
but it is also understood as a performance in itself, a performance of production 
which happen in bundles or stages. 
'Bodies not only move in, but generate, spaces produced by and through their 
movements" (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p24). Considering the idea of stage 
utilized in this chapter and the idea of reaffirmed performances developed in 
Chapter 4, perhaps this statementfrom Pearson and Shanks could be read, 
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'Bodies not only move in, but generate, stages produced by and through their 
movements and memories. ' The performance of the layout'by the 24-Hour 
Man and Lot Supervisor revolves around the production of the larger stage of 
the lot as well as the individual stages of houses. It also demonstrates how the 
traces of experience and weather create two different views of the lot based on 
individual interpretation and interest (Pearson 2006, p55; Pearson and Shanks 
2001, p6). Both men are concerned with getting the show on the lot now and 
off again the next morning, but it appears that they had different ideas of how 
the stage could be set to accountfor rain and deal with both concerns. The 
staging of the houses shows how the performances of home and demobilization 
are informed byfamiliar traces. One such trace is the repetitive sound of the 
stake driver which also notes the progress of the demobilization performance. 
Another is the familiar, yet specfic, presence of an audience, in the form of the 
gathering crowd of townspeople. 
The bundle of demobilization performances is produced by the performances of 
mobilization and the drive and is produced on the stage created through the 
'layout. ' Each of the stages in this opening scene, the house, the lot, the 
cookhouse classroom, illustrate how the daily moment of demobilizing is 
restored and produces a varied of stages for 'display. ' In fact, the show 
encourages the morning crowds by advertising their arrival and inviting local 
schools and nurseries to come watch the animals unloaded and the tent raised 
in the traditional way by an elephant . 
36 The performance of 'life on the road' 
that takes place in each house is an additional attraction and the people of Kelly 
Miller are well aware of their morning performances. 
m Refer to Appendix 2 for additional materials and artefacts consulted. 
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Fcnt: Last night I was wet, muddy, cold and lashed to a trailer in a parking lot. This 
morning I am unfolded on a dry, grassy field. I am unfolded and stretched over 
poles, and the muddy clouds covering the stars on my belly are wiped away. I 
wake to the laughs and smiles of the crew. In the morning they are the stars of 
the circus, pcrt-()miln&, feats of extraordinary skill caLight In the audiences' 
camcra 1cw, 
Tcnt Boss: The unfolded ý inyl vs 
tlcd off to the stakcs. 
Beneath it are the poles 
and the blocks and wires 
that secure the tent, and the 
folded sidewalls. When 
the plant goes on at 09: 00 
gcncrator truck to Ilic rit-dit 
of the marquee and 
working clockwl,, c. lhi, 
gives the crowd ;i ý-ý)od 
\ IC%ý , Alld (d Ilic 
, iction. I lic I'wt quarter 
POIC goC's LIJ) in Front ofthc midway and the crowd can move In under the tent to 
watch us and Lisa [an elephant] raise the tent. They also get to see the first 
lights and cords and blocks laid out and hung (fig. 5.3,5.4,5.5). 
OfTice Manager: That's the generator and the ticket windows are open for the gathering 
crowd. Buildingand fire inspectors are coming today so, in addition to today's 
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I ljý, - ý. ý1.1 
I ý, 
file of permits. I also pull the tent blueprints. I sort the mail we picked up at the 
last town undcr'Gcneral 
I)cli%, cr,, * %%I ii I,: I %\ ai It-týI 
lh'- 111011")T 10 AT -I. I% ý: 
VIIIII'll ( lfý-Ill I I,, IrCItI I- I I,, 
from raising the tcnt. Shý 
gets a reward and r 
bath time for tllý 
c1cphants. The baths arc 
done out of the enclosure 
so the ground doesn't become a mud pit, but also so the crowd can watch. I like 
to let the girls wander a bit to dry. Ifthcy are under the awning in the 
department. dust and hay sticks to their wct skin. The animal department isn't 
as secure as we would like today so they have to stand just inside the enclosure 
at the back where it is sunny (fig. 5.6). 
Researcher: The 
choreoqraphy of the 
1", 1% 
I)rmliv (. (i vvith of) cyc 
to maintaininq 
audience interest (jý 
well as getting the 
work done as 
evidenced by Tent Boss' description. The morning staging production also 
highlights the 'behind the scene'staging performances of permits, daily 
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Photo by Peter Erceg. 
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Photo by Peter Erceg. 
inspections, and mail collection that are somewhat invisible but vital to the 
show going on around the road office. This stage of permits and inspections 
hints at the complicated and sprawling system of stable and mobile networks 
that work to keep the show on the road, the 'moorings'that give Kelly Miller 
Circus numerous pushing off points (Urry 2003). However, I am more interested 
in how these stages maintain the mobility performances of the show than how 
they 'tiethe show to stationary points. The use of stages in this chapter takes 
into account the multiple traces involved in the restoration of mobility 
performances and views the stationary points of each town as stages on which 
the performances of mobility take place. Each stage presents the opportunity 
to restore and maintain the daily ritual of movement. 
Local School Teacher: The students' favourite parts of the morning were watching the 
tigers playing in their pen and the elephant bath. They didn't have the patience 
to watch the tent go up when there is so much else going on. But they did notice 
that it was on the ground and then done, all of sudden, to them. We have only 
been here for 30 minutes and it seems everything is done. They even opened up 
the animal rides as we left. 
Researcher: Each performance of staging in the demobilizing performance, when 
watched exclusively, is quite time consuming and even boring. They are not 
necessarily done in a flurry of rushed movement, as it seemed in Chapter 4 
when lumped together, but as a calculated ritual restoration. As with the 
'stable'in stable mobility, ritual does not mean static orfixed, but repeated. 
'The ritual is In the format .. not in the content as such. The format insures that 
certain contents, certain classes of events will be repeated; and repetition is a 
main quality of ritual" (Schechner 1985, p315). Throughout this opening scene 
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the ritual of movement is maintained through the repetition of particular 
performances like the spotting and staging of the show on the lot, the staging 
of the houses and tentfor the crowd, and the collecting of mail at post offices 
and by individuals. However, each of these performances is also altered in their 
restoration. Theformat of the ritual of movement remains the same but the 
content is altered based on the stage of the day. The stage presents an 
opportunity to restore and rework particular behaviours and, in so doing, 
reaffirm their place in the ritual. 
Narrator: The 'show before the show' is the staging perfonnances preceding the 
tickctcd performance in the ring. This show presents the idea of staging as a 
way to look at the production, or process, of the demobilizing moment within 
the daily ritual. The stage creates a way to look at stationary moorings from a 
mobile perspective and see them as a method of maintaining mobility 
performances as opposed to tying them to a network. This is not to suggest that 
the mobility performances of Kelly Miller Circus flow freely between stages 
with no connection or consequence. More that they use the context of each 
stage to inform and rcaff irin the performances of mobility, much like site- 
specific theatrical performances which are conditioned, from conception to 
interpretation, by the particulars of the site (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p23, 
146). Looking at the staging of Kelly Miller's performances of demobilizing 
reveals how behaviours arc altered in restoration due to the stage on which they 
are performed. The chapter goes on to show how particular stages within Kelly 
Miller mark the end of one performance while simultaneously enabling other 
performances. 
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Thelfain Stage 
Tent: I can finally breathe. Raised high above the ground with my walls rolled up, the 
air beneath me is cool. As my suit of stripes raised above the lot an 
amphitheatre with a bright red circle in its middle fon-ned beneath me. Lights 
and acrial rigging hang from my skeleton. The only Illumination comes from 
outside, streaming through the holes in my skin and seeping through my rolled 
up sides. Now I rest while lunch is served in the cookhousc. I breathe gently in 
the wind (fig. 5.7). 
Ringmaster: The lights can go a long way to making a show. "You can actually 
crcate magic with th,, 
lighting. " I-Ncry daý 
I check the IIVI 
bct'()rc they go 
A )II ýI 
111C% ký)IIW 
unpluggcd Ic 
are pretty flat, but 
yesterday ... Once they 
Photo bv Pvtur Erceg. 
are hung, suddenly they are aimed in the audience's eyes or on the back corner. 11 
It isa never-ending chore, but one that makes all the difference. 
MUSician: Every few days we check the sound In the tent. Yesterday we were on 
asphalt, today we are on grass. It makes a difference to the sound. Yesterday it 
echoed. Today it will be muffled. The size of the crowd affects the sound as 
well. It can echo in the moming and be muffled in the evening. Muffled is 
much better. 
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First of May: The sun and dry grass is welcome. Usually the lot is a ghost town during 
the day, but today most people found a reason to be outside and enjoying the 
break from the rain. Houses and linens are aired. Costumes hung out to dry 
after a wash in a bucket. Those who can practice out of the tent are taking 
advantage of the good weather (fig. 5.8). 
jugglcr: I have to practice every day. Performing twice a day is practice for 
performance elements like the styling and timing, but it is not enough. Missing 
one day of practice will affect the performance. "You have to keep it in your 
arms. 
Acriallst: "I can't perform what I haven't 
practiccd. - I may be able to do a trick 
by itself but in the sequence of the act, 
in the heat ot'performance, it isn't safe 
to (to sonicthing ncw without 
practicing it mcraild ovcr. "Whcn I 
bcgin. It Is small, almost boring, 
strength exercises. When I rehearse I 
hold the trick longer than in the show. r 6- t)ý, I; 1', L W, iA L)II Mar Lh 2.1. 
I have to know I can do it. My strength is my safety. " 
Fcnlý I Aarm with people moving in and out in preparation for the shows. They 
rehearse. They check and set their props while the smell of crushed grass, spun 
SLIgar, swcat, and diesel fuel begins to fill me. The tiger arena is erected at the 
back ofthc ring and the cats are rehearsed and trained. New behaviours are 
added to the act as the season and training go on. As showtime approaches the 
lights are turned on and the central circle glows in anticipation. 
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Prop Boss: The ring mat is down for rehearsal. It is muddy from yesterday. I mop 
it every day. -Sometimes it seems pointless, but it is pride. " It must be done 
just before the audience comes in. This gives little time for a quick shower and 
tllWk)flll ( "Iýl ýq) 
Vcnt Booýý m: ýl 
mudshow, but thal 
docsn't mcan Nc 
pfc, cill 11111d lo Ilic 
1) ( 11) 11 ý,, I )I I ,I, iI Id 
IIIII'l tt''Ill 
yesterday's lot are 
wiped from the bleachers and preferred seats just before the show begins. I do 
1wi bctorc dic crowds are let in. When the doors open, I have othcrjobs to 
do. 
Concession Manager: The midway corralled the crowd this morning, but now it is the 
first glinTse Ofthc show with animal rides, the snake show, and the toy stand 
filled with colourful balloons and souvenirs. And of course the food, ready and 
waiting. 
Researcher: The completed tent cues and enables another set of staging 
performances. Some of these performances are acts of maintaining the 
materials of the show and preparing them for today's conditions. Other 
preparations are of the body maintaining and altering the skills of an act. For 
the Aerialist performing each day twice a day is enough to maintain her act but 
not enough to improve her skill. For the Juggler, the daily performances are not 
enough and extra rehearsal is requiredjust to maintain the act, let alone 
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improve it. These rehearsals reveal the muscles of the body to be repositories 
for behaviour traces as well as stages for performance. "Certain movements 
have been selected, simplified and re-energised... " (Pearson and Shanks 2001, 
p16). These particular movements are selected andfocused and restored until 
the performers are sure that their bodies are able to perform. "in the present, 
[performance] is experienced as muscular engagement but it also involves 
retentions from the post, as experience and memory and projectionsfor the 
future" (Pearson 2006, p219). The selection of behaviour is also reflected in the 
tigers' rehearsal of specific behaviours which makeup their peýbrmance. "This 
process of collecting and discarding, or selecting, organizing, and showing, is 
what rehearsals are all about" (Schechner 1985, p120). 
The stage of the tent enables the Aerialist to restore and reaffirm her behaviours on the 
trapeze which can only be rigged once the tent is complete. There is a sense of 
constant upkeep and maintenance in these preparations, from rehearsing 
particular acts, to resetting the lights and music volume, to the continual 
cleaning of the ring mat. Even the performances of the ring are not the 
culmination of rehearsal but serve as rehearsal and maintenance forfuture 
performances and new tricks. However, as we will see for another petformer, 
staging performance can be cued by a borrowed costume and a story instead of 
a bodily trace or personal experience. 
The main stage of the tent also serves as a cue far a change in performance in the 
overallshow. The restoration of behaviour begins to incorporate staging for the 
ticketed performance into the performances of demobilization. Theringmatis 
unfolded completely but also cleaned. The men who starred in the morning's 
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performance of demobilization now prepare to melt into the background, while 
the stars of the ring prepare for the spotlight. 
First of May: I can hear the gathering crowd above the roar of the generator. The 
music begins as I finish my shower. I'm working in the show today for the first 
time. Rider Wife is on vacation for the next two weeks and I'm covering. She 
is still here, just not performing. With her borrowed costume I am ready early. 
Normally I would pass the time chatting at the backdoor but that doesn't work 
for this new job. I am supposed to be a member of the audience. This is part of 
the role, which is why most showgirls can't do it, they are too memorable. Or 
that is what I was told when I got the job. 
Animal Trainer Wife: No mud costume today. The shining sun will make everything a 
bit easier. My favourite costume and clean animals. Smiles and sequins can 
make everything a bit more fantastic but it is harder work when they are flecked 
with mud. 
Local School Teacher: The tent is dim compared to the sunlight outside. As our 
eyes adjust to the light, there is a lot to see. In the ring is a large black cage and 
behind we can see the orange of the tigers. At the back of the tcnt arc two large 
whccls, a laddcr, polcs, boxes, rings, a platform. Ropes hang from everywhere 
with complicated knots and cables criss-cross the open space above the ring. 
The light streaming through the holes in the tent look like stars in the night sky. 
Looking closer, I can see faded white stars painted on the ccifing between thin 
red stripes. We were too late to get preferred scating for the whole family so I 
will sit at the front with the kids for the first bit and then switch with my 
husband in the bleachers (fig. 5.10). 
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Researcher: The materials of Kelly Miller are a vital part of the staging performances. 
They assist in the 
reaffirmation of 
behaviours, as seen 
with the trapeze, 
but they oko 
perforr? ) or) thcir 
() w r), "Ihc 
cunstruc tcd sc, tt/ng 
of performance may be active" (Pearson 2006, p220). The tent and props 
create a performance of anticipation for the audience, but they also enhance 
the performance when the stage is less than perfect (Pearson and Shanks 2001, 
p23). A clean ring mat and costume can work to 'hide' the less than perfect 
conditions of a muddy lot but today no extra work is needed. 
Narrator: The main stage of the tent is where the show happens but it is also the 
stage around which the ritual of movement revolves. The circus moves to 
perform and the stages it occupies, in the form of a lot, are deten-nined by their 
ability to hold the tent and related vehicles. Performances and roles change in 
connection to the stage throughout the day as the stages themselves change. The 
show in the ring is the point at which the performanccs of demobilization and 
mobilization overlap in such a way to produce a stage and performance that are 
specific to this place and time. However, the materials and people of the stage 
and place also maintain the stable and recognizable quality of Kelly Miller. It is 
the lived relationships between them that account for difference in the 
production of the stage. "Long-running shows are not dead repetitions but 
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continuous erasings and superimposings. The overall shape of the show stays 
the same, but pieces of business are always coming and going" (Schechner 
1985, P120). 
The Show 
Ringmaster: "You want to start big and end big. " It's a rollercoaster. "There is a feel 
to a performance that you want to maintain where ever possible. You want to 
build energy and interest and keep the eyes moving from ground to air. " 
Aerialist: That's the whistle. We run through the backdoor waving to the 
audience. It's hard to see beyond the first few rows, but it sounds like a full and 
appreciative house. Running into the ring and giving the tiger arena a wide 
berth, the dense darkness of the bleachers looming beyond the aisle confirms the 
fullness of the tent. I climb the web and above the blinding light in the ring I 
can see the smiling faces of the crowd in the bleachers. Down the wcb and out 
the backdoor as the cat act begins. 
Animal Traincr Husband: I've been working on my styling. I'm told I need to hold 
it a bit longer after each behaviour, maybe give the fingers a little flick. "I've 
come a long way from just raising a hand, but the style is sacrificed for 
survival. " When they're in a mood the cats take priority over showmanship. 
Not every behaviour gets a style so the audiences doesn't always applaud when 
they should. 
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Local School Teacher 
up a rope hanging 
just feet in front of 
us. I follow his 
progress up to a pole 
with loops and a 
trapczc hanging 
almost directly 
above us. He is ýi 
the top of the tent 
lie P, climbill'u, hand 0% cr hand. as 11' It \\as no CITOI-t al all. 
swinging from loop to loop to the other end. He looks as though he is laughing 
while hanging by his feet. I think he just winked at the ladies sitting behind me 
(fig. 5.11 ). He looks like he is walking upside down. My neck hurts from 
looking up. He slides down the rope and runs to the ccntre of the ring to bow. 
There was a huge black cage there a moment ago. That disappeared quickly and 
quietly. 
Local School Teacher Husband: My family in the preferred seats arc mcsmerised 
by the guy walking upside down. I can see their mouths hanging open as they 
gaze up at him. From back here in the bleachers the view is wider and I am 
amazed at how fast and smoothly the tiger cage is disappearing. It is made of 
panels and they seem to be just peeling away as each is grabbed by a guy and 
run to the back of the tent. They are stacked against the end of the bleachers. 
The ring is completely cleared in a matter of moments. I missed the guy 
walking upside down. 
Musician: He climbs up the pole rcsting on his dad's forehead. When he reaches 
the top I lower the music volume. This act is timed exactly the same almost 
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every night. The announcement is made and under the drum roll the song ends 
and I quickly adjust the volume and cue up the next song. He steadies himself 
and ... there. 
As his legs go up into the headstand at the top of the pole I start the 
next song, loud, as the cymbals crash. As he descends I slowly case the volume 
back down to its normal show level and prepare for the next cue. 
Prop Crcý, v: I stay just outside the ring and the light until he is down. The pole is 
lowered. its il'on a pivot, and I run into the ring in time to catch it and run it out 
into the shadows at the back of the tent (fig. 5.12). Again I return to the edge of 
the ring, crouched between the ring and the preferred seating rail. Perfori-ning 
Family run out of the ring, I pop tip. grab the edge of the ring mat and run 
1()%\; If(i Ilic Imck ()I 111c 
ILl)1 i 
,ýIIPII 'C hchiml II)c III 
the audicnce. Tlic\ 
didn't know I %Aa, 
therc. Quickk - thc iml, 
101(icd ; 111(1 \\c (11; 1", it 
mII ý)l the 11111, lilk) l1w 
shadows. I will stay here until I am needed again. I am invisible. 
First ot'May: As the horses run around the ring I look at the audience through Ridcr's 
legs. The faccs I see streaking by are wide and open with surprise and laughter. 
My performance is working. I am a member of the audience auditioning for the 
bare-back riding act. Rider whispers the cue and I begin to stand up. Applause 
From the audience, they are with me. A little more fear from me, clutching 
Rider's neck and pulling at his costume. Another whispered cue and it Is time. 
Planting and steadying my right leg I put my left foot on Rider's knee and push 
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off into the air. I am flying around the ring with my trousers around my ankles. 
The immediate reaction from my body is to curl into a ball as I fly around the 
ring on the mechanic. I hcar laughs and shouts as I run out the back curtain. 
Ringmaster cries to the audience, "She's running away, but not to join the 
circus! " 
Aerialist: While I pull on my black coveralls, I tell First of May to keep a starfish 
position next time during the 'fly around. ' It looks better and give the audience 
a better opportunity to make sense of the gag. Then I move back into the tent to 
stand bchind the ring just in front of the bandstand. From hcre I dircct the 
levelling of the trapeze. Now back to the house to change costume and makeup 
and check on Baby at Babysittcr's house 
(fig. 5.13). 
Researcher: The multiple performances 
conducted in and around the tent during 
the ticketed show overlap in very 
carefully choreographed patterns. 
During the next two to four hours the 
performances of the route; 
demobilization, rehearsal, and everyday 
performances of dinner and family, will 
weave together the stages necessary to put on a show with one notable 
exception. As the show goes on the performances of mobilization that normally 
accompany the second show of the day are absent. What happens in the ring is 
the product of the ritual of movement, but it is also a producer of that ritual. 
The stage of the tent is produced by demobilization performances but the acts 
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Figure 5.13: ý, Uuthwood, NY or) July 15. 
in the tent determine the housing spotting. For example, the performers with 
heavy equipment and numerous acts are spotted closer to the backdoor. The 
use and presence of props determines the running order of the show based on 
when and how they must be loaded in and out of the tent and the ring. Here, 
the opening tiger act is followed by an act which draws the attention of the 
audience awayfrom the dismantling or de-staging performance of the cage 
teardown. 
In Chapter 4 the performance of the drive is almostforgotten through performances of 
demobilization. On the stage created by those demobilization performances the 
drive is referenced through the performances of the prop crew. These are the 
men that were the star performers of the morning's demobilizing performance 
and here, though they are meant to be invisible moving props in and out of the 
ring, they are a trace of the performance of the drive. Their carefully 
choreographed shifting of props and equipment is directed by how and when 
these materials need to be assembled and disassembled. Each season the show 
changes but the crew has worked with every imaginable act and through a 
process of 'erasing and superimposing'particular past experiences and 
memories they are able to create a staging performance that is specific to this 
time and place and almost invisible. This is done through the organization of 
the running order which keeps the audience eye moving, but also through the 
practised, rehearsed, and refined performances embodied by the veteran crew. 
The consideration of the bodily movement of the performers and prop crew, 
and even the audience, in the creation of a running order reflects the 
importance of these performances to the continuation and maintenance of the 
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ritual of movement in practice and representation (Cresswell 2006c, Desmond 
1997). 
Juggler: It's intermission and the crowd spills out of the tent onto the midway. 
They walk up and down in search of food, entertainment, the toilets, and rarely 
notice us (fig. 5.14). Money is passed over to ride the ponies and see the snakes 
but in our red polo shirts we look like any other general employee. Heavy 
make-up and the glint of sequins peaking out of the collar give us away as stars 
to the more observant, but to most, we are invisible. 
Ringmaster: "We've broken 
the rules a bit. Most of 
our performers are 
involvcd with 
coriccssions. 11'wc wcrc 
to end the first half with a 
big production with mosi 
of the cast, no one would 
be manning their concession booths when intcn-nission starts. So we put in a 
smaller, high-energy act to allow the pcrfon-ners time to run home and change 
into their red shirts and black pants, and it seems to be working. Artistically, it's 
a negative, but... " 
Animal Trainer Wife: By the time the second half starts, the dogs are penned for the 
night and there is time to get dinner is started, and set up outside for the 
barbeque tonight. Daughter's bath can wait until tomorrow moming. Tonight 
she can continue to play with the other circus kids. 
Office Manager: After intermission of the second show the sponsor returns to the 
office. Once they ]cave, instead of packing down, I merely lock the office door, 
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my job is done for the evening. "No one applauds when I leave the office. But 
being Office Manager doesn't hurt my bones. It's the greatest feeling in the 
world to be as high as I could on the trapeze. But what are you going to do? " I 
go home to prepare for the evening barbeque. 
Tent: As the sun begins to set, my skin cools, but inside two large audiences and show 
lights warm me as the night goes on. From outside I appear a hulking striped 
mass standing still against the sky, but inside I hold excited movement and 
energy. I look down on an audience looking skyward. Not to me, but to the 
trapeze where Aerialist smiles down at them, teasing them with evermore 
difficult and stunning tricks. I watch the men in red shirts run here and there, 
around and behind performers and animals, setting and removing props and 
ropes. I watch as the crowd holds its breath at the "twisting, turning, terrifying 
Wheels of Destiny" and feel their breath push out at my walls as they release the 
breath in a collectively gasp (fig. 5.15). 
First of May: I changed my make-up and li: m- 
for tills next act with some ti 1), 11 k) iý 
the other girls. The clcphantý, ilmd m 
a linc wailing at the backdoor. Vlii, ý vý 
my First appcarancc as a North 
Starlet. Lisa lowers her head for nic 
to grab her harness. At a command 
she offers her knee and I step up hard 
as she throws me up onto her neck. 
I've been practicing this move for the 
last two weeks. It will never be scen 
by the audience, but it is the hardest Photo by Peter Erceg. 
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part and will stay with me forever in the scar on my left hand . ..... beautiful Red 
River Valley... " The curtain opens and the elephants run into the tent, at a 
surprising speed, to a roaring applause. Ringmaster styles to us, giving us the 
ring. As the first girl in I acknowledge the style and return it, as I have seen the 
other performers do. Recognition dawns on some audience faces as they gaze 
up at me. Wasn't that the girl on the horse in her underwear? Yes it was. Did I 
fool you? The elephant lumbers around the ring challenging my equilibrium as I 
attempt to smile and wave at the audience and not fall off. 
Flcphant Traincr: Ringmastcr announccs us out. I stylc to the audicncc and thcn to 
Ringmaster, giving the ring back to him. I turn and run out with the elephants 
already heading for the door. Outside, the North Starlets are down and I head 
back to the animal department with the girls [elephants] to change and be ready 
for elephant rides when the show finishes (fig. 5.16). 
Researcher: A change to the 
NONE-- 
rituol of movement is 
visible in the evening 
preparations. Office 
Manager only locks the 
door to the office 
instead of securing the 
cabinets and chairs and Photo by Peter Erceg. 
computer before beginning preparations for an evening gathering. Chapter4 
showed this time between intermission and end of show to be a carefully 
crafted interweaving of staging performances for the ring with performances of 
mobilization. Today the Performances of mobilization are not interwoven with 
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Figure 5.16: Cummington, MA on June 2. 
nightly preparation for social gatherings, but replaced by the stoging 
performances for an evening barbeque. The ticketed performance goes on 
inside the tent as the everyday performances of food preparation and childcare 
continue in the backyard, albeit in a slower tempo. These changes in the 
orientation of performance stand as a rupture to the ritual of movement 
(Pearson and Shanks 2001, p125). Tonight the ritual of movement will pause. 
The usual pattern of performances, of The Show and mobilization, is 
interrupted and becomes a discontinuous performance (p125) with a repetition 
of The Show, before restoring its usual pattern. However, the effects of this 
quiet rupture will not become clear until tomorrow. 
Tent: The show ends and as the crowd pours out into the night I seem to deflate. 
Inside all that is lefi is an empty ring surrounded by empty chairs and bleachers 
and dying lights. Tonight I will stand tall and hallow above the field instead of 
folded and lashed to a trailer. I will cool and my ropes and stakes will strain 
against the ground and loosen as I shrink ever so slightly. I will stand against 
the wind and the knots holding me will settle and tighten (fig. 5.17). 
Electrician: Tonight I Icavc the 
little to do. The show 
lights are off and the 
evenhi, 2 i,, minc l'or 
'm III le. I)IIII)cr from I)IC 
car and a nim le with the 
guys in the bunkhouse 
before I return to work briefly to shut down the plant. 
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hgure S. 11: Westfield, NY on July 22. 
ENSEMBLE: Outside Animal Training Family's house. Evening. A scattering of 
camp chairs and tables with two grills set in the centre. Office Manager and 
Transportation Manager arrive with more chairs, food, and drinks. Drummer 
and Musician arrive with chairs, food, drinks, and, as usual, music. First of 
May arrives with another chair and snacks. Cooking begins as they comment on 
the breakfrom bad weather. Office Manager is a retired aerialist and 
compliments First ofMay on herperformance and tells her to smile more, more 
teeth and slower, tighter styling. Take time to pause and notice the audience. 
Aerialist arrives latefrom putting Baby to sleep, but there is stillfbod and drink 
She enjoys talking to Office Manager and hopes to train with her whenever there 
is an extra day, but they never seem tofind the time. Talk soon turns to old 
friends and shows. Drummer tells stories of his university days with the owner. 
Animal Trainer Couple and Manager Couple have worked on many shows 
together and share stories of badjumps and lots. The barbeque lasts late into 
the night. When the generator shuts down at Midnight, they continue on. 
Eventually, each head home to enjoy a night without an early alarm at the other 
end 
Narrator: Tonight the group performance of 'cocktails' is restored by additional 
characters but maintains its usual narrative of engaging in storytelling which, by 
its nature, serves as advice and counsel (Benjamin 1992, p83-107). On its own, 
this group behaviour of the barbeque is merely a reaffirmed performance. 
However, when it is viewed in the context of the ritual of movement, it 
represents a disruption and reorientation to the ritual of movement. The idea of 
a rupture in performance is usually to do with an unexpected break in rhythm, or 
pattern, that marks a performance through a refocusing of purpose, but it can 
also be understood as a interrupted practice and shift in orientation (Pearson and 
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Shanks 2001, pll8,125). The pause in Kelly Miller's ritual of movement is not 
unexpected but it is an interruption. The shift in the orientation of performance 
tonight and tomorrow morning will create a refocusing of performance during 
The Show. Tomorrow, the pause and 'reshuffling' of performances within the 
ritual of movement, replacing mobilization with 'cleaning' and a repetition of 
'The Show, ' will illustrate how the carefully choreographed bundles of 
performance create a stable stage for Kelly Miller's pcrformances. 
AnotherDay 
Animal Trainer Wife: We slcpt in to 07: 30 this morning, the same time we would 
normally reach the lot. Still a few hours until lights. I made coffee last night 
and I'm heating it up on the stove as usual. This morning is just like all the 
others except we haven't driven and set up is done. School at 9 but no brunch 
this moming. 
Aerialist: In town this morning to do some laundry and grocery shopping. We 
didn't get going until after 10, it took ages to get everyone together. 
Ringmaster's wife is already at the laundry doing the crews' uniforms, taking up 
the machines as usual. Concession Manager is already at the grocery buying up 
all their buns, hot dogs, apples, sugar and ice. Every town we joke he needs to 
leave some for the rest of us. 
Clown: It is a good day to clean. Nothing to set up, the weather is dry. There is 
time to get the traccs of mud from the house and the props. Dirty and wom 
props are not acceptable, regardless of the weather (fig. 5.18). 
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Researcher: Already the day 
distinguishes itself as 
not 'just one day. ' The 
specifics of each day 
that ore normally lost 
to the rituol of 
movement (as seen in 
Chapter 4) ore 
distinctly different even though some performances are routine. The usual 
morning meeting of brunch is absent, seemingly because the drive and 
demobilization performances, which cue the brunch performance, are obsent. 
However, the performances of going into town still wait until 10: 00, as on any 
other day, and are shown to be expected and usual despite being marked as 
different due to the lack of the usual preceding performances that cue a 10: 00 
departure. These restored behoviours create ofomiliority in a town that might 
be completely unknown through the expected performances of the 
Ringmaster's Wife and Concession Manager. This particular bundle of 
performances illustrates how the stationary points of an unfamiliar town can 
serve as stages to reaffirm Kelly Miller's performances of mobility without 
necessarily tying them to these points but this bundle is also haunted by the 
reorientation of the overall ritual of movement. The usual cues within the 
performances of demobilization are missing and create an illusion of extra time 
in which new bundles of staging performances are inserted, such as cleaning 
the house and props. The ruptured performance of a two day stand creates an 
opportunity for additional performances and reaffirming routine performances 
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but, as we will see, also cues performances of refocusing to account for the shift 
in the overall rhythm of the ritual of movement. 
Ringmaster: "It's only one day does not apply to this town and I made everyone 
aware of that. No, it's two days. It's a phrase I don't like, it's only one day, it 
encourages sloppiness. The moment we are just going through the motions, we 
lose something. " Showtime seems to have snuck up on me and the rest of the 
show. We are all a bit slower off the mark. I am using quite a few of my stalls 
today. "You never want there to be silence. " The animal acts are running long. 
The musician is restarting the music more than usual. 
Aerialist: Levelling the trapeze takes a bit longer today. The prop crew tightened 
to the same place as yesterday but it is still too bouncy. It looked fine from the 
ground but up here I am working harder than usual to perform and be safe. 
Prop Boss: Some props arc missing but I don't know until it's time to move them. It 
is the pcrformcrs' jot) to 
set their props. I don't 
know if they take them out 
to clean and forget to bring 
them back (fig 5.19,5,20). 
Animal Trainer Wife: The dop 
are mirroring my 'offncss' 
and the act is a bit trying 
i 
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.1 
today. "if they aren't doing their behaviours correctly it's my fault, not theirs, 
but we all must work at it until we do it right. " It makes the act drag. The 
audience doesn't want to see 'training' in the ring but we can't move on until we 
get it right. 
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Musician: The perch act is running long today. It is rare for them to be off but the 
drum roll will have to cover more silence than usual in expectation of his 
hcadstand. 
Nl,, tililim-, Is otl 
and I am dragging 
through every gag. 1' 
audience seems sed-ii 
which doesn't ficip 
There are a few pcoplc 
in the prefcrrcd scats 
really enjoying the gags. I play to them and their energy and laughs restore me 
for the rest of the night. 
Researcher: The rupture created by the interrupted practice and reshuffling of 
performances within the ritual of movement begins to become visible in the 
constant refocusing required in the ring. The lack of demobilization 
performances this morning provided time for other necessary stabilizing 
performances like cleaning, laundry, and shopping. However, the missing 
performances also cue extra altered performances in the ring as the missing 
staging performances begin to affect the performances. "The designed or built 
environment of performance may greatly increase or decrease ergonomic 
problems and these may change from moment to moment, oscillating between 
acceptable, unacceptable and optimal" (Pearson 2006, p220). The props were 
not pocked to then be unpacked into position, or were removed in order to 
maintenance and were replaced differently or not at a//. The tent was not 
disassembled and reassembled so the knots are not as fresh, but have settled 
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overnight changing the stagefor aerial rigging. However, this particular 
interrupted practice which cues the rehearsed bodily memory in the Aerialist to 
provide stability and safety in the changing conditions of the stage of the tent, 
also works to reoffirm her performance of rehearsal. This rupture reaffirms the 
necessity of those rehearsals. in other cases, the effects of the missing 
performances seem to be forcing reoriented performances. 
In the case of the animal act, the performance in the ring is serving more as a rehearsal 
than a polished act. The clown is taking cues from the audience instead of 
presenting them with cues to laugh. The usual controlled tempo of the show is 
now one of stops and starts as the Ringmaster and Band attempt to cover 
breaks or stalls in the choreographed pattern of performances that, yesterday 
put on a seamless show, today are struggling to come together. However, 
despite the discontinuous activity, the show still comes together through the 
flexible performances of the Ringmaster and Band as they restore performances 
specific to this situation, much like the pull off described at the end of Chapter 4. 
The Ringmaster is calling upon a repository of 'stallingperformances while the 
Bond is supplementing their performance with additional music. Again, while 
the rupture changes the orientation of performances, it also presents the 
opportunity to reaffirm particular performances of maintenance. Importantly, 
despite the laboured staging and ring performances experienced by the circus, 
to the audience the show in the ring continues much the same as it did 
yesterday. The audience is unaware they are witnessing a refocusing of 
performance as the show goes on and the performances of mobilization are 
restored to the known pattern of the rituaL 
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rent Boss: Tcardown is slow and awkward. Everyone is bumping into each other and 
jostling for position to load and pack away equipment. It's all taking longer than 
usual. knots are too tight, poles have sunk into the ground. 
First of May: The heavy light boxes arc coming down on my head. I'm usually out of 
the way before that happens. My tcardown work is delayed while I wait for help 
to loosen a knot. This means my timing will be off and I will have to load the 
poles differently. Before I finish I need help again to shift a pole that has sunk 
is pinning the bandwagon door open. It is frustrating that it into the ground and II 
is taking so long. I still have my house to pack down which will also take longer 
than usual. I-verything is still out because we were late getting back from town 
bcforc the show. 
Tent: At the end of the night I collapse to the ground, seemingly exhausted. Again, as 
most nights, I will be unlaced, folded, and lashed to a trailer. I will spend the 
night ringcd by trucks and houses. Without the colourful vinyl of the tents the 
show's village of vehicles look haphazard (fig. 5.21,5.22). 
Researcher: During the two day stand, it has become clear that Kelly Miller Circus is a 
place created 
through multiple 
performances of 
staqinq carefully 
choreographed by 
not just the 70 
people on the lot 
but the 24-Hour 
Man a day ahead, the Advance Team a few weeks ahead, and the staff in Hugo. 
It is a place that needs the rhythm and ritual of movement to maintain itself. 
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When the content of the ritual is shifted, particular contents ore shown to be 
vital to 
maintaining the 
format of the 
ritual. The shifting 
of the relationship 
between the 
performances of 
demobilization, 
The Show, and 
mobilization highlights the importance of that particularformulation of 
processes to the stability of the Kelly Miller stage. When the show wakes on the 
second morning, having not conducted the mobilization performance, the day's 
ritual is already marked cis different and inevitably difficult, but not impossible. 
The moments within the ritual of movement that appear unnecessary if Kelly 
Miller stays still ore shown to be necessaryfor the maintenance of the ticketed 
performances as well as the everyday performances. However, the occasional 
absence of performances is also shown to be necessary in orderfor the 
performances to be reaffirmed in the ritual of movement. 
This is not to say that the rupture presented by the shifting of performances is a 
dramatic change to the overall performance of Kelly Miller Circus. The 
performance continued still recognizable as Kelly Miller Circus. However, it was 
visibly marked, to the people of Kelly Miller, as, perhaps, unexplainably different 
from yesterday (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p118). The stage was not set as 
usual. The unexpected and unexplained element of the change in rhythm 
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Figure 5.22: Greenville, PA on July 27. 
reinforces the role of 'forgetting'in the maintenance of the ritual. This is not 
the first time that a two day stand created a refocusing of performance, and it 
willnotbe the last. The fact that the effects are forgotten provides an 
opportunity for reaffirming particular performances which are vital to the 
production of a stable, yetflexible, stage of Kelly Miller Circus and its varied 
performances. 
ENSEMBLE: Animal Training Family's box truck Evening. The show is packed and 
the last bits o trash are collected around the lot as the seat wagons are )f 
reshuffledfor the morning drive. It is a bit colder tonight with a light rain. 
Animal Trainer Couple, First of May, and Aerialist perch inside thepacked 
truck surrounded by dog, tiger, family, and barbeque props. Theyshareabag 
of chips and quietly sip their nightly cocktail looking out over the empty space 
that was the ring. Packing down seemed to take ages and getting up to drive 
tomorrow will be harder than usual. Spirits and energy will be low on the lot 
and in the ring. They always lookforward to two day stands as a chance to rest, 
but are always exhausted at the end of the second day. It's almost easier tojust 
keep moving. 
Narrator: There is a tension in the show that is released in the two day stand. The ritual 
of movement specific to Kelly Miller Circus is one that needs to be restored 
continually in order for it to be maintained. When given the opportunity to 'rest' 
the rhythm and content of the ritual is ruptured subtly, yet significantly, which 
cucs a renewal, reworking, and reaffirming of the bundled performances that 
make up the ritual of movement. In this way, the chapter demonstrated how 
each performance is dependent upon the performances of demobilization and 
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mobilization for its continual, and recognizable, restoration. Additionally, by 
exploring how the ritual of movement in Kelly Miller Circus produces stages for 
its varied performances, this chapter also explored how each stage directed the 
restoration of its related performances which could result in a subtly different, 
yet recognizable, performance as in the case of the 'trip to town. ' The idea of 
the stage also presented a way for stationary locations to be understood as 
assisting in the maintenance of mobility performances instead of the 
management of mobility performances commonly understood through the 
concept of 'moorings' (Adey 2006,2010; Urry 2003,2007). This relationship 
between the ritual performances and stationary stages introduced the use of 
ruptures as a way to maintain the ritual of movement. Restoring The Show 
despite the rupture presented by the lot and sponsor, specifically requiring a stay 
of two days, maintains the ability of the people of Kelly Miller to perform 
despite ruptures to the ritual of movement. 
By tracking the performances of individual characters over the two days, the chapter 
showed how the absence of particular performances of mobility staging, 
specifically the absence of the related performances of mobilization, driving, and 
demobilization between the two Shows, created an opportunity for maintenance 
performances such as, cleaning props, rehearsal, and 'stalls, ' The interrupted 
practice of the ritual of movement marked the performance of a two day stand as 
different. But it also reaffirmed the importance of the choreographed pattern of 
performances within the ritual, such as the interlacing of demobilization and 
mobilization performances with The Show, to the stability of Kelly Miller 
Circus' particular processes of stable mobility. The rupture of the two day stand 
presents the opportunity to rcaffirm the performances of the ritual of movement 
through a forced forgetting and remembering. The final ensemble reveals that 
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this performance of a two day stand, and its related ruptures and disruptions, are 
not unfamiliar. The idea of the stage in this chapter, representing not only the 
areas in which performances take place, but also the production of those areas, 
presents a process of mobilization that is shown to be not only necessary to the 
maintenance of stability within Kelly Miller Circus, but also a process which can 
fluctuate in its maintenance in order to attend to the specifics of the day and lot. 
"The basic function of ritual is to restore behaviour. The meaning of individual rituals 
is secondary to its primary function, which is a kind of collective memory-in/of- 
action! ' (Schechner 1985, pl 13). The memory of the two day stand is shown to 
be a selective memory. The refocusing caused by the ruptures and disruptions 
of the missing drive reinforces and reaffirms particular performances of staging, 
but also performances of restored improvisation in the case of the Ringmaster. 
His stalling to cover the delays in The Show were not completely improvised 
since he was pulling from a repository of performances created for just such an 
occasion, but the use of the stalls was an act of maintenance cued by a rupture, 
or disruption, to a pattern of performances. Not all disruptions to the patterns of 
performances which create the recognizable Kelly Miller Circus are necessarily 
ruptures resulting in a refocusing and reorientation of performance. The 
continual movement from town to town inevitably presents daily, seemingly 
minute, disruptions to the way in which the ritual of movement is performed. 
However, as Chapter 6 discusses, unlike ruptures, these disruptions work to 
maintain and restore the flexibility of Kelly Miller's ritual of movement and 
ticketed performance by reaffirming improvisational performances as acts of 
maintenance. Acts of maintenance are shown to be a significant toot for 
flexibility in the restoration and reaffirmation of behaviours, as well as memory, 
in the continuing mobile performance Kelly Miller Circus. 
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Chapter 6 
The Show Will Go On: Stabilizing mobility through improvisation 
"It changes every day it's going to move. The movement is a necessity. 
It's about tradition and what works and if it works why mess, why re-invent the wheeL 
Natalie Cainan, Kelly Miller Circus, July IO'h, 2008 season 
The preceding chapters illustrated how Kelly Miller Circus changed every day 
and just how necessary the movement is to the continuation or maintenance of the 
recognizable situation and place of Kelly Miller Circus. In outlining the ritual of 
movement present in Kelly Miller, Chapter 4 also highlighted how the performances 
within the ritual changed depending on the conditions of the day, for example the route 
of the drive, the spotting of the lot and the evening drive off the lot. By describing what 
happens when particular mobility performances arc lcft out of the ritual of movement, 
Chapter 5 revealed the act of driving between towns to be a pcrfonnance necessary to 
the stability of the ticketed performance. In both these chapters, there were moments of 
fluctuation and disruption. In Chapter 4 the evening move off the lot, and in Chapter 5 
the 'offiness' crcatcd by a two day stand, were shown to be regular occurrences even if 
they wcrc forgotten, as in the case of the two day stand. 
This chaptcr investigates how it is possible for the circus to continue to 
recognize itself when it is constantly fluctuating. The moments presented in the 
preceding chapters can be understood as recognizable fluctuations or disruptions 
because they have happened before. However, each fluctuation or disruption, though 
familiar, is also unique due to the new stage on which it occurs. This chapter presents 
improvisation as the stable process through which these fluctuations and disruptions are 
approached and managed. By its nature of being a mudshow Kelly Miller is organized 
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and 'built' to deal with the fluctuating obstacles of roads, lots, and weather. The ritual 
of movement performed by Kelly Miller Circus is one filled with constant 
improvisation. The ability and necessity to improvise is such an accepted, and 
expected, part of life that it can become almost invisible. Like the invisibility of the 
daily drive, daily acts of maintenance in the form of improvisation are rendered 
invisible by their success in continuing the recognizable place of Kelly Miller (Roach 
1996b, p222). 
The need for improvisation is apparent in the practice of setting up in a new lot 
daily, however the success of the improvisations are driven by the show's 
'rcsponsibility to play. ' This chapter looks at the ways in which improvisation works as 
acts of maintenance for the ritual of movement and ticketed performance of Kelly 
Miller Circus. It shows the fluctuating process of improvisation to be a fixing tool. A 
tool that literally fixcs breaks, or disruptions, in the ticketed performance, stages, and 
materials as well as fixing mobility performances in the living memory of the circus. 
First, I outline the driving force behind the process of improvisation, Kelly Miller's self- 
ascribed 'responsibility to play. ' I then describe the variety of improvisation found on 
the Kelly Miller lot through four types of improvisational processes; temporary, 
seasonal, ritual, and failed, which are defined by the resulting product and how it is 
incorporated, or not, into the ritual of movement or ticketed performance of Kelly 
Miller Circus. This then leads to a discussion about the nature of circus memory as one 
continually worked at and revised. Finally, I conclude this chapter by presenting 
improvisation as a constant and stable way in which Kelly Miller Circus approaches the 
continually reoccurring fluctuations and disruptions of life on the road and in this way 
maintaining a continuing situation of movement and recognizability of place. 
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Responsibility to Play 
"The circus is a puzzle. Each piece is unique and important and compliments the 
others. " 
Natalie Cainan, July 21 
The preceding chapters illustrate that the ritual of movement in Kelly Miller 
Circus revolves around the daily drive and ticketed performance. From morning call 
time, which ensures they are at the next lot in time to raise the tent at 09: 00, to repairs, 
rehearsal, washing dishes, making dinner, and putting children to bed between acts. All 
these reaffirmed behaviours are cued by the performances and stages linked to the drive 
and the performance in the ring. At times, the circus seems to manage itself flawlessly 
in and out of the ring. The pieces of the puzzle all seem to fall into place with minimal 
effort regardless of the ever changing stages of lot and weather. However, as the 
previous chapters alluded, this puzzle of Kelly Miller Circus is one that can be put 
together in multiple ways in order to create the recognizable place of Kelly Miller 
Circus day after day. The ability to work this puzzle highlights the training, skill and 
seemingly innate knowledge that is almost hidden in the continually fluctuating work 
that goes on day after day. 
There is an ethos in Kelly Miller Circus of a 'responsibility to play. ' This ethos 
is part of the reputation of Kelly Miller and, I am told, one of the reasons it is asked to 
return to towns every season. They not only have a responsibility to the sponsoring 
organization but also to themselves. There were two days early in the 2008 season in 
which Kelly Miller Circus had to abandon its stage of the tent and produce a version of 
the puzzle that would be very different from any other they would produce that season. 
However, these two tent-free shows would be similar to each other and elements of the 
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resulting shows would appear from time to time throughout the season. 
The first 
challenge was in Gilmer, Texas on March 31 when the show was produced 
in a theatre. 
The second was in Glenwood, Arkansas on April 4 
th when the stage of an abandoned 
gymnasium held the ticketed performance. Both days required an alteration of ritual 
and performance. Here I focus on the stages and show produced in Glenwood. The 
transformation of a gymnasium into the stage for a circus highlights the background 
training, skill, and knowledge that works to put on a show each day. In Glenwood, 
everyone's background skills and training were worked and knowledge of how the 
puzzle could work evolved as they worked to produce a show they could call Kelly 
Miller Circus. 
On the morning of April 4th, 2008 in Glenwood, Arkansas Kelly Miller Circus 
arrived at the designated lot and found it to be underwater. They had been flooded and 
narrowly missed by a tornado the night before and the weather forecast for the day was 
rain. It was obvious they could not proceed as usual. As the search for a new lot began, 
trucks and houses were directed to three surrounding parking lots to wait. Three hours 
later, the last of the houses (mine) was carefully directed into a tight spot in a parking 
lot adjacent to an abandoned school gymnasium. This would be the lot for today. The 
tent would not be needed. Its trailcr and truck were left at one of the original parking 
lots. The larger animals could not play the gymnasium and were also left at the original 
lot and unloaded onto whatever grass was not underwater. A bunkhouse and the 
cookhouse stayed at the flooded lot along with the five seat wagons. The rest of the 
show vehicles and houses were so tightly arranged on the new lot that the houses could 
hear the soft rumblings of their neighbour's water pump, even over the roar of the 
generator. Houses normally spotted near the backdoor of the tent were here also spotted 
close to the back door of the gymnasium that would serve as the performers' entrance. 
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The houses normally spotted in the front yard, were relegated to the far edge of the 
parking lot. 
I was the last house brought over from the distant parking lots. This was during 
the time of daily negotiations between the 24-Hour Man, Lot Supervisor, and 
Performance Director about how vital I was to the show as computer-operator which 
was reflected in my unpredictable spotting. Because of the late decision to bring me 
over, I missed the performance of spotting that morning, but from what I observed on 
my arrival, it was similar to a later lot which I recorded in my field notes: 
'I was thinking today that this morning's shuff le was like those tiny games with the 
squares that you have to move around to get in sequential order or make the picture- 
because you have to move a square to a seemingly non-sense place to move 
something else, so that it can go where it needs to be. Today we were moving trucks 
in and out, back and forth to make a circus picture, although not the same one as 
A 
yesterday, but similar. ' Fieldnotes July 24 , Youngsville, PA 
By the time I was spotted the performances of demobilization had already 
begun, albeit a bit late and slightly modified. As usual, the concessions department 
constructed the midway at the front of the gymnasium building. It would not have 
animals today, but with the careful placement of the concession truck, ticket booth and 
souvenir stand, a recognizable midway would greet the audience later that evening. 
This was similar to the midway created outside the theatre a few days earlier in Gilmer, 
37 Texas. The performance department, which would usually use this time for 
household chores, naps or practice, set to cleaning the inside of the gym and creating a 
37 Unfortunately, I did not document the similar but different midways or yards of these two days. This was for two reasons 
practically and methodologically. At this point in the fieldwork I was interested in how the performance space of the ring changed 
every day. Practically, during both days I spent the majority of the day helping to create the performance space and reprogram the 
music cues. 
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perfon-nance stage that would replicate the tent as close as possible. The ring and ring 
mat were centred in the gymnasium and the band dismantled the bandstand in the 
parked bandwagon and reassembling it at the back of the ring (fig. 6.1). The backdoor 
curtain was cleaned of the mud 
from the previous days and 
hung ovcr the rcasscmblcd 
band to enhance the 'circus 
fcci' and glvc the pcrformcrs 
some cover for warm-ups and 
provldc a placc flor dicni to 
makc an cntrancc (fig. 6.2) 
General seating would be in 
-pi it -4. Aý. Lhu UanUstand and acrial 
rigging are recreated, some props have already been set in their 
usual position. 
the gymnasium's bleachers down each side and folding chairs discovered in a locker 
room would serve as limited preferred seating at the front of the ring. 
Ocaning the mud from the ring mat and backdoor curtain is a significant 
moment in the staging of this day. It was a practical decision as there was finally a dry 
area in which to lay out and mop the vinyl, but it was also a pride issue. Later in the 
day between shows I noticed 
that while it was muddy 
outside, most perfon-ners were 
wearing their 'good weather' 
costumes and spent time 
wiping mud from their shoes 
before heading into the ring. 
ffwqvwa"; - Fýv 
'If 
or 
., god, 14 while the backdoor curtain is mopped clean. ý ý11 IIII-1,11 
commented on this extra care which began a discussion about the inappropriateness of 
muddy boots and costumes inside. It was agreed that there was something about being 
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in a building that highlighted mud and shabby props and so extra care was taken today 
to present clean and crisp costumes, props, and acts. The unexpected rupture created by 
being inside caused a refocused performance of costume and prop maintenance, but it 
also reaffin-ned particular performances and training. 
Throughout the day props were set in the gymnasium in the same places in 
relation to the ring and backdoor as when the tent is used. This is one of the few areas 
of the show that rarely changes, regardless of stage. With all the changes that happen in 
a day, any day, the prop placement remains the same. This ensures quick and safe 
changes between acts regardless of their order in the show or the stage. These particular 
pci-forniances of staging provide a recognizability and stability to the show. However, 
For the acrial props, necessary changes also create a stability to the show in presentation 
and skill. 
Due to the nature ofthe 
gymnaslum, most of the acrial acts could 
still perform. While these acts sometimes 
appear the most dangerous, they can also be 
the most adaptable. In addition to their act, 
most aerialists also have a hidden talent for 
creative rigging. During my brief aerial 
training I learned that part of the extended 
training, and a mark of a 'true' aerialist, is 
to know the minimum requirements for 
their rigging to be operational and safe. With enough rope and slight adjustments to the 
rigging itself', they can 'rig off air' as long as the 'air' is stationary and strong. In the 
Glenwood gymnasium, the aerialists were able to hang three webs, one trapeze, one 
mechanic, as well as the backdoor (fig 6.3,6.4,6.5). These particular ruptures created a 
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be rigged in this stage, the trapeLe would spin 
instead of swing. 
refocusing and renewal of skill and training, but also restored a few acts to the altered 
running ordcr which 
werc lcft out of 
Gilmcr's shoN% in the 
iIr. I I)\k \ Cl. 
Ii I 
here meant it would not 
'swing. ' By rigging the 
new routine, another aerialist climbs into the ceiling (top right) to rig a 
web. 
trapczc in this way the 
acrialists rcstorcd an act to the show, but an act that would be significantly different due 
to the stage. As a result, the trapeze artist spent the day chorcographing and practicing a 
routine specific to this stage which would maintain the narrative of the production in 
which she performed, but also compensate for the change in rigging. 
ThroughOLIt the day, acts of maintenance are combined with reaffirmed 
bchaviours In the production 
of a rccognvabic sta,,,, c ,I 
KcIly Milict ( 11, tl, - I I', ' 
allinial (1,1,. 11 wicn, i, 
somcwhat maintaincd, alimt 
on anothcr lot, providing somc 
stability and routine t'Or the 
aninials, but will be a missing 
Figure b, Uh-nwoml, AIR on April 4. Thc f), i( ý(: ý ý-. 
rigged oft the basketball hoop of the gymnasium using its own 
money-making attraction on 
ropes and poles but in a different configuration. 
the midway. The stages offront and backyard are blended in the gymnasium parking 
lot, but the spotting crucial for the performance is maintained where possible. The 
show stage is recognizable in the placement of the ring, ring mat, backdoor curtain and 
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bandstand, however the seating arrangement is dictated by the stage of the gymnasium. 
This proves somewhat difficult for the performers who are accustomed to be being 
surrounded by an audience in close proximity. The production of stages for the 
performances necessary to create a recognizable Kelly Miller Circus are not the only 
improvisations making the underlying skill and training visible. 
It was not explicitly discussed in the preceding chapters, however the reader 
might have noticed a change in the order of acts presented in the narratives of Chapter 4 
and 5. Specifically, the move of the tiger act from the second half of the show to the 
beginning of the show. This rcflccts a change in the overall running order of the show 
that occurred on May 30th and is discussed later in this chapter. However, slight 
changes in the running order due to lot or weather is quite common over the course of 
the season. In Glenwood, the running order had to change to accommodate the lack of 
large animal acts, some aerial acts as well as modified acts. Making a change in the 
running order does not mean skipping over the missing act and proceeding to the next. 
Beyond the aesthetic considerations mentioned in Chapter 5, there are practical 
concerns as well. 
According to the current Ringmaster and former ringmastcrs; interviewed, prop 
setting in the ring, costume changes and concession work need to be considered when 
changing the running order in addition to the aesthetic vision. As the running order 
frequently changed during the season patterned responses began to form. For example, 
when the tigers cannot, the juggler opens the show. The Perch Pole is moved to the 
second act and the Acrobats perform their 'backup' jump rope act as well as their 
regular acts. The Rola Bola moves to the second act and there is an extra clown gag in 
the first act. These substitutions are not always the same each time the running order is 
forced to change as each change in the season is cued by different stages and conditions. 
However, the Performance Director did attempt to keep some stability in the running 
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order. During interviews with the current Ringmaster, I was told the process of creating 
the season's running order takes into account that it will have to be modified from time 
to time. Certain acts are always cut when the running order needs to be changed and 
factoring that in to the initial running order makes creating and executing modified 
orders that much easier for the show. This is one way in which the process of 
improvisation is recognized as a necessary constant in the continuation of the 
recognizable performance of Kelly Miller Circus. 
It would have been easier to not work that day, but the responsibility to play 
requires that Kelly Miller will work whenever and however possible. It is a matter of 
pride and profit. To not work is to not bring in money for themselves or their sponsor 
which can adversely affect their reputation and ability to maintain this town for future 
seasons. The shows went on as scheduled in both Gilmer and Glenwood, both to full 
houses. Despite the loss of tent, the audiences seemed to be satisfied with the 
performance of Kelly Miller Circus presented, but to the people presenting it, the 
performances were markedly different from a circus performance. As I wrote in my 
ficidnotcs: 
'audience doesn't respond in theatre space. The 'unbelieveability' doesn't work with 
the fourth wall, even when the circus breaks it. Everything looks a bit dingy. The 
performances are made for a ring and tent conditions, they look out of place on the 
stage. Music and audience proximity is off, there is no noise, no food. Behaviours are 
different in this space. The audience is respectfully quiet and the performers are 
coming into the back of the theatre to watch, they would never think of doing that in 
the tent. ' Fieldnotes March 31". Gilmer, TX 
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t gymnasium has yet another feel-the kids in the audience were running all over the 
place, behind and through the ring-the space of the gym made them feel like it was 
play time, I guess, like they're in school gym class. Again the acts weren't quite the 
same. We only had the gym flood lights and the big open space with no real backdoor 
(and no curtain until the second show) was a bit disconcerting for the acts-although I 
got to see them warming up for the first time. ' Fieldnotes April 4 th , Glenwood, AR 
My observations illustrate that something was missing even these innovative people, 
with all thcir combincd cxperiencc and skill, could not rcpllcatc. Thcsc two days of 
increased disruption and rupture highlight the ability of Kelly Miller to adapt but also 
how important the materials used in the staging performances are to the production of 
KcIlyMillci-Circus. Apparcntly thcrc arc somc things that just cannot bc improviscd. 
However, the version of Kelly Miller produced at both lots was still recognizable as 
Kelly Miller Circus. Not only in the use of materials (the ring and back curtain), but 
also in the acts presented (fig. 6.6,6.7). 
The training, skills, and knowledge of Kelly Miller Circus that hide just beneath 
the surface of its daily work were tested by the disruptions to the ritual of movement 
prescntcd by thcsc two lots, but 
became clearly visible throu. gh 
procc, ý, ýcs, ol'Improvisation 
'built-in' to ilicir training and 
skill. The rcsponsibility to pla,. 
is not only an issue of pride and 
profit, but one of necessity as 
well. The ruptures created in 
the demobilizing and staging perfort-nances by the lots forced Kelly Miller to refocus, 
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rcstorc, and reassemble their usual performances to create a recognizable, yet different, 
performance of Kelly Miller Circus (Pearson and Shanks 2001; Schechner 2003). The 
process of improvisation is 
integral to the ability to 
maintain the pcrfon-nances 
that make up Kelly Miller 
Circus, similar to Carlson's 
discussion of deCcrtcau's 
idea of pedestrians tactics, 
4 
"Their operations in improvising upon these strategies and combining elements of them 
in new ways provides a continual pcrfon-nativc ground for change, since new strategies 
come into being through tactical improvisation" (Carlson 2004, p44). Kelly Miller 
Circus' ethos of a 'responsibility to play' frequently cues performances of improvisation 
which in turn reaffirms its ability to play in almost any condition. The next section 
describes the four types of improvisation I observed at work in the continual 
maintenance of a recognizable Kelly Miller Circus. 
Circus Rigging 
Obstacles in the form of disruptions to the ritual of movement and ticketed 
performance are continually present in the life and place of Kelly Miller Circus. From 
odd shaped lots, to no water source, to no power, to no tent, no sponsor or a lot of 
weather, the performances of Kelly Miller are tested daily and continually restored 
through improvisation. The constant improvisations are an expected and accepted part 
of circus life and are referred to in Kelly Miller as 'circus rigging. ' I think of them as 
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Figure 6.7: Glenwood, AR on April 4. 
acts of maintenance that constantly fold the frequent experiences of disruption into the 
underlying skill, training, and experience of Kelly Miller and so continually ensure that 
Kelly Miller will be able to deal with the constant occurrence of disruption. These acts 
of maintenance are created and restored through "... a systematic principle of selection 
and realization, tending, through steadily directed adjustments and corrections to 
eliminate accidents when they can be put to use... " (Bourdieu 1977, p8). In this way, 
improvisation becomes the fixed way to deal with fluctuating problems, while also 
maintaining the necessary performance contents of the ritual of movement (Schechner 
1985, p315). In Glenwood, particular relations between materials and people were 
maintained, for instance the trapeze act, while others changed, the running order and 
midway, in order to produce a recognizable and coherent ritual of Kelly Miller Circus. 
Here, circus rigging refers to the acts of maintenance made possible by a combination of 
experience, memory, and materials. 
In Kelly Miller, the phrase 'circus rigging' usually refers to the material 
improvisations and repairs to the tcnt, houses, vehicles, rigging, ctc., but also to the 
unquestionable faith in the ability to 'rig something up' when needed that will hold for 
as long as is needed. The preceding chapters hinted at the inevitability of the morning 
drive. Chapter 4 showed how every moment in the ritual of movement is haunted by 
the performance of driving. Chapter 5 illustrated the disruptions caused by the 
postponed drive. I think the inevitability of driving and performing reaffirms the 
performance of, and faith in, circus rigging. Kelly Miller Circus will always 'rig 
something up' because it has to, the drive and ticketed performance will not wait. 
The third lot of the season illustrated just how integral improvisation is to the 
performance of life on Kelly Miller Circus. In Honcy Grove, Texas, the second show of 
the evening became a John Robinson due to a quickly approaching storm. (fig. 6.8). 
This was the first time in the season I experienced the performance of an evening pull- 
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off and I was impressed by the case at which everyone altered their routine while I ran 
around in a flustered panic. As the 
show continucd, acts with complicatcd 
rigging and props were cut and packed 
away. The rcmaming animal acts wcrc 
also shortened or cut in order to get 
them loaded into their vehicles. The 
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Figure 6.8: Honey Grove, TX on March 17. The 
revised running order posted at the backdoor. 
"Now this is real circus, " Casey laughed as he loaded his trucks in the wind and rain in 
prcparation to pull oll'thc lot. 
It is as if the show has to be challenged to feel they are really doing theirjob. "It 
Wouldn't be the circus if something didn't go wrong, " said Danny one night while 
examining yet another tear at a scam in the backdoor curtain. "It will just have to be 
fixed, " he sighed. The show will go on and so must the constant perfon-nance of acts of 
maintcnance. The backdoor curtain was repaired the following day with bolts because 
there was no time to spend sewing and gluing the scam back together. Throughout the 
scason there are many acts of maintenance, or improvisation, carried out in the 
production of the performance and the day to day operation of the show. 
Based on my observations and experience during fieldwork, I outline four 
categories or types of improvisation. These occur at many levels within the place of 
Kelly Miller Circus from maintenance of the show as a whole, the ticketed performance, 
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and individual daily life. Thefirst is temporary or short term improvisation. These are 
acts of maintenance that are situation specific and enacted for short periods of time. 
The second is seasonal or long term improvisation. These are acts of maintenance that 
may last for a longer period of time or for the entire season. The third is ritual 
improvisation. These are acts that may only last a short period of time, but are restored 
season after season. They probably began as short term improvisations. Thefourth is 
failed improvisation. These are fairly common on the individual level, but also occur in 
the ticketed performance, and provide key moments of 'skill development' and 
reaffirmation of behaviour. These four categories of improvisation highlight the ways 
Kelly Miller Circus performs itself day after day through the use of multiple and 
perhaps unrelated traces of performance (Pearson and Shanks 2001). They also speak to 
the inevitable disruptions and ruptures that occur in those performances, and how the 
resulting behaviours are incorporated into future performances and acts of maintenance 
(Pearson and Shanks 200 1; Roach 1996b; Schechner 2003). 
Temporary Improvisation 
A temporary improvisation tends to be situation specific, for example a change 
in lot layout and spotting. However, temporary improvisations do not necessarily stand 
as isolated events. These acts of maintenance are specific to the particular disruptions 
that cued their performance, but they also have the potential to serve as traces for future 
pctfon, nances. A change in spotting due to lot size and shape and condition is the most 
frequent temporary improvisation. This particular improvisation was performed so 
frequently, in fact, that the preferred lot layout and spotting did not occur more than a 
few times a month, according to my fieldnotes, during my time with Kelly Miller 
Circus. There is the general rule that houses arc spotted in relation to where their 
inhabitants work during the performance. This organization tends to be upheld even 
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when there is no tent. This was the case in Gilmer, Texas when the show moved into a 
theatre. The front and backyards were spotted in separate parking lots at the front of the 
theatre despite the perfon-ncrs' entrance being at the back of the theatre building. There 
are also guidelines for spotting the show trucks in relation to the tent which are noted on 
the architectural drawings of the tent. These are executed almost the same way daily, 
however even the architectural drawing accounts for shifts and changes. 
"Ideally the generator goes on the animal side backing into the bandwagon. 
That's the long jiggers, right now we're using the tigers to catch the short jigger. 
Cookhousc on opposite side [from bandwagon] and pole truck on the back [opposite 
front door], but today in order to work the forklift, the pole truck is here and the 
cookhousc is on the back. When it's wct it is important to get it [cookhouse] on the 
solid, because it can pull everyone else off. " Chris Beckett, July 29th (Even on the day of 
the interview changes had to be made. ) 
One lot in particular illustrates the ways in which spotting can change in relation 
to the disruption presented in 
the lot and the constraints of the 
ritual ol'movcnicnt. On July 2 1, 
2009 Kelly Miller Circus 
arrived in Springville, New 
York to a lot big enough to 
accommodate the entire show 
but not accessible due to a line 
of logs dividing the lot. In order 
Figure 6.9: Springville, NY on July 21. The 'B' lot holding the non- 
performing houses and 'extra' trucks such as the Shop Truck and 
Cookhouse. 
to meet the morning timeline of a tent raising at 09: 00 and maintain the overall ritual of 
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movement and ticketed performance, a decision was made to move non-performing 
houses to a lot three blocks away. The cookhouse also moved to the distant lot to 
provide power to the houses separated from the show (fig. 6.9). 1 drove a show vehicle 
back and forth between the two lots to shuttle crew members and performers between 
the tent and the cookhouse. At the original lot, the logs were removed and houses and 
trucks directed on, but in a slightly different configuration than usual due to the loss of 
cookhouse and the awkward shape and condition of the lot (fig. 6.10). The actual 
changes were not so great, but the way in which they were executed created a feeling of 
confusion and difficulty. 
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... could have fit us all on, but there was a time crunch and we needed to start 
moving things on and around to have done and give the guys a break, and purchasers 
time to shop, etc. The holding area was needed for the midway. " Danny, July 21" 
Sometimes it is not the lot itself that creates the need for improvisation, but the ritual of 
movement and its performances of demobilization as well as the time for the activities 
of daily life. 
The prcfcffcd layout and spotting for securing the tent to the trucks was 
abandoned and a new one devised for this lot and this day. This particular temporary 
improvisation was informed by the 'official' layout of the architectural plans, the lot 
itself, and the vehicles that needed to fit onto the lot and where they necdcd to sit in 
relation to each other and the tent in order for the show to go on. It was also informed 
by the traces of performance of previous lots with similar conditions. This 
improvisation fixed the problem of the inaccessible lot but also maintained the 
performance of improvisation. 
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Figure 6.10: The Springville lot on July 21. The dotted line indicates the location of the line of logs. The 
area to the right of the line served as the holding area as vehicles arrived. Also, between the Generator 
Truck and the tent there was a significant slope leading towards the woods. 
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This improvised layout and spotting was a temporary fix for the time spent in 
Springville, but it cannot stand completely on its own. This was not the first time the 
non-performing houses where separated from the rest. It is described in this chapter in 
Glenwood. However, in Glenwood the tent was not used. This was also not the first 
time that the trucks securing the tent had to be positioned differently due to lot 
conditions. In East Tawakoni, Texas on March 30, the ground was so soft that only two 
of the large show trucks could be pulled on around the tent. Each of these situations 
resulted in different improvisations, but they served as refocusing of skill and 
performance and informed the performances that followed. The separation of vehicles 
in Glenwood and the lack of trucks in East Tawakoni are traces of improvisation 
performances that informed the arrangement in Springville. Although they were 
rcstorcd differently in a way that was specific to Springville. These few examples show 
how the traces of different performances can be combined to create a different again 
performance, but one that is still rccognizable, as demobilizing performances within the 
ritual of movement of Kelly Miller Circus (Roach 1996a). 
This tends to be the nature of temporary acts of maintenance. They are situation 
spccif ic but do not stand as isolated events. They are restored and reassembled at the 
next similar challenging moment in order to maintain the performances and stages of 
Kelly Miller Circus. 
Seasonal Improvisations 
"It's a question of how many hats can you wear? " This is how John described 
the multiple jobs each show member holds. As I stated inChapter3, many of the 
members of Kelly Miller Circus have held various roles in their lives with the circus and 
hold many roles during each season. One former performer told me that in the 2007 
season she was cookhousc purchaser, office assistant, ticket seller, field trip coordinator, 
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and pony ride operator. The flexibility of the Kelly Miller Circus is upheld by its multi- 
skilled members 'pitching-in' when the need arises. This tradition of pitching-in (and in 
the process possibly gaining new skills) was a tradition fon-nalizcd in the employment 
contracts in the form of a 'generally useful' requirement. However, it is no longer 
included, but still assumed. In this way Kelly Miller fixes the tradition of pitching-in as 
well as the tradition of being multi-skilled employees, and in the process creates a stable 
resource of flexibility. This type of employment is a particular trait of the mudshow. 
Historically, the larger railroad circuses had very strict divisions of labour for their 
hundreds of employees. In contrast, in the mudshows it was common practice for each 
employee taking on at least two roics within the show (Davis 2002, p4l, 67). 
Jobs taken up under the generally useful requirement tend to last at least a 
season. A seasonal improvisation is one that begins as a temporary fix and extends to 
the length of the performance season and possibly beyond. These acts of maintenance 
tend to play out in the changing or adding to an individual work load. The generally 
Useful requirement can be enacted in many ways. The same former performer that held 
five jobs in the 2007 season, related a story of the requirement resulting in her pulling 
hoses for the season (Fig. 
6.11). Whatever their form, 
the seasonal improvisations 
conducted under the 
'generally useful' requirement 
arc sometimcs rcflected in 
salary. I-ach member is paid 
for each role they perform for 
the show. Scasonal 
improvisations can also be contractual obligations. The trapeze artist in the 2008 season 
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Figure 6.11: Greenville, PA on July 27. There is a complicated 
system of hoses that provides water to the trucks and houses. 
was also hired as the showgirl for the bareback horse-riding act, learning the stunts 
during the dress rehearsal. 
Seasonal improvisations occur outside the generally useful requirement as well 
and are not compensated by the show. This happens when an individual takes on a 
job 
of their own accord. For example, the Ringmaster swept out the bandwagon one 
afternoon and it then became his job for the remainder of the season. This is a minor 
thing, but others are not and are approached carefully. I became aware of this type of 
improvisation first hand. In an attempt to be helpful and be accepted into the show, I 
assisted in the teardown of the backdoor curtain on the second lot. This remained my 
responsibility for the duration of my time with the show and it was expected that I 
would continue to do this every night, however my salary remained the same. At the 
time I was just trying to prove myself to the show and was not aware of the pay 
arrangements of each employee or the fixing of this responsibility to me. This was 
eventually explained to me on the first scorchingly hot day of the season, June 7 Ih in 
Bridgeton, New Jersey. The show was set up on a cement parking lot and the tent was 
heating to an uncomfortable level. There was no movement of air inside which created 
an almost unbearable condition for the aerial acts. The show has four large fans to use 
in such a situation, but at mid-aftemoon they were still packed in their truck. I was 
discussing the heat with Casey when he mentioned the fans. I asked, "Why, if you 
know there are fans that can help remedy the situation, aren't you setting them up? " He 
replied, "Because I will be hauling them in and out of that truck for the rest of the 
season, and I have enough to do. " 
It could be argued that these improvisations which last over a season are not, in 
fact, improvisations, which are usually understood to be temporary acts. Beyond the 
initial improvisation it can be hard to distinguish the initial act of maintenance from a 
rcstorcd behaviour reaffirmed through its consistent use. These categories of 
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improvisation are based on the initial improvisation as well as how they are 
incorporated into the overall performance of Kelly Miller Circus. Seasonal or long term 
improvisations rcflect the way in which the initial act of maintenance is rolled into not 
only Kelly Miller's seasonal performance but an individual's seasonal performance as 
wcll. As the act is restored again and again it may eventually come to be incorporated 
into a tradition which informs behaviour within Kelly Miller. Approaching 
performance as restored behaviour comes with an understanding of 'tradition' as an 
Gorigin' of behaviour (Schcchncr 2003, p22). Tradition can be understood to be a 
conglomeration of improvisations, of disrupted performances, accepted over time, 
restored again and again (Roach 1995). 
Ritual Improvisations 
Ritualized improvisations are singular acts of maintenance repeated season after 
season. Through the discussion of other kinds of improvisation it is becoming clear that 
the continual presence of improvisation is itself a ritual, or recognizable pattern. of 
behaviour, in KcIly Miller Circus. However there arc also specific acts of maintenance 
that are routinely restored season after season. I present two examples of ritual 
improvisation that are also considered 'tradition. ' The first maintains a regular and 
expected Fourth of July celebration on Kelly Miller Circus. The second maintains the 
ticketed performance in the face of unexpected disruptions and is considered a tradition 
of circus performance in general. Both of these examples highlight how acts of 
improvisation can become stabilized in ritual. Kelly Miller's Fourth of July 
celebrations were held on the & of July in Berlin, New York. A large supply of frozen 
burgcrs and hotdogs were purchased to grill for the company party following the early 
shows. It is the food preparation that provides the example of a ritual improvisation. A 
large grill was created out of the backhoe, elephant ride platform, trailer support blocks, 
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ind wooden stakes outside the coolchouse tent (fig. 6.12). Apparently, the same grill 
was created by the show 
mechanic in the 2007 season, 
who was not with the show in 
2008, but had apparently done 
it before in the 2006 season as 
well. It was not clear when 
the first version occurred, but I 
know that it was also created 
in the 2009 season. The 
I 
Figure 6.11. b,!,, Ii, i are nuns 
from the travelling circus ministries that spent three weeks with 
the show in 2008. 
improvised grill does not necessarily fix an unexpected disruption created by a lack of 
materials or labour. Almost every family on the show owned a grill and the cookhouse 
regularly prepared enough food for the entire show. It does however, fix a way of 
celebrating the Fourth of. luly into the performance of Kelly Miller Circus. Kelly 
Miller sccms to take pride in its ability to 'circus-rig' a large grill and looks set to keep 
restoring the improvisation every Fourth of July. The backhoe grill is a recent 
improvisation that quickly came to be part of the tradition of Kelly Miller Circus. The 
ritual improvisation apparent in the ticketed performance is one that is considered a 
tradition ofcircus pcrl'orniance general and of a clown, specifically. 
"Thc clown is the most important part of the show. You need a good clown. " 
This is how Natalie started her discussion on what makes a 'good' show. Beyond their 
own performance value, the clown is a vehicle for improvisation within the 
perl'Ormance. During an evening performance, moments before an act, a problem is 
noticed with rigging. It can be fixed but extra time is needed. The Ringmaster is 
informed and he calls on the clown to take the ring to cover the time for the repair. 
According to one of the clowns on the 2008 season, a clown is called instead of a 
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juggler or acrobat because if they fail in their gag, that just makes it funnier. If a juggler 
or acrobat fails, it is a 'bad' performance. Sending the clown out to cover time is a 
practical solution based on the kind of flexibility they can offer, but it also stems from a 
recognized need to occasionally improvise. The performance program states, "Due to 
the hazardous nature of circus performing, this program is subject to change without 
further notice. " It Is expected that there will be moments of improv'sation during the 
perfonnance and it is also expected that the clown will be the one to fill the space. This 
expectation of Improvisation is, in fact, part of a clown's training. This is perhaps one 
way in which the clown is the most important part of the show. He allows for the 
maintenance of the show while also allowing for the inevitable disruption (fig. 6.13). 
R It nak arc a %ýav 
people rcincinbcr. dicy arc 
mcmories inaction. Thev 
are also ways which 
people deal with the 
difficultics that troubic 
ifi, liv 11fo (lSt-hot-hnvr 1991 
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2003, p45). Improvisation forthetent. 
has become a ritual in Kelly Miller Circus and particular improvisations have become 
rituals in themselves. These ritual improvisations are expected and assumed and when 
performed, act to reaffirmcd behaviours of improvisation. However, not all acts of 
maintenance on Kelly Miller Circus successfully fix the di I isruption by which they are 
cued. 
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Failed Improvisations 
Although acts of maintenance are an accepted and expected part of life on Kelly 
Miller Circus, not all improvisations are successful. However, even a failed 
improvisation can work to restore and reaffirm behaviours within daily life 
pci-formances as well as the ticketed performance. The most common failed 
improvisation usually occurs at the individual level and usually concerns home or 
vehicle maintenance (fig. 6.14). 
They are called houscs. 
but they are Recreational 
Vchiclc,, (RV', ) buill to (11"\c 
to it callip"lic and palk al a 
dcsignatcd lc%, cl spot ot'grass 
or pavement. The larger R%',, 
are made to park, somcwh; t 
permancntly, in a trallcr pai, 
None oftlicni arc built to be 
1 71 now_ 
, u, ýpk wion. i ms was one ot tr)L' IaSL PhGtOj; raPhS I took during 
fieldwork, right before the show pulled off the lot. 
driven, or pulled, over every imaginable condition of road and terrain everyday for 10 
months out ofthe year. Inevitably, the rigors of the road and lots take their toll on the 
hotiscs ofthe circus which commonly comes in the form of leaks. Discovering a Icak in 
the house usually happens while it is raining at which point all onc can do is try to 
minirnise the water damage. Methods range from wringing towels out at intervals 
during the day to rigging cups to antenna cranks with rubber bands. -19 The failed aspect 
is identified when the leaks returns after repairs. At that point, after again, minimising 
the potential damage, perhaps a new patching material is tried. If and when that falls 
again, perhaps the house is parked and levelled in such a way that water runs away from 
" Scc Dala Indcx for ilic source ofthis parlicularly inventive method. 
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the failed patches, which is exactly what I did with one particularly stubborn leak in my 
house. 
Failed improvisations occur in the production of the ticketed performance as 
well. The overall change in running order mentioned earlier cued the need for a long 
term improvisation in the form of integrating the tiger arena with the opening spec. 
The resulting improvisation involved setting the arena in the back half of the ring and 
extending back to the bandstand. This maintained the opening spec: in the front half of 
the ring. During the opening spec, while the audience was occupied, the tigers were 
released into the arena and the trainer directed them to their pedestals. This meant the 
tiger act could begin immediately after the opening spcc and maintain the flow of the 
show. However, this also meant that some of the performers in the opening spec had to 
work close to the arcna with a tiger just on the other side of the wire mesh. This was 
less than pleasing to some of the performers and a change was made which proved to be 
a failed, and dangerous, improvisation. 
On June 2 1, in Cummington, Massachusetts, the tigers would not be released 
into the arcna until after the opening spec and after the act was announced. What 
followed was ten very tense minutes (the amount known because I repeated the first 
piece of music for the act at least twice) in which the traincr attempted to get his four 
tigers on their pedestals to start the act. The tigers were confused by the change and 
their confusion tested their training and their trainer's safety. Consequently the act 
itself was not of its usual quality and ran very long, which in turn caused the entire 
show to run long. Because of this, a portion of the audience left early and because there 
was no one at their midway concessions (they were all still performing) the show lost 
potential money. This failed improvisation not only affected the quality of the 'show, ' 
it put one of its members in more danger than normal and potentially lost income for the 
show. At the second show of the day, the initial improvisation was restored. But as 
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with all restorations of performance, something was different. The performers 
uncomfortable with the tigers did not work the opening spec. 
The individual and show improvisations both failed yet, as with the tight parking 
in Glenwood infonning the tight parking in Youngsville, they influenced later 
improvisations which maintained either house or show integnty (fig. 6.15). In the case 
of the patches, better materials were used or practice changed. In the case of the show, 
the initial seasonal improvisation was restored for the rest of the season and into the 
following 2009 season. The failed improvisations create a trace of experience to inform 
the next improvisation. Like the two day stand, the failed improvisation presents a 
rupture which forccs a refocusing of performance, which in turn may reaffirm particular 
pcrt'()rm, inccs as in the example of Cummington. 
Thursday- July 24,2008 
Youngsville, Pa. 
Miles: 60 miles 
Left off lot 
Left on 394 East 
Right on 60 South iC/ 
To a right on 62 South 
Right on 6 West 
To town 
Arrows to a very tight lot 
Call: 5: 30 
Lot: Rouse Estate parking lot 
Show times 4: 30 & 7: 30 
Figure 6.15: Route slip for Youngswille, PA. Again, the notations reflect the miles for each 
direction. 
Disruptions in the ritual of movement and ticketed performance are a constant 
presence in Kelly Miller Circus, but they are also a necessary presence for the acts of 
maintenance to provide a flexible, yet recognizable place of Kelly Miller Circus. "This 
is what I like, I love it, have to work, " was Oscar's response to the moming shuffle in 
Springville. In order to maintain itself, Kelly Miller must continual restore and rework 
its bchaviours in order to ensure that it will maintain itself in the future. Through 
improvisation Kelly Miller Circus ensures that the show will go on, albeit slightly 
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different, everyday. The acts of maintenance created through moments of improvisation 
are accepted and expected, or better yet, recognizable patterns of behaviour restored 
again and again. In this way improvisation has become a ritual of Kelly Miller Circus. 
Beyond maintaining the overall situation of Kelly Miller, a ritual's "primary function is 
a kind of collective memory-in/of-action" (Schechner 1985, pl. 13). The next section 
discusses the role of memory in the performance of stable mobility in the place of Kelly 
Miller Circus. 
Improvised Memory 
In this chapter memory, in the form of recalling past experiences, is shown to be 
key to the acts of maintenance which ensure the continuation of a recognizable Kelly 
Miller Circus. However, in the preceding chapters, forgetting is also shown to be a part 
of the daily restoration and reaffirmation of bchaviours. In Chapter 4 it is the act of 
driving that was frequently forgotten or 'lost' to memory. In Chapter 5 it is the effects 
of the lost drive that were forgotten. In this chapter experiences of past disruptions were 
not recalled until needed, but as in the other chapters, these were not so much forgotten, 
but filed away until needed. This chapter also showed that when memories arc recalled 
they may only be partially recalled and then supplemented with other memories to fit 
the situation. In each of the chapters Kelly Miller Circus is shown to operate with what 
could be described as an improviscd memory of itself and circus tradition. This does 
not mean that the memory is fabricated or untrue. As we have seen in this chapter, 
improvisation is not a vehicle of pure creation, but one of maintenance and continuation 
based on past experiences of the show and individuals. An improvised memory is one 
that is lived and worked through daily activities. It is a memory full of forgetfulness 
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and selective memory that is only understood by those that use it (Nora 1989), much in 
the same way that performance as restored behaviour can only be decoded by those that 
are part of the tradition being restored (Schechner 2003). 
Looking at what is remembered and forgotten in each chapter reveals a pattern 
of how and why certain experiences arc continually recalled and others are continually 
forgotten. What is remembered and passed on either in stories, advice, or practice arc 
good and mcdiocrc acts, bad weather, difficult lots, and challenging drives. What has 
not been recalled in detail are good lots, easy drives, good weather, and the rupture of 
two day stands. The accumulation of these memories are the basis for skills and modes 
of behaviour, and what they choose to remember and 'forget' allows the show to learn 
from past experiences (Bergson in Legg 2007, p458). I believe the pattern relates to the 
creation and use of traces of experience and performance that assist in the restorations 
of the daily rituals of Kelly Miller Circus. 
Traces arc vital to the restoration of behaviour (Pearson and Shanks 2001) and to 
the prcscrvation of memory. With each restoration the behaviour changes based on its 
context (Schcchncr 2003), and with each use, traces arc susceptible to the wearing away 
of memory (Pearson and Shanks 2001, p1O). This wcaring away is a symptom of being 
repeatedly used but also allows for improvisation of memory either for entertainment 
purposes in storytelling or for practical purposes in acts of maintenance. The fissure 
between experience and recall is filled with creativity (Huyssen in Legg 2007, p457). 
That gap creates a narrative that can be reworked (Hoelscher 2003). It could be argued 
that remembering a good lot, or an easy drive does not create the skill to deal with a 
difficult one, while recalling a tight parking situation on a difficult lot allows the Lot 
Supervisor and 24-Hour Man to restore that behaviour in a way that works for today. 
IFhc disruption and di ff icultics of a two day stand are perhaps forgotten in order for the 
lessons to be learned again and modified for the future. Good and not-so-good acts are 
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recalled and passed on as a way to learn what is expected and accepted in the ring. 
"Performers frequently remember the bad times best: the moments of failurc-whcn it 
goes wrong-and they have to use all their skill and experience in acts of compensation" 
(Pearson 2006, p220). Kelly Miller Circus remembers in order to restore the behaviours 
that arc important to the life, that enhance their skills and ability to put on a show and 
'forgets' in order to move on to the next performance. 
The good lots and weather do not present a challenge. The 'bad' weather and 
lots present numerous and varying challenges and require the show to call on their 
experience and innovative spirit to put the puzzle together in a different way to get the 
same picture. There are tight lots every season that need to be worked. But even if the 
show returns the following season, they will be worked again. The Kelly Miller Circus 
that fit last season is not the same one this season. There are new performers which 
means new houses and new requirements for spotting. The experiences of last season 
will serve as a trace for the current performance of spotting, but it will have to be 
combined with other experiences and memories to work in that time and place. 
Lot and weather conditions were a frequent topic of conversation and complaint 
during fieldwork. I believe that is because they arc the elements of a mudshow that 
pose the greatest threat to the continuation of the recognizable place and performance of 
Kelly Miller Circus. Together these two elements can strip Kelly Miller of its tent and 
numerous acts, threatening to render it unrecognizable. The flexible living and working 
memory, which is recalled and 'forgotten' in a pick-and-choose way, sets the stage for 
current and future performances which are never quite the same but always recognizable 
as Kelly Miller Circus. In order for memory to endure it must be gone over again and 
again (Nora 1989, p12). The ever changing weather and lot conditions described in this 
chapter, which are an inevitable consequence of moving from one location to another, 
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create a constant stream of disruptions and ruptures that force Kelly Miller Circus to use 
all its skill, training and memory to ensure that the show will go on. 
Conclusion: Fixed Improvisation 
Natalie Cainan (see start of chapter) said that the circus changes everyday, its 
movement is a necessity. For me, her words highlight the role improvisation plays in 
the performance of stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. The movement is necessary. 
To ensure that it is continuous, flexibility is also necessary to keep Kelly Miller Circus 
on the road and performing. What Natalie calls tradition may be a series of challenges 
and improvisations over generations that have made their way into the rituals and living 
memory of the circus. This culture of movement has, over time, incorporated the 
inevitable and frequent disruptions and acts of maintenance into a recognizable culture 
of an American mudshow (Roach 1996a). 
This chapter discussed the ways in which improvisation is 'fixed' into the daily 
ritual of Kelly Miller Circus. The discussion of the improvisations of Glenwood, 
Arkansas illustrated Kelly M Hier's scl f- imposed 'responsibility to play. ' Thisgeneral, 
directive is one way in which the improvisational process is continually restored and 
rcaffirmcd as a reliable tool with which to fix a constant stream of disruption provided 
by the towns through which Kelly Miller Circus moves. The evidence that acts of 
maintenance arc an expected and accepted tool of circus life is their integration into the 
lexicon. Circus rigging is a term I heard quite frequently during fieldwork and was 
always spoken with confidence. Kelly Miller is confident in its ability to improvise a 
solution, be it for an hour, a day, or a season. So confident are they in this ability that 
even when an improvisation fails, it still maintains the process of improvisation because 
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it will inform the next. The four types of improvisation I identified through fieldwork 
show the tool of flexibility in Kelly Miller to be flexible itself. Each improvisation, be 
it at the individual or show level needs to create coherence in routine or performance 
while taking into account the context of the disruption. Sometimes it is creating 
coherence in a performance space, as we saw in the examples of Glenwood and Gilmer. 
Sometimes it is creating coherence in the time line dictating performances, as seen in 
the example of Springville. 
Finally, memory is presented as the tool that maintains the acts of maintenance. 
The ritual of improvisation present within the multiple performances of Kelly Miller 
Circus brings to light the lived nature of memory and its role in the performance of 
stable mobility. By using a flexible and selective memory Kelly Miller Circus is able to 
recreate a recognizable stage each day and restore the behaviours of the day before. In 
this way, memory reaffirms the flexible behaviours that maintain the performances of 
mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. Improvisation in both performance and memory is 
shown to be a stable and continuing way to deal with the ever fluctuating disruption and 
ruptures experienced while getting down the road. 
I was aware of the habit of improvisation in circus life before conducting the 
fieldwork for this project. However, the extent to which improvisation is used in almost 
every situation and the reliance on the skill of improvising only became apparent 
through the experience of fieldwork. By forcing a mobile perspective through the five 
month ethnography, I became aware of the inherent need for flexibility in every 
performance and material on the lot. The constant necessity to alter known patterns of 
performance and material relations may appear to create the common circus 
representation of unprcdictability and chaos. However, in Kelly Miller Circus the 
integration of flexibility into each performance and material relation through continually 
restored and reaffirmed improvisational performances creates a stability of, not only 
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mobility, but of place as well. The significance of this necessary process of 
improvisation to the concept of stable mobility is the demonstration of how continuing 
situations of mobility and recognizable stability can be produced by negotiating the 
continual, yet subtle, disruptions and ruptures to a daily ritual caused by stationary 
locations. This is a 'flip' to a common relationship between mobile cultures and 
stationary, or settled, society in which the mobility performances create disruptions to 
the stationary performances and must be managed. The mobile perspective of the circus 
shows it to be the materials and landscape and infrastructure of the stationary locations 
which cause disruption to mobility performances. Through this mobile perspective the 
disruptions arc also managed but they are also folded into the working memory of Kelly 
Millcr Circus in order to assist in the management and negotiation of the inevitable 
future disruptions that come with getting down the road. 
In the following conclusion, I outline the significant contributions of the concept 
of stable mobility, and this thesis, to theoretical and methodical discussions within 
Cultural Geography and mobility research more broadly. These contributions stem 
primarily from using theories of performance and memory to understand how the 
people of Kelly Miller Circus produce and reproduce their physical movement from 
town to town, but also how that movement produces and reproduces a stable and 
recognizable place in which to live and work. 
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Conclusion: "Getting down the road" with Stable Mobility 
On the morning of May 100' in Paulding, Ohio, I was enjoying our usual 
morning brunch when the conversation turned to the spotting performance of the 
morning. As I described in Chapter 4, this is a performance almost completely directed 
by two men. However, most semi-truck drivers on the show know their 'spot' based on 
the other vehicles and years of experience. Once a semi-truck moves onto a grassy field 
it usually needs to keep moving until it reaches its spot or it gets stuck. That morning at 
brunch the driver of one particular semi-truck was relating his experience of the 
morning spotting: He had begun his drive onto the field, as directed by the Lot 
Supervisor, and as he headed to his spot the 24-Hour Man began to frantically wave him 
in another direction. The driver continued to his spot, yelling out the window as he did 
so, "I've been getting down the road for 40 years without you, I think I know where to 
park without your help! " It turns out the 24-Hour Man bad mis-identified the truck and 
the driver was heading in the right direction. We all chuckled at the story and the 
conversation moved on to the unusual jump planned for the evening. The spotting 
performance described could speak to many of the concerns of this project, the role of 
gestures cueing particular performances, the confirmation and restoration of memory, or 
the role of the stage in determining practice, but what made it onto the calendar that day 
was the quote 'getting down the road' (refer back to fig. 2.6). 
Throughout the season I learned that the phrase 'down the road' has multiple 
meanings in the circus. It can refer to an individual's circus experience, as seen in the 
example above. It refers to the present situation, as in 'the show is getting down the 
road. ' And it also refers to the future, as in 'see you down the road' (fig. C. 1). In a way, 
this phrase demonstrates the concept of stable mobility in the place of Kelly Miller 
Circus. It speaks to the memories and past experience of individuals which shape their 
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present, and future, memories and experiences. It speaks to the maintenance of the 
processes that keep the circus 
moving from town to town 
during the season and it presents 
an assurance that those processes 
will continuc into the futurc and 
cnsurc that wc will mect again. 
Underlying cach phrase is the 
continued renewal and 
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*thin Kelly Miller Circus I discovered the mobility and stability are maintained wi III 
importance of peýfi)rmance and memory processes to the continual production and 
rcstoration ofmobility processes. The daily rhythms and routes of Kelly Miller Circus 
presented in Chapter 4, whcn approached and understood as repeated performative 
rituals ot'movcnicnt, illustratc how the rhythms and routes arc made specific for each 
daily circumstance as well as how they b1crid into one general, 'original' rhythm 
restored daily. This engagement with performance and memory in the investigation of 
mobility processes revealed the presence of reqlfirmed behaviours and performances 
which maintain the mobility and memory processes of Kelly Miller Circus. 
In this way the concept of stable mobility could be understood as 
stable/mobility, one word. It is not understanding mobility as free flowing, nor is it 
understanding stability as completely fluid, but incorporating. flexibili(v into 
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understandings of both mobility and stability. It is a concept grounded in continually 
restored and reaffirmed behaviours, and relationships between the people, materials, and 
memories of Kelly Miller Circus. This relationship is evident in the drives presented in 
Chapter 4 on July 12'b and June 200' which presented the arrows and route slip as 
materials which restore and reaffirm the physical movement and practice of driving 
while also providing flexibility for the drivers to reshuffle themselves while driving or 
leave the route altogether in order to visit a service stationed remembered. 
The concept of stable mobility also is shown to utilize processes and materials of 
performance which require forgetting. In Chapter 5 the forgetting, or leaving out, of 
mobility processes and memories created a rupture in performance, but also reaffirmed 
the necessity of those mobility processes and in so doing, presented a necessary role of 
forgetting in the maintenance of mobility and stability in Kelly Miller Circus. 
Grounding the concept of stable mobility in Kelly Miller Circus presents a notion of 
stability and mobility as continuing flexible situations that maintain their recognizability 
through improvisation. The examples of the gymnasium show in Glenwood, AR and 
the split lot of Springville, NY presented in Chapter 6 illustrated how performances of 
improvisation are utilized in both practice and memory to create specific stages and 
performances for the daily conditions but also how each specific improvisation also 
restored and reaffirmed performances and a living memory. 
Privileging the perspective of the circus, which is both mobile and performative, 
in the creation of this project presented new and interesting ways in which to approach 
the cultural mobility of an American circus. The case of the circus is virtually absent 
from geographical discussions, beyond brief mention in partnership with carnivals and 
Travellers (Hetherington 2000; Relph 1976; Sibley 1995). This research not only 
presents a circus as a place and culture interesting to geographical discussions of 
mobility, performance, and memory but also distinguishes it from other mobile cultures 
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by presenting its particular and specific processes of mobility thus illustrating how 
mobility research must be careful when bundling conditions of mobility as similar. 
Approaching mobility through a, perhaps unusual, mobile perspective in the culture of a 
4; ncw' case of the circus presents interesting discussions about the production and 
stabilization of mobility through the perhaps unlikely processes of staged and everyday 
performance and memory which are rarely used in conjunction in mobility research 
(Cresswell 2006c; Gardner 2004; Hetherington 2000; Nicholson 2002). 
As an example, if I had not forced a mobile perspective in this project I do not 
think improvisation would have been recognized as such an important tool to the 
maintenance of mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. This finding in particular presents a 
significant contribution of the stable mobility concept to mobility research and Cultural 
Geography in the way in which 'disruption' is used in order to maintain mobility 
processes which in turn stabilize performances of place and memory within Kelly 
Miller Circus. As I discussed earlier, mobile cultures are frequently approached in 
cultural geographic research as a disruption to the sedentary or 'settled' communities 
through which they move. That is not to say that all these engagements argue that 
mobility is representative of disruption but they do position mobile communities in a 
particular way by juxtaposing them to non-mobile communities which tends to lead to a 
discussion about the inherent disruption of mobility to settled society and not 
necessarily to the mobile subject. In this research, by taking the perspective of the 
circus, my questions were not necessarily about the relationships the circus had with the 
communities through which it moved but about the relationships within the community 
that allowed and enabled it to move. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the mobility processes of 
Kelly Miller Circus revealed a constant negotiation of disruption to routine and stage 
caused by continually moving to new locations. However, what is perhaps surprising 
are the ways in which the constant presence of disruption is folded into the processes of 
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mobility in Kelly Miller Circus through practiced and assured flexibility in not only the 
materials of the show but the relationships with those materials as well. 
In Chapter 41 discussed how the performance of the layout and its direction and 
spotting of vehicles can create a stability of performance (and staging) while also 
allowing for disruptions and flexibility which worked to reaffirm particular 
performances in the maintenance of the show. In Chapter 51 discussed how the 
disruption of a two day stand was created through a combination of selected memory 
and absent mobility processes, but also served as a way to reaffirm the necessity of 
particular processes of mobilization to the stability of Kelly Miller's overall ritual of 
movement. And finally, in Chapter 61 argued that the stable process which kept Kelly 
Miller moving down the road despite the continuous occurrence of disruption, was a 
fixed, yet flexible, process of improvisation. In each of these chapters I presented an 
understanding of mobility's relationship to the presence of disruption as one that 
allowed for the continuation of movement through subtle transformations and 
readjustments of performances. From the mobile circus perspective the daily 
disruptions created by the stationary roads and lots on which it moves are accepted and 
mundane, but also expected and transformative traces for the restoration and 
reaffirmation of daily performances of stable mobility. 
Initially, the general concept of stable mobility, a situation of constant 
movement that perpetuates itself through its processes of mobility, was inspired by my 
memories about the circus stories that filled my childhood. As the project developed 
the case of the circus provided more than just the concept of stable mobility, but also the 
processes through which to investigate this particular concept. As I mentioned in 
Chapter 1, investigations into the mobility of pcrfortnative groups has led to secondary 
discussions about how stability and mobility of situation are maintained in conjunction 
(O'Rcilly and Crutcher 2006). Approaching the concept of stable mobility through the 
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performance theory of restored behaviour provided a way to think about the repetition 
of mobility processes as not only restored behaviours altered for each circumstance, but 
also as reaffirmed bebaviours maintained within the specific mobility processes of Kelly 
Miller Circus through their constant repetition. This theory of performance also 
allowed for the integration of a lived memory into a discussion about the mobility 
processes maintained by Kelly Miller. A lived memory, reworked at every restoration 
due to the particular context of each stage, allows for the resulting performances of 
improvisation to be understood as acts of maintenance. These two processes of stable 
mobility, rcaffirmcd behaviours and improvisation, were made apparent through the 
questions and fieldwork of this thesis which embraced a mobile, circus, perspective. 
The processes of reaffirmed behaviours and improvisation observed in Kelly 
Miller Circus present another way to understand the production and meaning of 
mobility. Mobility is routinely figured as adventure, tedium, education, freedom, 
modem, privileged, threatening, dysfunctional, inauthentic, rootless, liberating, 
anti foundational, and transgressive (Cresswell 201 0). 39 In the case of Kelly Miller 
Circus mobility is produced and understood as necessary and stabilizing. The necessity 
of mobility is evident not only in Natalie Cainan's quote at the beginning of Chapter 6, 
but also in the way in which the ability to move is incorporated into every material and 
action of the lot which together produce Kelly Miller's particular formulation of 
mobility. From the careful construction of props to fit exactly in the storage 
compartments of homes, to the act of heating a coffee thermos in the evening, or to 
learning how to cook dinner, shower, and prepare for a performance using only the 
electricity provided by a 12 volt car battery because the lot for that day does not allow 
everyone to plug into the show's generator, each is haunted by the drive and the 
responsibility to play. In order for the show to go on, the circus moves to another town 
" Adey P 2010; Cloke P, Milbourrie P and Widdowfield R 2003; UAndrea A 2006; Merriman P 2007; Mitchell D 2001; Sibley D 1995; Urry J 2007; Vanderbock RM 2005. 
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in order to find another audience. However, in order for the people of Kelly Miller 
Circus to continue to produce a show, the bodily practice of living and working on the 
road must also go on. The concept of stable mobility presents an understanding of 
mobility as necessary and stabilizing which incorporates other meanings of education, 
tedium, and perhaps romantic ideas of freedom. Where it differs is a figuring of 
mobility that claims when a mobile perspective is taken in theory and practice, mobility 
processes present a necessary and stable situation. 
The five month ethnography of Kelly Miller Circus' 2008 season was key to 
understanding how the concept of stable mobility could be understood in practice as 
well as in theory. Initially, when I placed myself in the mobile community of Kelly 
Miller Circus, the goal was to find a way to ask better interview questions about being 
mobile. By using my experience of movement as 'props' I hoped to really 'get at' the 
show's feelings and understandings of their own movement during interviews. I 
thought that my secondary knowledge of circus life had prepared me sufficiently to step 
right into a working circus and know what kinds of questions to ask. In practice, it took 
me a long time to team how to move, and work, and live, and perform and most days I 
was struggling to hold it all together. What I slowly began to realize was that the 
necessary continual repetition of each day was the stabilizing factor in my own 
experience. The show was going to keep moving to the next town. If I did not show 
up, someone else would step in to run the music. The show would go on with, or 
without, me. The questions I needed to ask to understand how Kelly Miller maintained 
its movement were not about producing physical movement necessarily but about 
maintaining stability while also producing movement. That was around the time I threw 
my research questions out the door. Interestingly, by forcing a mobile perspective in 
my research methods I found that in order to understand how Kelly Miller Circus kept 
moving I had to pay attention to how they also kept 'still' in a sense. Again, like the 
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notions of stable and recognizable, the notion of still here requires a bit of flexibility 
and is perhaps better understood as temporary and continual immobility. 
What the ethnography made clear was that a mobile perspective, like the 
concept of mobility, is not just about adding physical movement to the research. 
Working through a mobile perspective is about taking the perspective of a mobile 
subject and looking at what maintains its movement. I do not believe it always requires 
literally taking on a mobile subject position, but in the case of this thesis, physically 
forcing a mobile experience produced, I believe, significant contributions to 
understanding mobility and stability processes of mobile cultures. Surprisingly, in the 
case of Kelly Miller Circus, I found that observing how the show recreated the same 
stage for itself each day in the form of the lot, the tent, the acts, and the houses, was 
more revealing to the processes of mobility than observing their actual movement from 
town to town. However, that is not to say that the morning drives were not important to 
the way in which the stages are created. As Chapter 4 and 5 demonstrate, the physical 
movement from town to town is the quiet power behind each performance. This may 
seem an obvious observation about a mobile community, but I did not assume it from 
the start. This understanding of the drive became evident through observing and 
experiencing the continual process of becoming mobile and immobile. I do not think 
that this will be the case with all research linked to the stable mobility concept but, in 
the case of Kelly Miller Circus, observing and experiencing how the show was 'still' at 
each lot also revealed how the show kept moving to a new lot. 
Regretfully, by the time I finally learned how to move, work, live and perform, 
and also really started to feel comfortable and excited about where my research was 
going, it was time for me to return to sedentary life. In hindsight, I wish I had stayed 
with the show until November. This would have provided more time to gather detailed 
data about the daily modifications to the stable stages and to continue to develop an 
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interview method that was more successful in drawing out personal experiences rather 
than general facts. More time also could have presented more opportunities to perform 
in the ring which turned out to be a valuable research method during my limited 
experience. However, on the last point, I was only given the opportunity to perform 
because I was leaving and so the opportunity may not have presented itself until I left in 
November. There is no question that this project, and future projects, would benefit 
from an entire season of research data in the form of photographs, video, interview 
quotes, and observations from 65 additional lots and related performances. However, I 
do not believe that this project and thesis were hampered in any way by leaving Kelly 
Miller Circus after five months. The research conducted in those five months was 
extremely illuminating to the concept of stable mobility and how it can be applied in 
theory and practice. Additionally, based on the amount of 'data' I accumulated during 
the five months (see Appendix 2), an additional 65 lots worth of intensive research had 
the potential of creating a burden of data that would inevitably created an issue of 'data 
handling' that would not have been conducive to the time constraints of a PhD project. 
On my last day, as I said goodbye to one particular person that had provided a lot of 
support early in the season, she said, "We'll let you leave for now so that we'll see you 
down the road later. " If she is right, I will have the opportunity to return to the circus to 
expand on the findings of this project which I believe arc significant to discussions 
about cultures of mobility. 
In addition to the specific contributions of this research discussed above, this 
research also generally contributes to the growing field of mobilities research and its 
interest in the different experiences and practices of people and materials moving 
through space and time at a variety of scales, by presenting yet another 'mobility- 
system" of the circus and its processes of mobility (Adey 2010; Cresswell 2010; Urry 
2007). The theoretical engagements of performance and memory with empirical data 
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gathcrcd 'on the move' advance discussions in cultural geography and mobility 
research conccrning the production of mobile communities within 
'settled' societies 
while adding an element of maintenance and necessity to the 
discussion (Hetherington 
2000; Shubin and Swanson 2008). While illuminating another way to approach and 
investigate mobile cultures through the concept of stable mobility, this thesis also 
contributes to ongoing discussions about how Cultural Geography might conceptualize 
and approach research about mobile cultures and bow mobile cultures might 
conceptualize space and place (Crcsswell 2006a; Crcsswell 2010). The following 
discussions outline more specifically the significant contributions and advances this 
thesis makes to thinking about the culture and work of the American circus, to the 
increasing f icld of mobility research and mobile methods, and to Cultural Geography 
research in the area of mobile and performative cultures. 
Thefirst question posed by this thesis asked about the relatively stable work that 
maintained mobility in a circus. Each empirical chapter highlighted a specific process 
which works to maintain the physical movement of Kelly Miller Circus from town to 
town, in the form of reaffirmed bchaviours, the idea of the stage, and improvisation as 
acts of maintenance. However, Chapter 4 specifically looked at the ritual of movement, 
known patterns of performance that maintain Kelly Miller's physical movement, and 
described, generally, how each process, mentioned above, is folded into the ongoing 
daily production of Kelly Miller Circus. The ritual of movement presented in Chapter 4 
consisted of bundles of performances, each cueing the next, within the continually 
rcstorcd ritual. The chapter discussed how an understanding of performances becoming 
reaffirmed through their continual restoration was cued by the specificity of each lot and 
route and the resulting alterations to each performance in the restoration of the 
recognizable and stable stage of Kelly Miller. By following the ritual over nine lots, 
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each process of reaffirmed performance, stage production, and improvisation is shown 
to play a stable role in the maintenance of Kelly Miller's culture of mobility as well as 
being flexible in the way in which they are accomplished. 
The chapter used the physical movement between lots, in the form of driving, as 
a centre point to discuss how the resulting staging performances of demobilizing and 
mobilizing work to erase the memory of the drive as well as restore and alter it through 
the course of the daily restoration of the ritual of movement. Using processes of 
performance and memory recall and implementation to understand the daily movements 
of Kelly Miller Circus presents an understanding of the production of mobility which 
speaks to its preservation in the present as well as how it will be maintained into the 
future. This presents a significant contribution to academic and non-academic circus 
research. This research discusses how the everyday performances of a working circus 
contribute to its continuation as opposed to focusing on the performances in the ring and 
their significance to identity formation (Canneli 2003; Carmeli 2006; Little 2006) or 
lamenting the disappearance and transformation of the circus tradition (Carmeli 2001; 
Hammarstrorn 2008). This research presents a description of circus life that takes into 
consideration both the everyday logistical performances as well as the performances in 
the ring to move beyond the romantic view of a dying, traditional lifestyle and present a 
view of a contemporary lifestyle perfectly capable of adapting to their surroundings and 
circumstances in order to continue getting down the road. 
The second question addressed by this thesis is about understanding how the 
processes of mobilization, described above as reaffirmed behaviours, staging, and 
improvisation, maintain a stability of situation while also maintaining the physical 
movement of the show. Again, each chapter addresses this point to some degree. For 
example, Chapter 4 illustrated how the actual movement from town to town can become 
almost invisible due to its constant repetition and how the invisibility and blurring of 
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each day's specifics into a ritual of 'Just one day' creates the production of a continually 
recognizable memory of the place of Kelly Miller Circus. Chapter 
6 described how the 
continual movement from town to town creates a necessary stream of 
disruption that 
stabilizes the performance and process of improvisation. However, Chapter 
5 in 
particular explored how the processes of mobilization create a stable stage of 
Kelly 
Miller Circus by describing how the multiple stages within Kelly Miller and its ritual of 
movement arc affected when processes of mobilization, such as reaffirmed 
performances of mobilizing, driving, and demobilizing are shuffled or missed out 
in the 
daily ritual of movement. In exploring what happens when Kelly Miller Circus stops 
moving, this chapter showed the processes of mobilization as necessary to the 
maintenance of the show's stability by describing how the stages and related 
performances were made subtly, yet significantly, unstable due to the 'missing' 
processes between days. Each stage is shown to be cued by moments within the ritual 
of movement as well as cueing moments within the ritual. The discussion of the stage 
and the performance of staging in this chapter also illustrated how the improvisation 
process is used to 'correct' the effects of the missing mobilization processes. The 
relationship between producing a stage for mobility performances and process of 
improvisation in order to stabilize those stages also provides a way to think about how 
cultures of mobility utilize stationary locations to maintain performances of mobility. I 
believe this to be a significant finding for mobility research as well as an argument for 
mobile methods. 
I believe that the discussions and arguments of Chapter 5 about the necessity of 
mobilization processes in creating stability within a mobile community is directly 
related to the use of a mobile method and perspective presenting the idea of stable 
stages as a way to understand mobility processes. Within the discussion of the role of 
processes of mobilization for the creation of stable stages, illustrated through the 
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individual performances of a two day stand, was also a discussion about how Kelly 
Miller used the temporary stages of each town to reaffirm their ritual of movement by 
being affected by each town on the route, but not tied to any in particular. Each town 
presents a different stage on which Kelly Miller Circus needs to produce their own stage 
of the tent, midway, backyard, frontyard, etc. The differences of each lot require that 
Kelly Miller have the ability to restore their mobilization processes in such a way that is 
specific to each lot yet maintains their recognizable stage. This discussion presents a 
significant contribution to mobility research by understanding how a relatively self- 
contained 'mobil ity-system' is continually maintained by its own mobilization 
processes but also affected by each place it moves through. 
I believe the performative concepts of the stage and improvisation present a 
way to conceptualize a continually mobile lifestyle that maintains its mobility through 
the difference presented by each stationary lot as well as each experience of mobility in 
the creation of the lot without falling into the traps of metaphors about roots or nomads. 
Both metaphors, which for Creswell mark moments within a mobility research 
trajectory, presented a picture of mobile people and communities that were almost 
incapable of connecting to the settled societies through which they moved. They arc 
viewed as either unwilling or unable to be affected by sedentary life. The sedentary 
metaphor of roots saw this inability as a problem, the nomadic metaphor praised it as a 
liberating act. What stable mobility in the place of Kelly Miller Circus tells us is that 
this particular mobile place and community is indeed affected by, and able to connect 
with, each stationary place through which it moves while also sustaining its mobile 
lifestyle. 
The third question of the thesis is about detailing the significance of flexibility 
in the concept of stable mobility and its production in practice. In the above discussions 
of the research questions of this project I mention the necessity and presence of 
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flexibility in the maintenance of the mobility and stability of Kelly Miller Circus. 
Through discussions and examples of bchaviours restored and performance reaffirmed 
through a constant process of partial remembering and forgetting, Chapter 6 discusses 
how the flexibility and improvisation described in each of the other empirical 
cngagemcnts arc understood as acts of maintenance for the concept and practice of 
stable mobility of Kelly Miller Circus. The four types of improvisation outlined in the 
chapter show just how flexible this particular process of mobility is as well as how 
integral it is to the maintenance of the ritual of movement, reaffirmation of 
performance, improvisation, and production of staging in Kelly Miller Circus. This 
presents a performance of practical memory, as opposed to historical or memorial, 
which not only preserves Kelly Miller's past, but also works to maintain it in the present 
and prepares for its future. 
The constant presence of improvisation highlights the necessity of difference 
and flexibility to the maintenance of a continuing situation of movement as well as the 
continuing recognizability of situation. The four types of improvisation at work in 
Kelly Miller Circus present the ideas of disruption and rupture as almost mundane and 
necessary in the work of performance and memory to maintain Kelly Miller Circus. 
The continual need to refocus, or rcaffirm, the performances within the ritual of 
mobility, caused by the disruptions and ruptures of daily movement, maintains not only 
the continual situation of movement but the living memory of that situation as well. 
Flexibility, or improvisation, is 'built-in' to the materials of the show as well as the 
performances which utilize the materials. The tent is built with an ability to re-arrange 
the cntranccs and cxits as the lot dictates. The performance of the layout is dependent 
upon the ability to spot the vehicles in a variety of patterns to account for the day's lot 
but also maintain a recognizable stage (fig. C. 2). The running order is created with the 
ability to change at a momcnt's notice due to weather or lot conditions. In this way, the 
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processes of improvisation and related acts of maintenance reinforce the place of Kelly 
Miller Circus through constant, yet flexible, recrigagement with a living memory that 
reaffinns the daily and seasonal performances of the show. 
This research and the resulting findings are the product of a continual 
conversation bct,. veen theoretical concepts and the empirical case of Kelly Miller 
Circus. The theory of restored behaviour creates a way to understand how the repetition 
i 
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ot'physical movement could be understood to be stable and flexible. The habit of the 
circus to tell stories as a way of tcaching itself how to repeat and continue that 
movcnient Icad to the inclusion of memory as a proccss of mobilization which rcflects 
the use ofinemory in the restoration of behaviour. The materials of the circus that are 
manipulated each day in the production of physical movement and a performance stage 
lead to thcorics about how memory is stored and recovered in the materials and 
experiential traces of'past performances. This continual conversation, inspired by a 
mobile perspective, presents the concept of stable mobility as one that views mobility as 
necessary for the maintenance of recognizably stable situations. Through the case of 
Kelly Millcr, processes of performance and memory are positioned as vital to the 
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concept of stable mobility and its understanding of processes of mobilization as 
stabilizing performances. 
This research presents a significant shift in understanding the maintenance of 
mobile communities and particularly ways of thinking about the circus that does not 
involve the usual discussions of the carnivalesque but validates the performative and 
mobile lifestyle of circus as one of continual ordered and specific, yet flexible, 
maintenance work. The production of stability of community and place through careful 
and pattcmcd improvisations which work to maintain recognizable patterns of 
behaviour and interaction is useful beyond mobility research, specifically, in the use of 
traccs in the recreation of performance. The way in which materials, scars, smells, or 
sounds inform the experience and production of place, be it mobile or not, is a way to 
apply the concept of stable mobility, continually rcstorcd and reaffirmed behaviours and 
relationships between people, materials, and memory, to discussions of the ways in 
which places arc produced and experienced by a range of groups for a range of 
purposes. Taking a circus view of how mobility, or any other spatial phenomenon, is 
maintained through the intertwining processes of performance as reaffirmed behaviour 
and memory as improviscd through traces can present another way of understanding 
cxpcricnccs and productions of geographical phenomena that are flexible and 
continually rcstorcd and reworked in such a way as to be stable, yet also specific at each 
restoration. Additionally, through the concept of stable mobility the work and 
performances of circus people could perhaps escape its continual linkage to the 
carnivalcsque and chaos metaphors by being presented as a carefully ordered and 
choreographed pattern of bchaviours restored in particular and careful ways. 
This thesis described and discussed how the living memory of the circus shapes 
its present and future performances, both in the ring and on the road. The thesis 
demonstrated, through analytical discussions and performative presentational styles, 
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how Kelly Miller Circus maintains its particular form of mobility but also how it 
assures its continuation into the future through the continual reproduction of a daily 
routine and rhythm of mobility that is consistent as well as flexible. The mobilc 
perspective presented throughout this thesis was about viewing the lived relationships 
and processes of mobility from the place of mobility while considering the concerns and 
practices and meanings of mobility for the people that are moving. But it was also 
about a mobilc method and finding a way to not only recover the practices and 
experiences of being mobile but also about finding a way to present those practices and 
experiences in a way that reflected and performed the ways in which mobility processes 
arc produced again and again in Kelly Miller Circus. This perspective revealed that in 
Kelly Miller Circus it is not always the physical movement that allows for, and 
maintains, the reproduction of mobility processes. This research illustrated that it is the 
lived relationships between the people, materials, and memories that maintain and 
preserve the pcrformativc culture of mobility in Kelly Miller Circus. This thesis 
showed that by continually becoming temporarily immobile, through processes of 
reaffirmed performances of staging and improvisation, Kelly Miller Circus will 
continue to get down the road. 
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Appendix I 
Glossary of Circus Terms 
24-Hour Man-the person travelling a day ahead of the show, marking the route, laying 
out the lot, checking permits, and scouting local amenities. 
Acts-rcfcrs to the individual perfoffnances in the ring, as well as the people that 
perfonn thcm. 
Aerialist-individual that not only performs an aerial act but also has the core skills to 
perform any aerial act. 
Animal Departmcnt-the geographical area of the animal enclosure on the midway, as 
well as the group of trainers and grooms that work with the show animals. 
Arrows-the white and red convoy arrows posted at the side of the road indicating the 
route to the next lot. See also Route. 
Backdoor-the curtains at the rear of the tent which lead to the backyard and serve as 
the performers' entrance to the tent and ring. 
Backyard-the geographical area in which performers' houses are parked, usually 
oricnted around the bandwagon and backdoor. 
Bandstand-the portable stage at the back of the bandwagon situated behind the ring 
which holds the sound cquipment and musicians. 
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Bandwagon-the trailer parked at the rear of the ring around which the backdoor is 
organized. Serves as the lighting booth, warm up area, and small prop and costume 
storage during the day. Holds the lights, ring, elephant tubs, electrical cord, blocks 
and backdoor curtains during the drive. 
Bleachers-the portable seating for the majority of the audience Exed to trailers. See also 
Seat Wagon. 
Blocks-double or triple pulleys and associated rope. 
Blown Arrow-an unnoticed arrow 'blown by' while driving between lots. 
Boards-rcfcrs to the collection of wooden boards each house carries in order to level 
house trailers or provide traction. 
Booking Agent-individuals or tcams of people responsible for identifying potential 
sponsors and selling 'circus day' to each sponsor. Most work is done at the end of the 
season or during the off months, although they do also travel a few weeks ahead of the 
show attempting to fill holes in the route. 
Bunkhouse-living compartments included in almost every show-owned semi-truck and 
trailcr. The cookhouse truck holds the largest and is often referred to as the bunkhouse. 
Butcher-food and souvenir vendors that work in the tent during the show. 
Call time-the time at which drivers and vehicles are expected to be prepared to drive off 
the current lot. 
Circus Fans-a national organization of circus enthusiasts organized into regional 
'tents. ' They are common visitors to lots and occasionally provide a lunch or dinner for 
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the show. They tend to be the repository of circus history and current statistics. They 
arc commonly afforded greater access to the backyard area and performers. 
Circus Wagon-thcse are wooden wagons which held animals or people and were pulled 
by tcams of horses in the circus parades of the Golden Age. 
Clown White-a. specific type of oil-based theatrical make-up used to create clown 
faccs. 
Concessions Truck-a show-owncd semi-truck and trailer which Serves as one side of 
the midway and bolds the food salcs windows. It also storcd tbc souvcnirs for the toy 
stand and hcld a bunkroom for the butchcrs. 
Cookhouse-a show-owned scmi-truck. and trailer which held the show kitchen which 
puts out a simple breakfast at call time, a lunch at 11: 00, and dinner at intermission of 
the first show free of charge. The yellow and red striped tent secured to the side serves 
as the classroom for the children of the show every morning from 9: 00 to 11: 00 as well 
as a general meeting area for parties or religious services. The majority of the truck 
serves as the main living quarters for the tent crew with a series of bunks and a shower 
and sink. It also holds a smaller generator that can power houses and the kitchen. 
Donniker- the portable toilets provided for the audience by the show, also used to refer 
to the waste tanks of houses. There is no known origin of the word (Fox and Parkinson 
1969, p30). 
Elephant Tubs-the circular steel stools used in the elephant act and for elephant foot 
grooming and maintcnance. 
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First of May-refers to someone that is new to the circus life. However it does not 
always refer to the length of time in the circus, but the quality or competence of circus 
work and life. The name refers to the historical traditional start of season 
in May. 
Frontdoor-the public entrance to the tent marked by a red and yellow marquee and 
tickct gatcs. 
Frontyard-the geographical area in which the houses of midway employees are 
positioned. 
Generator Truck-a show-owned semi-truck and trailer that holds the primary generator 
for the show, three living quarters and a common shower. See also Plant. 
Groom-an individual that works as an assistant and apprentice to an Animal Trainer. 
The title does not necessarily refer to the act of grooming an animal, as in the case of a 
Tiger Groom. 
Iloof Truck-a show owned semi-truck and trailcr that transports the show owned hoof 
stock of ponics, camels, donkeys, llama and horses. It also serves as storage for hay and 
equipment for the Animal Department and holds three living quarters. 
House-refers to the living accommodation of trailers, motorbomes, converted buses or 
semi-truck trailers. For many, this mobile accommodation is their house in the off- 
scason as wcll. Also TCfers to the tcnt, as in 'Front-of-housc' or 'full housc. ' 
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Jigger-ratcheted cables that secure the cupola, or peak, of the tent and the four main 
poles. These ultimately also serve as the 'stationary' points of rigging for any aerial 
cquipmcnt. 
John Robinson-wben a show is cut short while in progress. The name comes from a 
circus boss in the Golden Age that was famous for cutting the show short in order to 
Icavc town bcfore bill collcctors arrivcd. 
Ju mp-refcrs to the drive between lots. The word comes from 'jumping' onto the train 
cars as they pulled out of the railroad sidings toward the next town. 
Layout-the organization of the vehicles and materials of the circus specific to each lot. 
Learning the Ropcs-refcrs to learning how to live and work circus. It is said to come 
from Icaming how to secure the ropes of the tent. However, it is also a term used in the 
sport of boxing. 
Light Boxes-stccl boxes which hold the theatrical and emergency lights for the tent and 
are secured to the quartcr poIcs. 
Lights-rdcrs to the presence of electricity in the houses. See also Generator Truck 
and Plant. 
Lot-refcrs to the 300ft by 300ft space the circus occupies for the day in each town and 
the conditions of the lot as well as the surrounding town and amenities. These range 
from car parks, to abandoned fields, to city parks, rodeo or fairgrounds, baseball fields, 
or sport practice fields. 
Lot & License-rcfers to a town and lot which has no sponsor. The circus obtains all the 
pcnnits itself and receives all the profits. 
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Lot Supervisor-responsiblc for the organization of the lot in the morning and escorting 
fire, building, food, and safety inspectors around the lot. Takes a part in making last 
minute decisions about moving to a new lot, changing layout, or pulling off a lot at 
night. 
Mechanic-thc safety harness used in performance. 
Midway-the geographical area that includes the Concession Truck, Office, Animal 
Departmcnt and animal attractions, ctc. 
Mudshow-historically, this designation referred to shows that navigated roads, not rails, 
and played small towns. Practically, it refers to a circus that works out in the elements, 
under the tent. All the vehicles have to be able to navigate anything from a city 
highway to country dirt roads. The travel, set-up and execution needs to be able to deal 
with, among other things, muddy lots. 
North Starlet-collectively rcfcrs to the showgirls of John Ringling North's Ringling 
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus. The name was restored to refer to the showgirls of 
Kelly Miller Circus after John Ringling North II bought the show in 2007. 
Opening Day-first official show of the season. 
Opening Spec-rcfers to the display, or spectacle, of stars and talent en mass at the 
beginning of the show. The Opening Spec was a hallmark of John Ringling North's 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus. 
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Packing Down-usually rcfcrs to the activities of individual families storing and 
securing their belongs in their houses in preparation for driving. See also Teardown. 
Perch Pole-an act in which the performer climbs a pole supported by another 
pcr-fonncr's shoulder and/or head and performs acts of balance. 
Performance Department-refers to the employees involved in the production of the 
tickctcd pcrfon-nancc. 
Performance Director-rcsponsible for determining the running order of the show as 
well as serving as the manager of the performance department and directing opening 
specs and productions. Usually also serves as Ringmaster. 
Pic Car-food prepared after the final show, usually by someone other than the cook, for 
purchase by employees. 
Plant-see Generator Truck. 
Pole Truck-a show-owned semi-truck and trailer that transports the tent poles, 
donnikers, extra bleachers, Animal Department barriers, and the small tow motor 
rcfcffcd to as the 'bobcat. ' This truck also holds a generator powerful enough to run 
most of the show. One of the only trucks that does not hold a living accommodation. 
Preferred Seats-plastic chairs arranged around the ring. Also referred to as ring-side 
seating. Preferred seating tickets are an additional $3 each. 
Prod uction-rcfcrs to an ensemble performance, usually at the end of the first half of the 
show, which includes a variety of stars and acts organized around a theme or storyline. 
Pulling Hoses-refers to the job of filling the water tanks of each house twice a day and 
connecting the cookhouse and communal showers to the local water supply. 
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Pulling Off-usually refers to the act of packing down and leaving a lot in the evening in 
order to maintain the integrity of the lot or ensure a timely arrival at the next lot. 
Pump Truck-a. small flat bed truck which pumps out the donnikers and carries a 
collection of spare tires. 
Quarter Poles-medium length poles positioned approximately a quarter of the way into 
the radius of the tent. These poles support the lighting of the show. 
Road Offlice-a converted box trailer parked at the front of the midway that houses the 
business of the show as well as the ticket box office. 
Route-rcfers to the individual directions between each lot as well as the overall seasonal 
schedulc of datcs and towns. 
Route Slip-a piece of paper with directions to, and infonnation about, the next day's lot 
Ring-the performance space inside the tcnt. 
Ring Curb-the proper name for the 42 foot diameter pcrfon-nance ring. 
Ringling-Fivc brothers from Baraboo, Wisconsin widely considered (within the 
community) to be the kings of the American Circus tradition and responsible for 
creating a clean, family friendly image of circus. 
Ring Mat-a round piece of vinyl slightly smaller than the diameter of the ring which 
provides a performance surface. Removed for large animal acts. 
Ringmaster-the announcer and narrator for the show. See also Performance Director 
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Rola Bola-an act of balance. Standing on a board supported by a series of cylinders, 
usually performed on a an adjustable platform which provides a flat surface regardless 
of the ground condition. 
Running Order-the order of acts, promotions, and acknowledgements in the show. 
Scat Wagon-the common name used for the portable bleachers. 
Shop Truck-a box truck which contains basic cquipment for vchiclc rcpairs. 
Show-refcrs to the performance in the ring as well as the circus as a whole. The Kelly 
Miller Show refers to the people, management, and reputation as well as the ticketed 
pcrformance. 
Snake Show-a midway attraction of very large snakes. Also refcrs to the trailer in 
which the snakes are held that also has a separate living accommodation and storage 
spacc. 
Spool Truck-rcfcrs to a truck mounted with a large spool which unrolls the tent across 
the lot. The original spool wagon is said to have been invented in 1912 by Bill 'Edison 
of the circus' Curtis for the large railroad shows 
Spotting-refers to the act of dirccting vehicles to their spot, or parking space, on the lot. 
Stake Driver-rcfcrs to the mechanical hammer mounted on the back of the flatbed truck 
that tows the tent trailer. 
Style-refers to a performer's gesture following a trick or animal behaviour which 
signals applaud from the crowd. Sometimes referred to as the 'TA-DA. ' 
Styling-rcfcrs to the manner of style. 
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Tent Crew-rcsponsible for the raising and dismantling of the tent and made up of the 
prop crew, butchers, and ushers. The tent crew on Kelly Miller Circus has been made 
up of the same guys for almost 10 years. 
Teardown-the dismantling, packing, and securing of the materials of the circus and 
preparing vehicles for the morning drive. 
Title-the name of a circus. See also Show. 
Transportation Manager-rcsponsible for collecting driver's logs, managing the show 
fuel budget, and monitoring the performance of the show vehicles. On Kelly Miller, the 
Transport Manager was also a general purchaser for the show. 
Troupcr-a traditional term for someone that lives and works circus fully by taking pride 
in their life and work and deals with the hardships without too much complaint and is 
willing to pitch in whenever necessary 
Towner-an outsider to the circus, a member of the town. 
Toy Stand-the name given to the souvenir stand positioned behind the road office on 
the midway. 
Two Day Stand-refus to remaining on a lot for two performance days instead of the 
original one day. 
Water Pump-a small device in each house which provides water pressure when using 
the water tank. 
Web-rcfers to the cotton stuffed hose or canvas covered rope which is used in aerial 
productions and to ascend to aerial rigging. 
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Wheels of Destiny-a piece of circus equipment which is also referred to as a pendulum 
which rcflccts its movcmcnt. 
Winterquarters-a geographical area where circus vehicles and equipment are stored for 
the off-season and prepared for the following season. Some wintcrquarters also have 
areas for houses to hook up to power and water and rehearsal spaces. 
In addition to daily use during fieldwork, the following sources were consulted to 
producc this glossary: 
Circus World Museum 
Robert L. Parkinson Circus Library and Research Center 
Intcmational Circus Hall of Fame 
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus Circuswork Education Center 
Davis JM 2002 The circus age: culture and society undcr the American big top. The 
Univctsity of North Carolina Prcss 
Fox C and Parkinson T 1969 The Circus in America. Hennessey and Ingalls, Santa 
Monica 
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Appendbc 2 
Data Index 
Participatory Observations during Ethnography 
Kelly Miller Circus winterquartcrs, November 6-7,2007 and March 1-14,2008 
"Kelly Miller Circus to take new acts on the road, " Paris News 
2008 Kelly Miller season March 15-August 6,2008 
150 Lots over 8000 miles (approx. ) and 14 states 
73 'Official' rcscarch obscrvation days 
77 'Lifc' participation days 
260 Pcrformanccs obscrved from bandstand whilc working 
10 Pcrformanccs obscrvcd from audicnce 
7 Performances observed from outside tent 
10 Pcrfonnanccs participated in bareback horse and elephant acts 
82 Lot Diagrams 
4 Notcbooks (100 pagcs cach) of fieldnotcs 
I Notebook (100 page) of compiled 'jottings' 
6 Calendars with daily notes 
4 Advance tickets 
2 Advancc PR materials 
2009 Kelly Miller season July 31", August 1-2,2009 
3 performances observed from audience 
3 performances observed from outside tent 
I sct up obscrvcd 
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Artefacts and Materials gathered during Ethnography 
16 Route Cards 
I Ruic shcet 
127 Route Slips 
March (14), April (30), May (27), June (25), July (27), August (4) 
Advcrtising Postcrs 
-Plainville, MA on June 28h, 2008 
-Camdcn, NY on July 14'h, 2008 
-Girard, PA on July 26h, 2008 
-Kcileys Island, OH on Aug S'h, 2008 
3 Pcrformance Program 
9 Posted running orders (changes) 
3 Music cue sheets (altcrcd cues included in 'jottings' notebook) 
2 Show mccting noticcs 
14 Road Maps (annotatcd) 
I Layout pin 
I Praycr book from the Travelling Circus Ministries 
Costume pieces 
-3 pairs of fishnct stockings 
-2 'foot bands' 
-2 uniform polo shirts 
Circus Report vol. 36, no. 7 April I Ph, 2008 
Circus Report vol. 36, no. 7 June 27"', 2008 
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Photographs & Video (organized by route) 
1959 photographs, 66 videos (03: 31: 07) 
Hugo, OK on Novcmber 5h, 2007 
38 photographs (cemetcry, wintcrquartcrs) 
Peru, IN on November 14-16'h 
54 photographs (Hall of Fame, town ccntre, parade) 
Baraboo, Wl on Novcmbcr 27-29"' 
28 photogaphs (museum, town centre) 
Hugo, OK on March Ist-15 th 2008 
35 photographs (wintcrquarters, town) 
Idabel, OK on March 10h 
3 photographs (stakcs) 
Roysc City, OK on March 18'h 
6 photographs (layout) 
Whitcsboro, TX on March 19'h 
4 photographs (ropes) 
Frisco, TX on March 21"-23"d 
43 photographs (set-up crowd, Easter) 
White Settlement, TX on March 250' 
8 photographs (make-up, backdoor) 
Grand Saline, TX on March 29h 
10 photographs (pull on) 
East Tawakoni, AR on March 30'h 
4 photographs (inside tent) 
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Gilmer, TX on March 3 1' 
12 photographs (theatre show) 
Naples, TX on April I" 
13 photographs (lot, town) 
Ashdown, AR on April 2 nd 
5 photographs (inside tent) 
DcQuccn, AR on April P 
5 photographs (inside tent) 
Glenwood, AR on April 40' 
45 photographs (gymnasium show) 
Ozark, AR on April 8h 
2 videos (: 37,1: 02) (tightening ropes) 
Harrison, AR on April 9th. I oth 
5 photographs (evening gathering) 
Mountain Home, AR on April I Vh- I 2th 
3 photographs (lot) 
Mountain View, AR on April 13th 
5 photographs (backlot) 
Eminence, MO on April 15'h 
I photograph (town) 
Cabokia, IL on April 19'h 
3 photographs (house maintenance) 
Mascoutah, IL on April 21" 
10 photographs (lay-out) 
Hillsboro, IL on April 22 nd 
7 photographs (wcathcr) 
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Carlyle, IL on April 23d 
2 pbotographs (elephants) 
Carmi, IL on April 25h 
I photograph (laundry) 
Tolcdo, IL on April 28h 
I photograph (morning drive) 
PaIcstine, IL on April 28h 
4 photographs (sct-up) 
5 videos (: 14,1: 42,: 09,2: 5 8, : 29) (tent mising) 
Spcncer, IN on May 
2 photographs (clcphants) 
Pittsboro, IN on May 40' 
I photograph (wcb bum) 
Flora, IN on May 7h 
3 photographs (sct-up) 
3 videos (: 20,: 21,1: 15) 
Mcchanicsburg, OH on May 14"' 
13 photographs (drive, lot) 
Cadiz, OH on May 18'h 
7 photographs (lot, cvcning gathcring) 
Avclla, PA on May 190' 
37 photogTaphs (set-up, lot) 
3 videos (: 31, : 32,: 30) (set-up) 
Morgantown, WV on May 20-23 
7 photographs (social gatherings) 
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Springfield, VVT on May 25h 
3 photographs (house) 
Thurmont, MD on May 28h 
5 photographs (social gathcring) 
Rcistcrtown, MD on May 29h 
5 photographs (social gathcring) 
Wcst Fricndship, MD on May 30'h-3 I" 
10 photographs (social gatherings, house maintenance) 
Bcachwood, NJ on Junc I 10' 
8 photographs (social gatherings) 
Basking Ridge, NJ 
127 photographs (performance, by Peter Erccg) 
Washingtonville, NY on June 19'h 
4 photographs ('bad' parking, 2 by Petcr Erceg) 
Curnmington, MA on June 21" 
16 photographs (backdoor, rchcarsal, by Pctcr Erccg) 
Spcnccr, MA on Junc 22 nd 
34 photographs (teardown, by Peter Erceg) 
Mcndon, MA on June 23d 
4 photographs (insidc housc) 
Middleboro, MA on June 26h 
20 photographs (house, tent, by Peter Erceg) 
Plainville, MA on June 28h 
25 photographs (sct-up, performance, by Peter Erccg) 
East Providencc, RI on Junc 29b 
8 photographs (driving, set-up, 5 by Peter Erceg) 
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Townsend, MA on June 3e 
10 photographs (driving, lot) 
Pittsficld, MA on July 5h 
13 photographs (unusual lot) 
Berlin, NY on July 6b 
4 photographs (social gathering) 
Canajoharic, NY on July 12'h 
55 photographs (backdoor during perfonnance, unusual lot) 
Norwich, NY on July 1P 
23 photographs (driving, set-up, backdoor) 
Camdcn, NY on July 14"' 
55 photographs (performance, lot) 
I vidco (02: 04) (prop pcrformancc) 
Southwood, NY on July 15'h 
62 photographs (materials, lot) 
Fair Havcn, NY on July Ie 
16 photogaphs (matcrials) 
Lima, NY on July 17'h 
61 photographs (materials, performance) 
I video (03: 21) (prop performance) 
Swcdcn, NY on July 18'h 
38 photographs (materials, set-up) 
5 videos (03: 20,: 23,: 23,3: 42,: 57) (tent set-up) 
Youngstown, NY on July 19'h 
37 photographs (matcrials, backdoor) 
2 videos (03: 57,03: 32) (prop performance) 
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Alexandcr, NY on July 20'h 
40 photographs (house, lot, materials, teardown) 
4 vidcos (01: 28,: 56,01: 43,02: 04) (tcardown) 
Springvillc, NY on July 21" 
40 photogaphs (unusual lot) 
Wcstficld, NY on July 22 nd -23d 
44 photographs (sct-up, backdoor, lot) 
Youngsvillc, PA on July 241 
29 photographs (unusual lot, set-up) 
Union City, PA on July 25'h 
31 photographs (unusual lot, set-up) 
I video (: 19) (set-up) 
Gimrd, PA on July 26a' 
69 photographs (set-up, town, performance, materials, backdoor, teardown) 
2 video (: 44,: 05) (prop performance, tcardown) 
Grccnville, PA on July 27a' 
119 photographs (materials, tcardown, social gatherings) 
II videos (03: 23,: 28,: 59,01: 03,01: 04,: 40,01: 02,: 22,: 12,02: 31,01: 04) 
(teardown) 
Chcstcrland, OH on July 28h 
9 photographs (driving, midway) 
Middleficld, OH on July 29h-301 
71 photographs (materials, lot, set-up, social gathering) 
2 videos (01: 14,: 39) 
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Willowick, OH on July 31" 
25 photographs (rchearsal, lot, 5 by Sara Grcene) 
2 videos (: 08,: 32) (perfomiance) 
Sagamore Hills, OH on August I" 
14 photographs (sct-up, pcrfonnance, by Ria Teffanova-Webb) 
I video (17: 39) (set-up, performance, by Ria Teffanova-Webb) 
Norwalk, OH on August 2d-3d 
45 photographs (performance, house maintenance, driving, by Ria Terranova- 
Wcbb) 
I video (20: 17) (performance, by Ria Terranova-Webb) 
Kcllcys Island, OH on August 4h-501 
274 photographs (materials, set-up, driving, performance, 32 by Ria Terranova- 
Wcbb, 158 by Jim Lcwis) 
I professional video (2hrs) (full performance, by Bruce Johnson) 
Kelleys Island, OH on August P'-rd 2009 
69 photographs (set-up, performance, materials, social gathering) 
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Interviews 
Formal (by date) 
Vladimir and Olga Smirnoff, Performers, Circus World Museum, Baraboo, W1 
August 17 th 2004 
-backyard betwcen shows (I hr) 
Scott O'Donnell, Circus Owner, Circus World Museum, Baraboo, WI 
Septernbcr rd and P, 2004 
-library (Ihr), office (Ihr) 
Ria Tcrranova-Wcbb and Craig Webb, Mock Interview 
Novcmber 40,2007 
-living room (2hrs) 
John Fugate, Ringmaster and Special Events Coordinator, International Circus Hall of 
Fame 
Novcmbcr 15'h, 2007 
-open plan office (2hrs), grounds tour (20mins) 
John Ringling North II, Owner, Kelly Miller Circus 
Mt. Vcmon, OH on May 15'h, 2008 
-his house (30mins), interrupted by laundry run 
Natalie Cainan, Pcrfonner and Cookhouse Purchaser, Kelly Miller Circus 
North Creek, NY on July I O'h, 2008 
-my house (2hrs), regularly interrupted by children and animal care 
John Ringling North 11 and Sara Greene, Aerialist, Kelly Miller Circus, tent specialist 
Camdcn, NY on July 140', 2008 
-again, North's house (20mins) 
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Tavana Brown, Road Office Manager, Kelly Miller Circus 
Lima, NY on July 170', 2008 
-road office (Ihr) 
John Moss, Ringmaster and Performance Director, Kelly Miller Circus 
Wcstfield, NY on July 23d, 2009 
-prcfcffcd scats in tent (2hrs) 
Chris Beckett, Logistics Person, Kelly Miller Circus 
Middleficid, OH on July 29h, 2008 
-outside walking around lot (2hrs) 
Jim Royal 
Middlcficld, OH on July 30a, 2008 
-his 'front porch' (20mins), interrupted by sudden thunderstorm 
Infonnal (byparticipant) 
Alejandro, Butcher, Kelly Miller Circus 
Pittsficld, MA on July 5h, 2008 
Armando "Loyale, " Performer, Animal Handler and Trainer, Animal Department 
Manager, Kelly Miller Circus 
Plunstcnvillc, PA on June 14'h, 2008 
Canajoharic, NY on July 12'h, 2008 
Springvillc, NY on July 21", 2008 
Cuco Pcrcz, Butchcr and Prop Crcw, KcIly Millcr Circus 
Regular nightly conversations between March 15'h and April l7th, 2008. 
Southwood, NY on July 15'h, 2008 
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Danny Brown, Transportation Manager and General Purchaser, Kelly Miller Circus 
Paulding, OH on May IO'h, 2008 
Regular nightly conversations between April I O'h and July 3 e, 2008 
Jim Royal, General Manager, Kelly Miller Circus 
Showmen's Rest (20mins) in Hugo, OK on November 6h, 2007 
John Fugate 
Grounds Tour on November 14th, 2007 
Luis, Prop Boss, Kelly Miller Circus 
Mechanicsburg, OH on May 140,2008 
Regular nightly conversations between May 5h and July 7h, 2008 
Marcella and Harlan, Ticket Taker and PR Clown, Kelly Miller Circus 
Winterquartcrs, March 5h, 7h, and I I'h, 
East Tawakoni, TX on March 30 th 2008 
Cahokia, IL on April 19th, 2008 
Sweden, NY on July 18th, 2008 
Oscar Perez, Concession Manager, Kelly Miller Circus 
Winterquarters, March 6h, 2008 
Norwich, NY on July IP, 2008 
Springville, NY on July 21 "', 2008 
Middlefield, OH on July 29th, 2008 
Tavo Perez, Lot Supervisor, Kelly Miller Circus 
Hancock, MD on May 27th, 2008 
Granville, NY on July 9th, 2008 
Union City, PA on July 25th, 2008 
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Tcto Perez, Tent Boss, Kelly Miller Circus 
Wintcrquartcrs, March 4h, 2008 
Hot Springs Villagc, AR on April 5h, 2008 
Ozark, AR on April 8h, 2008 
Hillsboro, IL on April 22 nd 2008 
Southwood, NY on July 15'b, 2008 
Casual Daily Conversations during evening performances or social gatherings 
Bcn Trumblc, Animal Handler, Kelly Miller Circus and Culpepper & Merriwcathcr 
Circus 
Casey "McCoy" Cainan, Performer and Animal Trainer, Kelly Miller Circus 
Danny Brown 
John Moss 
"Lucky" Eddie Stracffer, Drummcr, Kelly Miller Circus 
Luis 
Natalic Cainan 
Sara Grccnc 
Tavana, Brown 
Vickie Straeffer, Assistant Office Manager, Ticket Seller, Music, Kelly Miller Circus 
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Online Diaries 
The Aludshow Diaries http: //themudshowdiaries. bIovspot. com/ 
Followed April 2008 to present 
Written by Valerie Berta Torales documenting personal experiences living and 
Nvorking on Kelly Miller Circus. Features a photo out of the back window of house 
every day as well as descriptions of daily improvisations. 
Circus Diarics http: //CiTCLIsdiaries. blov-spot. com/ 
Followed April 2008 to present 
Writtcn by Cascy "McCoy" Cainan (and Radar from Scptember 2009) 
documenting personal experiences living and working on Kelly Miller Circus. 
Conccntrates on the details of training tigers and animals in general. 
Pat Cavhin'S ClownAllel, htti): //clownalley. bloRspot. com/ 
Followed April 2008 to present 
Written by Pat Cashin discussing current and historical clowning acts. 
A Mudvhow Scason http: //www. mudshowscason. blovspot. com/ 
Followed July 2009 to present 
Writtcn by Bcn Trunible documenting personal experiences living and working 
with Kelly Miller Circus and Culpepper & Merriweathcr Circus as well as general 
community news and history. 
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The Adventures of Steve& Ryan httv: //steveandryan. blov-spot. com/ 
Followed November 2009 to present 
Written by Steve Copeland documenting the personal experiences of him and his 
clowning partner living and working on Kelly Miller Circus. Focuses on the successes 
and failures of the daily performances as well as social activities. 
Personal Communication 
Fred Dahlingcr, (Circus Historical Society), email, Feb 5'h, 2010, number of circuses 
Jim Royal, cmail, Nov 29'h , 2009, area played, 
history, # of shows 
John Wells (White Tops) 
email, Feb 4 th , 2010, number of circuses 
email, Feb 5 th , 2010, number of circuses 
Pitt Cashm, email, July 301h , 2009, nature of clowns 
'Favana Brown, 
email, Oct 20"', 2008, L&L 
email, July 14 th , 
2009, 'interview' 
email, Dec 4 th , 2009, stats 
email, Jan 29th, 20 10, jobs 
email, Feb 28 th , 2010, contracts 
'faccbook' httl2: //www. facebook. coni interaction with circus members 
From August 10 th , 2008 to present 
Casey "McCoy" Cainan, Natalie Caman, Valerie Berta Torales, Vick' Straeffer, Tavana 
Brown, Sara Greenc 
300 (approx) text messages to Peter Erceg (partner) describing daily situations 
From March I "-August 6 th 2008 
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SourceAlaterials 
Robert L. Parkinson Circus Library and Research Center at Circus World Museum 
Baraboo, Wisconsin November 27-29,2007 
http: circusworld. wisconsinhistory. orW 
3 Museum brochures 
4 Online discussion board printouts 
-October 23,2006 "Is Kelly Miller going out? " 
-May 14,2007 "Recurring High-Wire logistical act. " 
-June 15,2007 "Kelly Miller sets up shop. " 
-August 14,2007 "Never too late to join the circus. " 
Kelly Miller Circus archival file 
-Thanksgiving menu 1950 
-11obbies July 1954 
th 
-Lot diagram and grounds pen-nit June 16 , 1955 
th 
-Billbotird article January 12 , 1959 
-F. mploycc rule sheet 1960 
-Undated Booking Agent sponsor letter approx. 1960 
-Official architectural drawings of show tents and layout for 1960 season 
- 117ii1c, Tops JLlly-Aug 1961 
- 1964 performance program 
-First rOLItC card of 1964 season 
- 1966 performancc program 
-Last route card of 1967 scason 
- 1997 performance program 
-Bandwagon vol. 13, no. 1,1993 
-Bandwagon vol. 39, no. 2,1995 
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'1007 performance program 
- 11"hite Tops vol. 90, no. 4,2007 
Intcmational Circus Hall of Famc 
Peru, Indiana November 14-16,2007 
http: www. circushalloffame. com/ 
5 Historical society brochurcs 
Guidclmcs and Rules for submission of candidates to the Hall of Fame 
Girard, PA Public Library 
July 26 th 2008 
"Who was Dan Rice'? A Walking Tour Through Girard's Circus History" 
Other Orcus Sites and A rehives 
-Brandiniller Circus Research ('enter, Miami University, Oxford, OH 
-Buffalo Bill Historical Ccntcr, Cody, WY 
-Gibsonton, IT, unincorporated suburb of Sarasota, FL with unique circus zoning laws, 
similar to Hugo, OK, hosting a variety of winterquarters. 
-John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, FL 
-Joscph T. McCaddon Circus Collection, Princeton University Library, Princeton, NJ 
-Sarasota, IT, traditional home of Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, hosts a 
variety ofwintcrquartcrs, Outdoor "Ring of Fame" 
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Supplementary Sources 
Mobility 
-Mobiliites, Journal published by Routledge, 
-Zelinsky W 1973 The Cultural Geography of the United States. Prentice Hall, Inc, 
Englewood Cliffs 
-Zelinsky W 1971 The hypothesis of the mobility transition. Geographical Review 61 
Perfonnance 
Julloch J 1999 Performing Culture: Stories of Expertise and the Everyday. Sage 
Publications Ltd, London 
-Parkin D, Caplan L and Fisher H eds 1996 The politics of cultural performance. 
Bcrghahn Books, Providence 
-Schcchner R and Appel W eds 1990 By means of performance: intercultural studies of 
theatre and ritual. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 
Memory 
-Hobsbawm E and Ranger T eds 1983 The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge 
-Connerton P 1989 How Societies Remember. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 
-Halbwachs M 1950 On Collective Memory. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago 
Method 
-Qualitative Research, Journal published by SAGE 
-Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, Journal published by SAGE 
-Paterson M 2009 Haptic geographies: ethnography, haptic knowledges and sensuous 
dispositions. Progress in Human Geography 33: 766-88 
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-Laurier E and Philo C 2006 Cold Shoulders and napkins handed: gestures of 
responsibility. Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 31: 193-207 
-Crang M 2005 Qualitative methods: there is nothing outside the text? Progress in 
Human Geography 29: 225-33 
-Crang M 2003 Qualitative methods: touchy, feely, look-see? Progress in Human 
Geography 274: 494-504 
-Crang M 2002 Qualitative method: the new orthodoxy9 Progress in Human Geography 
26: 647-55 
-Rose G 1997 Situating knowledges: positionality, reflexivities and other tactics. 
Progrcss in Human Gcography 21: 305-20 
-Fcay-Shaw S 2001 The view through the lunchroom window: An ethnography of a 
fifth-grade musical. Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education 150: 37-51 
-Agar MH 1996 The professional stranger: an informal introduction to ethnography. 
Academic Press, Inc, San Diego 
Circus 
-Tait P 2005 Circus Bodies: cultural identity in aerial performance. Routledge, Oxon 
-Brantlinger P 1983 Bread & Circuses: Theories of mass culture as social decay. 
Cornell University Press, Ithaca 
-McKcnnon J 1977 Logistics of the American Circus. Carnival Publishers of Sarasota, 
Sarasota 
-Fcllows DW and Freeman AA 1936 This Way to the Big Show: The Life of Dexter 
Fcllows. Halcyon House, New York 
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